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Foreword
Jeri Brittin, PhD

After the House of Commons was destroyed during World War Two,
Churchill, in his 28 October 1943 speech to the House of Lords, argued
for its reconstruction. Including an oft-repeated extract, his words based
on Parliament records follow:

On the night of 10th May, 1941, with one of the last bombs of the
last serious raid, our House of Commons was destroyed by the
violence of the enemy, and we have now to consider whether we
should build it up again, and how, and when. We shape our buildings
and afterwards our buildings shape us. Having dwelt and served for
more than 40 years in the late Chamber, and having derived fiery
great pleasure and advantage therefrom, I, naturally, would like to
see it restored in all essentials to its old form, convenience, and
dignity.1
A decade later, American philosopher Susanne K. Langer wrote about the
‘biological rather than mechanical’ notions, including concepts of organic
growth and structure, in the work of renowned architects including
Sullivan, Wright and Le Corbusier. Langer shed light on a somewhat
mysterious human-building inter-relationship – the ‘fiery great pleasure
and advantage’ from a building – that Churchill articulated but had not
explained well:
Because we are organisms, all our actions develop in organic fashion,
and our feelings as well as our physical acts have an essentially
metabolic pattern. Systole, diastole; making, unmaking, crescendo,
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diminuendo. Sustaining, sometimes, but never for indefinite lengths;
life, death. Similarly, the human environment, which is the
counterpart of any human life, holds the imprint of a functional
pattern; it is the complementary organic form. Therefore any building
that can create the illusion of an ethnic world, a ‘place’ articulated by
the imprint of human life, must seem organic, like a living form.2
In his 1951 treatise, social psychologist Kurt Lewin proposed the notion
of ‘life space’ as a complex field in which individuals and groups act and
experience life at given times.3 Other seminal theoretical work in the
social sciences regarding human-environment relations flourished from
the 1960s to the 1980s and included the following, among others: Roger
Barker proposed the concept of ecological psychology as a means to study
and understand environments of human behaviour;4 William H. Ittelson
explained human experience and behaviour as a cognitive synthesis of
intended activities, external environmental information and internal
information including pre-defined cognitive schemas; 5 Urie
Bronfenbrenner’s ecology of human development posited ‘mutual
accommodation throughout the life span’ between human organisms and
several systemic levels of environmental context, from micro to macro;6
Harold Proshansky identified the dynamic of place-identity, that our very
identities as human beings are intertwined with social-environmental
aspects of the settings that we inhabit.7 And, importantly, building on
established social science foundations, architectural scholars Bill Hillier
and Julienne Hanson published The Social Logic of Space in 1984, a
formidable and groundbreaking volume addressing the inextricable
linkage of the social and the spatial among human beings. The proposal
ran counter to a belief that they thought to be prevalent among architects
of the time. The authors called this belief the ‘man-environment
paradigm’: a presumption that environments are merely physical material
with no social content and that societies are abstract with no spatial
content. Hillier and Hanson posited, quite the contrary, that space is
intrinsically social, and that social life is intrinsically spatial.8 We’ll come
back to this book shortly.
In 1991, architectural theorist Jon Lang argued that the architecture
discipline was primarily focused on creating high art, with emphasis on
formalism, and that it should pay more attention to ‘the actual behaviors
a building is to house’. He went on to explain:
The two streams of design thought – design as art and design as
environmental design – can and should be brought together within
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what might tentatively be called a neomodernist normative design
theory. It might also be called a behavior deterministic theory
because it assumes that design for human behavior, in its multiplicity
of complexities, is the purpose of design.9
Although Lang’s proposal may not have been wholly accepted in the field,
substantial interest in understanding and applying hypothesised humanenvironment relationships was percolating. Healthcare architects, in
particular, were attentive to ways that a hospital’s design might affect
patient comfort and healing. In 1984, Ulrich had published a seminal
two-page retrospective medical-records analysis showing that, among
patients recovering from gall bladder surgery in one hospital, those with
a window facing trees with foliage spent less time hospitalised and
needed less pain medication than those with a window facing a brick
wall.10 From the 1990s, healthcare organisations began to adopt evidencebased medicine, which applies evidence from population-based, large
controlled trials to inform medical decision making with the goal of
improved and more consistent patient outcomes. Inspired by this
movement, leading healthcare architects defined ‘evidence-based design’
as an analogous application of research-generated evidence and best
practice in designing healthcare environments focused on improving
human outcomes.
Despite the laudable goals and efforts of practising and academic
architects and professionals from other disciplines who have been
champions of evidence-based design, the field is still very young, and real
scientific progress has been slow since the 1990s. Many studies have been
published, with authentic intentions among the study designers and
authors to create knowledge to improve healthcare environments towards
better outcomes for patients and others who occupy these critically
important buildings. At the same time, some latched on to claims about
‘evidence’-based design as a tactic to sell their services and differentiate
themselves from their architectural design competitors. Inadequate
research techniques led to simplistic claims of causal connections between
specific design features and human outcomes that were desirable to
healthcare organisation clients, such as reducing adverse patient events
(e.g., infections and falls) and decreasing length of stay. Fortunately, the
field is seeing progress, as some of these claims are being addressed in
systematic reviews with evidence quality assessments. For example, such
recent reviews have found that while single-patient rooms may indeed be
more advantageous than disadvantageous overall,11 there is no convincing
evidence for or against providing decentralised stations for caregivers,
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and no quality empirical evidence demonstrating that presence of
decentralised stations leads to reduced patient length of stay.12
As Upali Nanda points out in her response to Chapter 3, research
questions in the field have not always been well formulated. Where is the
cohesive theoretical grounding related to human-environment
relationships that exists in the social sciences? Where are plausible
models of variable pathway relationships that can be found in the
biomedical and public health sciences? Why hasn’t there been serious
follow-up to Ulrich’s seminal 1984 study to see if findings replicate or
generalise to larger or more diverse populations? Or to build upon Ulrich’s
work to identify specific environmental mechanisms beyond what has
become known generically as ‘views of nature’ – aspects of the space,
amounts or types of light, visual patterns that stimulate the brain in some
way – that may have played some role in the desirable patient outcomes?
Even more critical to the future of our field: How might we begin to
develop and formalise an ontology for understanding and studying
human–built environment relations? Such an ontology – a formalised
structure of knowledge, classes, properties and relationships – is vital for
scientific progress, and there is much to be learned from examples such
as the Ontology for Exposure Science (ExO).13
Now, let us come back to the Hillier and Hanson book. Here we have
strong theoretical grounding in the social sciences, deep knowledge and
practice in the realm of designing architectural space, an understanding
that space and society are linked and vary across cultures, and foundations
for approaches to construct and measure the social aspects of space
quantitatively. While space is three-dimensional and, arguably, the social
dynamics of space – the notion of space as complementary to our human
selves and activities – must logically occur in three dimensions, healthcare
planning often focuses on functionalities in two-dimensional space, with
common measures including square-area (square feet or metres)
benchmarks such as gross department area per key planning unit (KPU),
where an example of a KPU is the patient room.
The ‘soft and personal’ dimension of hospital architecture noted by
Julie Zook in Chapter 1 may indeed be found in the third dimension of
what we might call ‘human space’. Michelle Ossmann’s proposal in
Chapter 2 of the importance of the construct ‘concurrent visibility’ to
support effective clinical surveillance makes perfect sense in this context,
and George Tingwald’s response conveys his related personal experiences.
In Chapter 3, Rosi Pachilova and Kerstin Sailer address concepts of
community, collaboration and communication in relationship to space
and the environment, from Nightingale’s pioneering observations of
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ambient environment influences on patient healing to today; they then
introduce the Spaces for Communications Index as an approach to spatial
evaluation. Zook and Sonit Bafna address designing for the hospital
visitor experience though perceptual and spatial aspects of corridor
systems and wayfinding in Chapter 4, with a response from Carlo
Giannasca recommending considerable integration of users in a humancentred design process. Sailer proposes (re)inventing ‘relational hospitals’
based on learning from the pandemic, incorporating constructs such as
intelligibility and consideration of the complexities of definitions and
inter-relationships of users in Chapter 5. Throughout the book, proposals,
ideas and outputs of research are followed by responses from practitioners
based on their personal and professional experiences, rendering this
work a substantial piece of science that is accessible to all.
We are at a critical time in the field of healthcare architecture, as
hospitals have strained and flexed through the recent and current viral
pandemic, and we have before us real and tangible opportunities for
productive scientific and built innovations in the field of evidence-based
design. This volume is timely in addressing critical shifts in thinking and
approaches to understand and create embodiments of the social aspects
of hospital space in a more cohesive, human-orientated way. With a fiery
great pleasure of curiosity, let us proceed to uncover and explore the
covert human–spatial life of hospital architecture.
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Chapter 1
The spatial dimension of hospital life

Julie Zook
Within the intense functional concerns of hospital architecture, there
lurks a soft and personal dimension. Hospital space is experienced by
users who are both positioned socially in roles, such as patient, doctor or
nurse, and positioned physically in specific locations within a spatial
pattern. This book demonstrates ways that the experiential side of
hospital architecture systematically and probabilistically affects
outcomes. Specifically, this book presents cases where hospital plans are
spatially analysed to reveal underlying patterns of paths and visual fields
that impact behaviours and outcomes that are important: namely
intensive care unit (ICU) mortality, inpatient provider teamwork and
hospital wayfinding.
The authors here are interested in how building spaces organise life
activities and how built forms are designed to fortify some activities and
relationships and not others. For example, built forms convey expectations
that nurses are to restore themselves in the break room, escort patients in
the hallways and exchange information with other care providers at the
designated team station. But in practice, unexpected spatial behaviours
and relationships emerge; nurses track doctors in the hallways, talk with
patient companions at the station and don’t take breaks at all. What a
building is made for and what it is used for inevitably fail to fully match
up. A building’s sanctioned activities are augmented or undermined by
informal, emergent ones.1
Studying hospital architecture compels attention to the complex
social and functional life of buildings. Hospitals present a concentrated
version of the challenges that prevail more broadly in architectural
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thought and practice. An expensive architecture that rarely produces
artistic innovation, hospital architecture nevertheless struggles to cope
with persistent and sometimes paradoxical functional problems, such as
providing patient privacy while maintaining visibility or constraining
caregiver travel distances while increasing the size and complexity of
hospitals. What is more, the design of hospitals touches on the urgent.
Going into the hospital is too often a needlessly harmful or fatal event.2
Many rich, industrialised parts of the world are presently in a
moment characterised by the imprint of medicine on daily life, a
consumerist orientation to health care, access and quality as political
issues, looming shortages of healthcare workers and a stratospheric (and
climbing) amount of healthcare data that is largely untouched by
healthcare architects. These themes are intensified by a global pandemic,
escalating climate change and intransigent health inequities. We are
challenged to rethink the relationship between society and health, as well
as the place of architecture in that relationship.
Architects, for their part, are at long last questioning whether
prizing formal novelty has led us too far from professional ideals of social
responsibility,3 whether we are ready to seriously challenge exclusionary
practices in the profession4 and why we have shamefully achieved so little
in the face of the climate crisis.5 It is from this location, this specific tangle
of architecture, society and health, that this book was written.

The spatial dimension
The main insights in this book reveal points of contact between the
planned and emergent functions of hospitals, with special attention to the
moments where the planned and the emergent collide in such a way that
they produce outcomes of greater patient safety, increased scope for careprovider communication and more intelligible corridor systems. These
phenomena become apparent through forms of spatial analysis that are
tied back to tendencies in human spatial perception and cognition, and
they probe the question of how spontaneous activities in space – which
can be as minute as catching a colleague’s eye or reading a patient’s facial
expression – support the dedicated and planned functions of hospitals.
Embedding the user and experience in the measures themselves enables
these approaches to sidestep the form-function dichotomy and point in
the direction of intentional spatial design.6
Social scientists have long recognised the ways that space and
society construct and reinforce one another are bound up with how
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opportunities to use space are afforded to or withheld from individuals
and groups.7 This volume uses approaches from space syntax,8 which
takes as its premise that society and space are mutually constructive and
extends this premise into methods for understanding the morphology of
buildings plans and city street networks. Space syntax elaborates
theorisations of the intrinsic association between society and space by
defining spaces mainly in terms of their relationships to one another. One
purpose of evaluating spatial configuration is to better describe how
space-as-reflecting-society has a patterned relationship to behaviour-asobserved. Another use of space syntax that is especially germane to this
book is that syntax-based approaches can give designers insights into how
what exists now can form a basis for productively imagining what is
possible in the future. There is no shortage of books and research articles
on how to design healthcare spaces using evidence. However, too many
of these sources are missing clear theoretical foundations that both link
to useable measures and provide meaningful explanations of how things
work. Explanation in healthcare design research is often based on
discrete, individual-level experiences, preferences and outcomes related
to building features that are already generally understood to be positive:
nature views, privacy, paths free of trip hazards and other broadly
beneficial things that are, to be clear, well worth striving for. Absent
theory that explains more deeply, data can be collected and calculated in
controlled ways, and it can be marshalled to persuade building owners
and developers to do better by their buildings’ occupants. But this
approach to design research runs the risk of too strongly endorsing
present conditions, while offering too little with which to transform
architecture as a social structure.9
Space syntax methods often address the relational properties of the
spaces represented in floorplans. In many cases, space syntax measures
have predicted human spatial behaviour, with a fairly consistent capacity
for relational spatial measures to predict how densities of people are
distributed throughout built space. Space syntax is good at revealing how
copresence is spatialised.10 Space syntax can make visible how, under the
banner of function or architectural type, profoundly social and affective
dimensions of space are quietly installed and enshrined, creating a covert
life that arises from ways that floorplan layouts give rise to patterns of
visibility, encounter and awareness. This focus on deep, non-obvious and
sociologically inflected dimensions of architecture means that space
syntax can act as a representational language for insights on how
architecture structures social life.11
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Research, hospitals and architecture
David Theodore describes mid-century architectural research on hospitals
in the United Kingdom as modelled on how medicine as a profession
integrated scientific research.12 The Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust
Studies in the Functions and Design of Hospitals investigated design using
rational and empirical methods through the 1950s.13 Two decades later, the
Yale Studies in Hospital Function and Design undertook a similar task. As
their titles suggest, both studies were premised on the importance of
establishing a science that identified associations between function and
design, with the aim of developing standards for hospital. Both responded
to glaring deficits in the post-World-War-II hospital stock. John Thompson
and Grace Goldin, of the Yale study, note that what became apparent postwar was that ‘the architects did not know how to build hospitals’.14 They
were referring to things like a prevalence of two-foot-wide doors that would
make evacuation of bedbound patients impossible in case of fire.
Both studies are remarkable for the range of topics they cover. In
Nuffield, these included studies of departments, of caseloads as related to
population and of the physical environment, from ventilation to noise and
to colour, among other things. Sensibilities and measures from the
Nuffield approaches remain with contemporary architectural practice,
including the measure square feet per patient bed, nurse-to-patient-tospace ratios and the application of time-motion study techniques to nurse
work. Yale, similarly, made broad studies, which included privacy, healthpromoting environments, staff supervision and layout efficiency.
Regarding layout efficiency, the authors employed the Yale Traffic Index,
which aimed at minimising nurse walking distance based on a generalised
model of trip frequency and trip length in inpatient units (this study is
revisited by Rosica Pachilova and Kerstin Sailer in Chapter 3). Nuffield
and Yale call for contemporary hospital design standards through
research, with architects as the intended audience of research products.
Both the Yale and Nuffield studies directly correlate design and
function. They do not aim to provide insights into individuals or social
entities as such or to systematically theorise relations of design to hospital
function. There is no attempt to open the black box of causality. There is,
instead, the articulation of purely empirical relationships, established
through observation and numerical description.
Evidence-based design is a continuation of the kinds of work found
in the Nuffield and Yale studies. It tends to emphasise associational links
– famously, for example, that nature views speed healing – but invests less
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in gaining insights about what makes these links work. Sometimes the
de-emphasis on theory-building takes the form of the dormitive virtue, a
circular logic in which the theory offered for a correlation is just
restatement of the correlation in somewhat more abstract or grandiose
terms.
Neither the Yale and Nuffield studies nor current approaches in
evidence-based design invest in the development of the sorts of theory that
answer why two things are associated. The missing explanation of the why
means that studies can point to specific solutions to narrowly defined
problems, but they cannot supply designers with principles that let them
approach problems flexibly and creatively, as designers tend to do.
The main chapters in this book actively seek explanations by
creating theories of the social function of hospital spaces. Instead of just
looking for empirical associations, they push back on assumptions
embedded in existing measures, through either direct critique or the
development of new measures with clearly stated areas of interest in
human experience, cognition and behaviour.
Sonit Bafna has noted the general tendency of architectural
designers to employ tangible, visual forms when they are trying to effect
sociological change.15 This book takes a different approach by focusing on
spatial form as revealed in floorplans, a latent aspect of design that
reflects sociological dimensions of architecture. Certain healthcare
problems find their realisation in space, and hospital and healthcare
architects seem generally aware of the central importance of the plan in
grappling with these dilemmas.16
Space – continuous, flowing and often invisible to the mind’s eye –
would seem to naturally resist analysis, and, indeed, finding ways to
chunk inhabitable space into individual-but-connected units is, all by
itself, an analytical act. A key concept in space syntax is that patterns of
spatial depth can be used to calculate segregation or integration values
for spaces. Space syntax metrics, such as integration values, make it
possible to describe space in precise and reliable ways that can be entered
into statistical models together with data on outcomes or observed
behaviours.17
Space syntax theories about society and space were initially
developed throughout the 1970s. In subsequent decades, syntax measures
were tested against observed behaviour in empirical studies in urban
areas, then in other settings, including offices, museums and hospitals.18
In practice, much of the behaviourally orientated syntax research
proceeds by associating dimensions of layout with how building users are
observed to engage with space and with people and things in space.
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Syntax studies on behaviour have inferred a great deal from distributions
of people in space in particular, following the Goffmanian notion of
copresence as presenting latent resources.19 Space syntax as a field could
do more to unpack how copresence works and understand what people
experience and do in space in greater detail, particularly in settings like
hospitals. Several approaches in the book aim at more detailed insight on
spatial experience and behaviour as linked to floorplan morphology.
Ivan Illich blasted the ‘medicalization of life’ in his 1975 essay
outlining ways that medicine has increased its extents, giving us greater
opportunity to monitor and control our corporeal selves, but at significant
psychological and economic costs.20 The possibility implicit in this volume
is that it is both conceivable and necessary to rethink the function of
healthcare spaces so that they might do more justice to who we are, to our
keenness to experience and to understand and be understood and to the
importance that we place on associations and on the exercise of our
creative capabilities.

New forms of healthcare architecture
A difficulty of discussing, let alone realising, such humanistic aspirations
for healthcare spaces is that their conceptual categories are not necessarily
congruent with architectural ones. One way to approach the gap is from
its two poles: the architectural type and the behaviour setting. These two
concepts correspond to idealised and empirical approaches to design.
Architectural types are generally thought of both in terms of forms
that recur (e.g., pavilion, plinth or tower) as well as in terms of culturally
agreed upon functions (e.g., hospital, prison or school).21 Types consist of
morphological forms related to functions. They are understood as abstract
entities that provide organisational principles and can be transformed
and concretised in innumerable ways based on specific exigencies. J. N.
L. Durand linked architecture to society through architectural types in
their capacity to give form to programme, a conception still current in at
least some accounts. 22 But types are also social insofar as they are created
with the imaginative projection of some codified form of life in mind,
some expected stereotypical patterns of activity.
Rafael Moneo has referred to the emergence of new building types
as one of ‘the most intense moments in architectural development’.23 But
new types seem to come less often from our most brilliant architects than
from clients, public and private, who, as part of their daily lives, see the
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1.1 The transparent architecture of the Pioneer Health Centre, 1935
Dell & Wainwright/RIBA Collections.
gaps between what architectural types supply and the actual activities
that require accommodation.
‘Behaviour settings’, a concept from environmental psychology, are
useful for understanding how behaviour is shaped by its ecological
context: that is, by being a part of some socially instituted activity.
Behaviour settings are patterns of standing behaviour that develop in
environments shaped to facilitate them, so the concept of the behaviour
setting acts as a fundamental unit for studying the relationship of
behaviour and space.24 For example, hosting a dinner party entails a set
of spaces, people and objects that are ordered to some degree so that the
‘dinner party’ activity can take place. Recent scholarship has extended
perspectives on behaviour settings to address how they originate, respond
to contexts and shape sense-making.25
The main reason for using behaviour settings is to determine the
fundamental unit at which behaviour makes sense and can be explained
and tied to space. They provide a basis for discretisation of activity and of
space. Human activity can be viewed as a matter of participation in
successive behaviour settings, and a building can be thought of as a
collection of specific behaviour settings that are brought together either
because they organically relate to each other or so that they can share
physical resources. Because behaviour settings occur in clumps, set ways
of organising them into groups result in architectural types.
In the two cases described here – a London-based health centre and
a Phoenix-based ambulatory surgical centre – clients created new
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1.2 Unpartitioned space at the Pioneer Health Centre, Dell &
Wainwright/RIBA Collections.
activities that required new behaviour settings to be organised into new
architectural types. These two very different instances demonstrate ways
that behaviour setting and architectural form interact when a type is
born.
In 1935, the Pioneer Health Centre opened in South London as part
of the Peckham Experiment, which aimed to establish ‘ethology’, a newly
invented field that intended to focus on health, as distinct from the
treatment of illness. The Pioneer Health Centre was established by two
biologist physicians who advocated ethology, spouses Dr George Scott
Williamson and Dr Innes H. Pearse. The building itself was designed by
celebrated architectural engineer Sir Owen Williams as three reinforcedconcrete slabs on a column grid with an atrium pool at the centre. The
façade was almost fully glazed (see Figure 1.1) and much of the interior
was intervisible (see Figure 1.2). The transparency of the building existed
to allow surveillance by the doctors, but it was also said to embed an
aesthetic of human activity that encouraged participation in the Centre’s
activities. The building included double-height lecture and gym spaces
(see Figure 1.3), one-storey spaces for play and lounging (see Figure 1.4)
and, tucked away on the highest level, rooms for medical examination. In
the clinic spaces, patients were examined, but not treated, in exclusive
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1.3 Pioneer Health Centre sections, as drawn by Victor Carrillo and
Daniel Rios, 2021.

1.4 Pioneer Health Centre floorplan, as drawn by Victor Carrillo and
Daniel Rios, 2021. The first floor (one level above ground) has lounge and
cafeteria spaces on the long arms of the plan, overlooks to recreation
spaces on the short arms, and the pool at the centre.
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focus on discovering the principles of health. Patients had to be referred
out if they wanted medical treatment. Outside of the clinic, the everyday
functioning of the Pioneer Health Centre was organised by its members.
Membership was restricted to neighbourhood residents, and they were
required to join as family units, not as individuals.
The Peckham Experiment promoted the ideals and practices of
positive health, regular check-ups, the family as the unit of intervention
and the social field as relevant to health. The building was accordingly
open, flexible and programmed for self-directed and spontaneous activity.
While its doctors seemed to anticipate epidemiology in some ways, other
dimensions of the Peckham Experiment were regressive. It extended the
medical gaze to recreation, it enforced a specific form of family life and it
aimed at so-called ‘positive’ eugenics. The doctors collected data on
health that included tabulations of ‘suitable-mate’ marriages and births
that had taken place under the influence of the health centre, publishing
in journals such as The Eugenics Review.26 Even when not focused on
breeding an improved human, Peckham’s science tended to emphasise
normative ideas about health and ‘right living’ advanced by
methodologically weak science.27
The Pioneer Health Centre was shuttered in 1950. It could not
maintain funding through the combination of gifts and membership dues
on which it had subsisted, and it failed to find a place either as part of the
newly formed National Health Service28 or as a research organisation.
The building stands today as part of a gated residential community – its
radically open plan is subdivided, its spaces for spontaneous social activity
renovated into apartments.
In 1970, 20 years after the Pioneer Health Centre closed, the first
freestanding ambulatory surgical centre in the United States opened in
Phoenix, Arizona. Dr Wallace Reed and Dr John Ford had opened their
‘Surgicenter’ after years of planning and coordination with government
bodies, insurers and healthcare groups. Five physicians performed five
surgeries that day, including four using general anaesthesia.
At the time the new type was initiated, ambulatory surgeries were
being performed in emergency departments. Not only was this
arrangement expensive, but surgeries would be delayed in the entirely
probable event of an emergency patient requiring the room. In the
retelling of the development of a new building type, though, a surprisingly
pedestrian and relatable agenda was among the initiating forces: that of
strategising to manage personal exhaustion. According to Dr Reed:
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1.5 Dr Reed’s sketch plan of Surgicenter, Wood Library, Museum of
Anesthesiology.
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[Dr] Jack [Ford] and I were in mid-career. I was in my 50s, and he
was close to it, and we were thinking about how we were going to
extend our careers. We knew we weren’t going to be able to continue
doing cases all night and then taking on a regular schedule during
the day.29
Dr Reed and Dr Ford saw the exhaustion, lost time and unnecessary
expense as infringements on patients and providers that were a part of a
context of well-recognised inadequacies in outpatient care. Their idea for
a freestanding surgery building was aimed at providing reliable
scheduling, high-care quality, insurance reimbursement and a good
environment for providers and patients.
Ambulatory surgery consists of a tightly choreographed sequence of
predictable activities: from intake to pre-operative care, to surgery and
recovery. Dr Reed literally sketched out a bare-bones scheme to
accommodate these activities, plus auxiliary activities such as waiting
and records, in a plan of about 5,000 square feet that emphasised a
circular patient flow (see Figure 1.5).

1.6 The Surgicenter floorplan and elevation, reprinted from the Journal
of Pediatric Surgery, Vol. 7, Daniel T. Cloud, Wallace A. Reed, John L.
Ford, Laurence M. Linkner, David S. Trump and George W. Dorman, ‘The
surgicenter: A fresh concept in outpatient pediatric surgery’ (1972), 207,
with permission from Elsevier.
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Working with an architect whose name is not disclosed in the
project publicity and scholarly accounts,30 the ‘Surgicenter’ was developed
as a highly successful new type that would go on to be repeated thousands
of times and house millions of procedures. The original Surgicenter
building itself was modest, but of some presence: a brick exterior with a
single-pitch metal roof and deeply recessed window and entrance
openings. Though sparse, it managed to evince an off-type styling that
responded to trends of its time, perhaps in keeping with its orientation to
the concerns and experiences of individual care providers and patients
(see Figure 1.6). In a write up of the ‘handsome, one-story building’ in the
Association of periOperative Registered Nurses Journal, the author, a
registered nurse, is impressed with ‘the warm shades of stained wood
against the exposed brick’ and ‘the thick, burnt orange carpeting’.31
What ambulatory surgical centres gave surgeons, staff and patients
was a set of rationally linked behaviour settings that cohered around the
outpatient surgery and its associated activities, held together in a new
building type. The real labour of implementing the type was less in
conceiving of and specifying the design of the facility – which seems to
have emerged all but spontaneously and fully formed – than in persuading
an array of insurers, health maintenance organisations and state and
national governing bodies to permit surgeries to proceed and be
reimbursed. In the early 1990s, the original Surgicenter moved to a new
location in Phoenix. The practice needed more space, and the existing
building no longer came up to the code requirements that it had helped
establish.
I have described two new healthcare building types from the
twentieth century, each resting on a client proposal for new routines in
medical space. The Pioneer Health Centre implemented as a type the
intervisible and transparent box that propagates the social field as a locus
of wellness. By contrast, ambulatory surgical centres cohered around the
highly predictable flow of outpatient surgery, newly emplaced in a
building of its own.
In his book, Building Types and Built Forms, Phil Steadman outlines
potential reasons for the demise of building types, including competition
between activities and between the built forms that accommodate these
activities.32 The Pioneer Health Centre appears to have fared poorly in
competition with the services offered by the newly formed National
Health Service, while the Surgicenter type provided a much-preferred
alternative to emergency department and hospital-based surgery. These
two building types also reflect what David Theodore terms ‘the decline of
the hospital as a healing machine’,33 whereby the hospital (or healthcare)
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building itself acted less, over time, as the direct agent of healing, as the
Pioneer Centre aimed to do, and more as instrument of the rational
administration of healthy populations.
These two cases, where entirely new settings were created, focus the
discussion of what healthcare architecture does to society and to the finer
grain of how society accommodates and organises activities inside a
specific instance of an architectural type. Such a focus is relevant in
introducing this book because architects work in types – types of buildings,
of inpatient units, of nursing stations, of corridor networks. They ask,
‘which is best?’ for a project or a specific problem. This volume draws
attention away from the gross-grain aspects of type to something much
finer and closer to the behaviour setting, to something that conveys ways
that layouts position our perceptual apparatus and thus selectively reveal
the world to us and probabilistically modulate our actions. Many
important commitments in the design of hospital architecture take place
at this level, with architects not always aware that they have made these
commitments until well after the building is constructed and in use, if
ever they are aware at all.

Pillow, Table, Hallway
The organisation of the main chapters as ‘Pillow’, ‘Table’ and ‘Hallway’
reflects the aim of the book to spotlight various elements and scales of
space that are associated with different roles – namely, patients, care
teams and hospital visitors. We have adopted metaphoric labels that both
emphasise the multiple scales at which hospitals function and call to mind
the familiar things that comprise much of hospital life. The hospital’s
carceral genealogy notwithstanding,34 it is the everyday relations in
hospital space that are the main focus of this book. Because we are
interested in the applicability of the research to the problems of society as
addressed through the design professions, we have invited knowledgeable
leaders from practice to write essays that respond to each main chapter
and bring in their own perspectives.
Michelle Ossmann opens Chapter 2, ‘Pillow’, with a study of visibility
and chart data in ICU environments that demonstrates the life-saving
potential of a specific form of visual link between the patient bedhead and
the unit at large. Gary Tingwald – doctor, architect and medical planning
director – responds with an account of his personal and professional
experiences of ICU design. Rosica Pachilova and Kerstin Sailer’s chapter,
‘Table’, develops a visibility index that measures the communication
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potential for nurses in inpatient wards. Upali Nanda, an industry-based
research director, responds with an essay on nurse work concepts applied
in architectural practice and the continued need for good measures. In
‘Hallway’, Sonit Bafna and I investigate the hospital corridor system and
the inherent tension between the physical and organisational complexity
of hospitals and the visitor’s need for navigable and intelligible space, a
tension amplified by popular misunderstandings about cognition among
designers, as well as by ambivalence towards the hospital as an institution.
Environmental graphic designer Carlo Giannasca responds by describing
a programme and process for user-centred design. The volume closes
with a chapter by Kerstin Sailer that describes responses and conditions
of COVID-19 from within the sociological conception of space that
characterises this volume, laying out what this conception implies for the
definition of ‘user’ in healthcare architecture.
Our book neglects to address two particularly important areas of
hospital design and its relation to society. We do not address hospital
energy use or embodied energy, even though hospitals are problematic
energy consumers.35 And although we account thoroughly for some roles
in buildings, we do not account for the social locations of individuals and
groups and how these locations affect experience and outcomes.
Structures of visual connectivity are impartial as to who is in a hospital
space, but persistent and well-documented disparities in healthcare by
race indicate that the same cannot be said for healthcare systems and
workers.36
Some readers may be disappointed that this book is primarily
analytical, offering no overarching theory for generating good hospital
form. This is intentional. It is very easy to declare how some architectural
approach will work, but very difficult to capture nuanced but generalisable
descriptions of how it actually does work. The volume takes on this latter,
less glamorous task because it is foundational to developing theories of
building function that can offer a stronger and more flexible basis for
design decisions.
Designing, constructing and inhabiting hospitals are endeavours
marked by uncertainty and risk. This book presents principles that have
been tested empirically. The syntax analysis used involves a reflective
approach to quantification that might stimulate new ideas for readers on
how to relate data and design. The authors write from a conviction that
to deeply understand hospital spaces is to attend to key dimensions that
organise life, society and architecture in general, and so the book is
intended to be of broad interest to architects and others interested in how
we live through built forms. Although we focus little on aesthetics as such,
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several descriptions address how layout, and other properties of hospitals,
shape something like subjectivity in built space.
This book was assembled to convey insights about the non-obvious
and non-trivial things that happen in hospital architecture because of
design. It focuses on space because space structures our life patterns,
framing and conditioning individual and social actions. It uses rigorous
methods, not because science provides the proof to finally settle questions,
but because careful enquiry stimulates better questions and better
formulation of problems. Our intent is to make overt some instances and
tactics – glimpses, as it were – that offer models for the organisation of
hospital space under a conception of architectural function that might
better support human flourishing.
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Chapter 2: Pillow
Introduction

In this chapter, Michelle Ossmann presents a novel approach to assessing
patient surveillance based on floorplan layout analysis. Similar prior
approaches have been based largely on direct line-of-sight visual
connections. Ossmann critiques these as failing to embody a full
understanding of surveillance, which includes cognitive and behavioural
dimensions. Accordingly, her floorplan measure – which emanates from
the patient ‘pillow’, as it were – aims to capture latent visibility properties
of floorplans that emphasise how care staff can remain visually connected
both to patients and to one another.
In her research, which was inspired by her former career as a nurse
practitioner, Ossmann has identified correlations between her measure,
‘Isovist Connectivity’, and significant reductions in intensive care unit
(ICU) mortality. She argues that ‘finer-grained’ measures should replace
gross typological categories in researching and assessing the relative
safety of acute-care nursing unit layout proposals.
George Tingwald, in his response essay, describes his personal
experience supporting a loved one during an ICU stay, an experience that
unfolded against his background as a medical doctor and hospital
architect. He notes that even as innovative approaches to ICU design are
advocated (e.g., in-room charting and same-handed rooms), effective
ICU care will always support both nurse surveillance and teamwork,
while also affirming the humanity of patients through privacy, quiet and
the ability to keep loved ones close.
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The patient and the reciprocal view

Michelle Ossmann
In the 30-plus years since researchers began to interrogate how
organisational structure and process interacts with clinical treatments
and interventions to influence patient outcomes, the built environment (a
component of structure) 1 remains understudied and untapped.
Contemporary architecture and interiors health research is much like
nursing research in the late 1990s, where ‘the components and outcomes
of nursing care are buried in existing health services research as
nonspecific features of organizational structure, or they may be the sole
focus of nursing administration research’.2 At that time, the state of the
scholarship and implementation was such that the American Academy of
Nursing convened an invitational conference to identify and clarify
outcomes that were known or had the potential to be sensitive to
organisational structure and recommend areas for development and
research. As part of the discussion between health service researchers,
nursing investigators, healthcare purchasers and policy makers, Mitchell
and Shortell3 asked a set of well-considered questions of the extant
literature and, indeed, of all health researchers:
1.
2.
3.

22

Why would one think that organisational features could affect
mortality and other adverse events?
Is there any evidence to support current conceptual models?
To what extent are differences in mortality, morbidity and other
adverse events among institutions reﬂective of differences in
organisational structures and processes?
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4.
5.

Do these differences disappear when clinical factors are accounted
for adequately?
Is mortality an adequate proxy for other adverse events?

These queries could not be more appropriate for architects, interior
designers, environmental psychologists and evidence-based design
practitioners, as we similarly suffer from a state of absolute belief and a
dearth of evidentiary outcomes. One need only review major medical and
nursing journals and conference proceedings to see that the health design
community is also in an echo-chamber; our scholarship rarely overlaps.
All is not lost, however; before us is the opportunity to identify and clarify
known relationships between built environment variables – components
of structure and associated processes and outcomes – and moreover,
determine which outcomes matter.4 Mortality and adverse events are
certainly the penultimate outcomes, commensurate with prima non
nocere, ‘first, do no harm’; arguably the most critical relationships to
establish an ‘understanding of’ are those that are deleterious. But we have
moved beyond harm in health-service research to acknowledge a broader
accounting of healthcare quality. Such a shift is seen in measures such as
patients’ reported quality of life and financial impact.
Regardless of the chosen outcomes, the ability to measure the built
environment component in question remains a fundamental issue (see
Figure 2.1). We cannot overstate this importance, as the ability to
describe, define and rigorously measure is that which allows for scientific
advancement. Indeed, a lack of measurement may explain the siloed state
of our field.5 In this spirit, let us add to Mitchell and Shortell: (6) How
does one measure the built environment?
While we might explore these six questions with any number of
built-environment influences and outcomes,6 this chapter will focus on a
particular aspect of ICU patient safety:7 clinical surveillance and the
underpinning of surveillance that is environmentally afforded: visibility.
As a nurse in emergency departments and then a nurse practitioner
in neurocritical care, I have personally prevented unplanned extubations
and patients falling out of bed based on visual happenstance. I have
halted unwitting medical errors by staff members while on the way to
another task. I have carefully positioned myself both within eyesight and
earshot of a tenuous patient and the corridor beyond to make sure that I
caught the cardiologist. I have written discharge orders requiring ‘a room
in front of the nurse station’ before permitting my patient to leave the
ICU. But this goes beyond my personal experience – there is a lore among
clinicians about patient rooms. Every nurse and doctor knows that some
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2.1 The patient-nurse visual link is critical for safety, but it has been
difficult to fully understand how it works. Drawn by Victor Carrillo and
Daniel Rios, 2021.
rooms are better than others; there are rooms that they would never wish
to occupy. ICU staff have been known to move patients within the ICU to
bring them closer to work areas when possible. Even patients who are
unfortunate enough to become familiar with the inner workings of
inpatient care know that space matters (see Figures 2.2a and 2.2b).8 One
emergency physician9 shared his patient’s reticence to be placed in the
back hall of the emergency department, exclaiming, ‘Doc, people die back
there!’ Thus far, the nursing and medical communities lacked the
evidence to begin to confirm or refute what one could call magical
thinking. Again, only rigorous measurement would allow such a
conversation to commence.
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2.2a and 2.2b From the patient head of bed, different conditions for
patient visibility. Drawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.

Conceptualising surveillance
Contemporary acute or ICU patient care hinges on a central safety practice
– clinical surveillance.10 Surveillance is conceptualised as both a
behavioural and cognitive process that involves the collection of primary
and secondary sources of data.11 Patient inspection – at the bedside or
from a team station – palpation, auscultation and conversation are forms
of primary patient data. Secondary data comes from digital or technical
equipment and devices, family members and other clinical colleagues.
The cognitive component includes active observing and monitoring,
interpreting, analysing and synthesising these data types to identify
potential threats to patient safety – prevention and response is the goal.
As opposed to a single assessment12 that is time-limited and episodic,13
surveillance is continuous and performed with attention and vigilance.14
The round-the-clock nature of patient care means that surveillance
takes place across and between clinical roles in the form of formal and
informal handoffs.15 The latter is of interest here. Nurses will ask of each
other, ‘Can you keep an eye on my patients while I —?’ Routine care is not
in the request; rather, in the swooping from task to task, the supporting
nurse looks for the awry, moving on when none is found. Although
surveillance is an ‘assigned nursing responsibility’, the behavioural and
cognitive dimensions of surveillance are often operationalised within and
across discipline in the form of general awareness, especially regarding
sentinel16 (i.e., patient safety) events.17 In addition to providing more
‘eyes on the patient’, general awareness is the precursor to the situation
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monitoring, mutual support, communication and leadership that are
critical to team performance.18
While surveillance is notionally a codified intervention, the mental
and behavioural work is, in practice and perhaps at its best, an intuitive
habit. In an acquired behaviour pattern, the expert clinician19 uses their
education, experience and intuition20 to discriminate between signal and
noise and take appropriate collaborative action, works to prevent
untoward outcomes. Notably, Cynthia Dougherty recognises a sensorial
component to surveillance, commenting that ‘Perception and the ability
to relate sensory stimuli to a knowledge base or to a previous experience
are two essential elements of surveillance’.21 Relating sensorially derived
stimuli to developing or existing knowledge is key to developing pattern
recognition, a critical element of expert nursing22 and medical practice.
But the habit – and indeed, surveillance becomes a habit – moves beyond
answering immediate questions. Surveillance is a theory generating
practice.23 Through surveillance, clinicians develop a sense of the body’s
tendencies, a person’s preferences and signs of concern and improvement.
This intuition is fostered at the level of the individual and conducted in
service of the population of patients one serves. Staff respond reflexively
to the pattern of a patient edging towards the side of the bed, even when
in passing to an unrelated task.
In recent years, nursing theorists have sought to conceptualise the
individual and organisational features24 or more specifically, antecedents25
that must be present for proper surveillance. To differentiate between the
individual and that which is external to the individual, we might consider
these antecedents as intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic antecedents (relating
to individual characteristics of the nurse) include expertise (the
confluence of education, experience and knowledge), intuition and early
recognition skills. Extrinsic antecedents (relating to characteristics of the
organisation or work environment) include staffing adequacy, skill mix,
work or patient load and practice environment. Numerous studies have
related both intrinsic and extrinsic surveillance antecedents to patient
outcomes.26 For example, in a landmark study of 10,184 nurses and
232,342 surgical patients in Pennsylvania, care environments,27 nurse
staffing and nurse education were significantly associated with failure to
rescue and 30-day mortality.28 Most recently, Lake and colleagues29
completed an international meta-analysis of all studies completed
between 2002 and 2018 investigating the influence of the nurse practice
environment and reported a significant association on a broad range of
outcomes, including nurse outcomes, safety and quality ratings, patient
outcomes and patient satisfaction.
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No doubt my fellow design colleagues read the term ‘nurse practice
environment’ and presume a built environment reference. In nursing
literature, however, practice environment typically refers to the
organisational characteristics of a work setting such as leadership
support, resources and nurse-physician relationships that help or hinder
professional nursing practice. The only spatially descriptive antecedent is
‘proximity to patients’30 in Kelly and Vincent’s nursing surveillance
concept analysis, but the authors do not provide additional detail or
propose measurement. Neither patient room location on the floorplan
nor physical proximity to those with adjacent skill sets or supporting
infrastructure are typically part of tools or consensus statements such as
the ANAs Principles for Nurse Staffing.31 Indeed, while a robust body of
evidence details the positive relationship between nurse staffing and
patient outcomes, 32 ‘layout’ is occasionally mentioned but not
operationalised.33 Differences in physical characteristics between units
are often combined with other unit specific variables such as ‘care delivery
models’ or ancillary staff availability as ‘unit fixed effects’,34 or are
subsumed by large, state-wide35 or multi-state data sets.36
Although there is little to no mention of the built environment,
layout (the organisation of rooms and connecting spaces) or visibility as
an extrinsic surveillance antecedent in nursing literature, 37
interdisciplinary studies from human factors, systems engineering and
architectural fields note a potentia impeding or beneficial antecedent. For
example, nurses comment that ‘Patients’ rooms not close to each other’38
and ‘Layout not conducive to patient care’.39 Evidence suggests a
relationship between layout and process outcomes such as the length of
time and frequency with which a nurse enters a patient room,40 influencing
patient observation41 and staff communication.42 For example, chest-pain
patients located more than 25 feet from the physician workstation or who
had a door on their rooms were significantly more likely to wait more
than 10 minutes for their initial physician assessment.43
While initially puzzling, the lack of conceptual relationship between
layout or visibility and surveillance in nursing literature may be because
the ideal surveillance scenario is one in which the nurse is not required to
leave the patient for any reason. Indeed, Dresser44 illustrates this notion
with contrasting case studies set in an ICU. As a ‘model’ example, the
nurse is exceedingly well-qualified, anticipates all patient-care needs and
remains with the patient continuously. By comparison, the ‘contrary case’
describes a less-experienced nurse whose support team is pulled away by
other patient emergencies and for whom necessary supplies are not
immediately available, requiring the attending nurse to leave the bedside.
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In short, the contrary case describes the realities of acute patient care.45
Henneman and colleagues’ case study depicting surveillance activities for
a sepsis patient similarly focuses all attention to nurse placement at the
bedside,46 as does Dougherty’s47 classic surveillance piece. It appears that
the discourse on nurse surveillance has not only neglected the concept of
physical environment but is also so schematic as to resemble fiction rather
than likely working conditions. None of these case studies – ideal or
otherwise – mentions the nurse having responsibility for another patient,
supervising another nurse’s patients while they are off the unit or
engaging in self-care of any kind.
Albeit conceptually unacknowledged, early recommendations for
ICU design by a collaboration between the Society for Critical Care
Medicine and the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses tacitly
recognised that the patient will not always have bedside surveillance and
explicitly privilege visibility as an antecedent of the cognitive components
of surveillance, stating:
Patients must be situated so that direct or indirect (e.g., by video
monitor) visualization by healthcare providers is possible at all
times. This approach permits the monitoring of patient status under
both routine and emergency circumstances. The preferred design is
to allow a direct line of vision between the patient and the central
nursing station. In ICUs with a modular design, patients should be
visible from their respective nursing substations.48
An additional barrier to the exploration of a layout or visibility antecedent
may be methodological. Even if intuitively relevant for surveillance and
patient safety, how might clinical leadership rigorously measure layout or
visibility? Catrambone49 sought to quantify the various design
characteristics deemed desirable by the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality 2007 initiative, Transforming Hospitals: Designing for Safety
and Quality. The authors measured ‘visibility’ of patients from nurse work
areas by standing at each nurse charting area (i.e., station) and counting
the number of beds where the upper third of the patient could be seen
when the door or room blinds were open.50 In 2010, Leaf and colleagues
reported that severely ill patients51 who were admitted to low-visibility
rooms experienced significantly higher ICU mortality than those admitted
to high-visibility rooms (66.7 per cent and 46.7 per cent respectively; p =
0.042). Although this finding was groundbreaking to those who study
and design space, visibility was ascertained by looking for any part of the
patient from the central nurse station. In both cases, the visibility measure
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was subjectively obtained, and we cannot know whether the observer
leaned or strained to gain a more advantageous view or whether
observations were truly taken from every available point in the nurse
station. Nonetheless, Leaf and colleagues’52 work influenced the 2012
SCCM Guidelines update,53 as the authors comment: ‘There is perhaps no
better way of monitoring a patient than by direct visualization.’ The
update specifies that the face and body position should be easily seen
from the corridor or team station and notes the benefit of visualisation
from more than one team station.
We appear to have a mismatch between surveillance theory and
practice, worsened by a lack of measurement capabilities. Nursing
theorists and guidelines have detailed the thought processes, activities
and antecedents for surveillance, but in keeping with most clinical
literature, do not acknowledge the embodied nature of human perceptualcognitive processes or the physical settings that frame human interaction.
When clinicians are forced to consider architectural implications on
surveillance practice, such affordances are desired but cannot be
accurately described. And finally, the lack of fine-tuned measurement
prevents the development of the knowledge base to affect theory in the
first place. While one cannot always measure what matters, a refined
measurement is required to advance scientific theory and enquiry and
begin a rejoinder to the prescient question inspired by Mitchell
and Shortell:54 to what extent are diﬀerences in mortality, morbidity and
other adverse events among institutions reﬂective of diﬀerences in the
built environment?

Measuring what matters
Examples in literature suggest that built environment surveillance
antecedents matter to patient outcomes, but clinical scholars lack spatial
theory and tools to robustly evaluate this relationship. It is perhaps at this
juncture in the history of surveillance antecedents that we introduce a
parallel path of architectural scholarship that provides for fine-grained
spatial analyses: environmental perception and spatial networks. For if
visually related antecedents to surveillance are to be examined for their
relationship to patient outcomes, rigorous measurement must be possible.

Environmental perception
Built upon the work of Tandy55 and grounded in visual perception
theory56, Benedikt57 sought to measure spatial experience and perception.
Benedikt defined environmental perception as specific to the path along
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2.3 Isovist polygons (360°) as described by Benedikt (1979); generated
from a patient bed (black point, grey field) and a nurse station (blue point
and field). Drawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
which an individual observes information about the surrounding
environment, measured from points along the given path. Stated
geometrically, the area (and perimeter) visible around a point constitutes
a closed polygon in interior settings;58 this polygon is termed an ‘isovist’
(see Figure 2.3). This polygon or isovist provides information for the
individual at each occupied vantage point, vi, and the observed
information shifts with movement to new points.
Although Benedikt’s primary interest was the observer or vantage
point perspective, vi, an isovist informational field is also reciprocal to vi
– from any point within the polygon visible to vi, vi is also visible. Simply
put, ‘if I can see you, you can see me’. The reciprocal nature of isovists
allows a change of perspective; instead of being concerned with the view
from ‘vi’, we may focus on all points within the polygon from which visual
connection may be maintained with ‘vi’ – that is, the neighbourhood. The
notion of reciprocal informational fields is a critical methodological step
for measuring the antecedents of clinical surveillance. The patient is the
vantage point, vi, and the polygon generated from the patient contains all
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2.4 Visual connectivity graph example. Drawn by Victor Carrillo and
Daniel Rios, 2021.
the places in the ICU where a clinician might maintain direct observation
of that patient. In addition, the size and shape of an isovist approximates
the amount of information available to and about the individual at vi. A
narrow, short isovist could yield very little information, while a long,
wide isovist could reveal significantly more.

Spatial networks
Grounded in Hillier and Hanson’s59 graph-based theories on the social
implications of inhabited, arranged spaces and Benedikt’s description
of an isovist, Turner and colleagues conceptualised the visibility graph
of an environment: ‘the graph of mutually visible locations in a spatial
layout.’60 To conduct a visibility graph analysis (VGA),61 a graph is first
constructed based on visibility polygons of all available visible locations
from each point of an underlying grid or from pre-established points of
special interest. Each visible location is a vertex or vantage point (vi)
and connections are made between pairs of vertices if they are mutually
visible,62 (see Figure 2.4).
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Once every possible connection is made for every vertex or location, the
visibility graph of the system is complete. Note, that by this definition, the
visibility graph is fundamentally dependent on Benedikt’s isovist. This set
of immediate connections from each vertex point is a local measure,
practically equivalent to the isovist, and called visual connectivity.63
While these advancements in spatial analyses may appear overly
academic, they are critical because they allow the designer to
mathematically describe the building’s potential. How often have we
encountered flowery language proclaiming the liveliness of a design?
Rather, these measures and metrics allow both the future occupant and
architect or designer to compare layout iterations with programmatic
wishes and, perhaps most importantly, cross-compare built and occupied
spaces to improve the social performance of future designs. Let us now
explore the meaning of spatial measures and metrics.

Relating spatial metrics with behaviour and outcomes
Across an array of built environment settings – museums, offices, hospitals
and other institutional environments – connectivity (and other spatial
metrics) is associated with visual awareness, the presence of people,
unplanned encounters and movement across space.64 But the generic65
spatial metrics that were so useful in predicting museum and office
behaviour did not appear to replicate in ICU settings. In a first attempt to
solve this puzzle, I studied the distribution patterns of clinical staff
members in a neuroscience ICU together with colleagues.66 We found no
particular pattern of distribution demonstrating a preference for certain
spaces that would favour clinician-specific behaviours, surveillancerelated or otherwise.
After reflecting on these rather puzzling results, I hypothesised that
generic measures failed because they did not capture ICU nurses’
organising focus: the patient head of bed. Subsequently Lu and
colleagues67 used the same data set and built on this notion of surveillance
and awareness with a new metric: targeted visibility. The running
hypothesis was that because nurses and doctors are interested in a specific
target – the patient head of bed – during movement through space, the
ability to see more heads of bed at one time is preferable. Targeted
visibility68 values (TVi) ranged from 0–9, according to the number of
heads of bed it was possible to view at one time. In general, physicians
appeared to prefer locations with higher connectivity scores (higher
general awareness potential, rather than targeted to patients), appropriate
to a broader supervisory and care role. Nurses displayed conflicting
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behaviour, preferring the concurrent affordance of high numbers of
visible heads of bed (high targeted visibility) and general awareness (high
connectivity) while interacting and showing no spatially attributable
preference when not interacting.
While confounding to the 2009 research team, it is not entirely
unexpected that Lu and colleagues were unable to account for the
movement of non-interacting nurses. Nursing work is not strictly defined
by worker-worker interaction, however critical. Instead, nurse-patient
primacy in ICUs is organisationally reinforced with specific assignments,
usually in ratios of 1:2 and dominated by surveillance as a core nursing
intervention. As has already been established, neither patient room
location on the floorplan nor physical proximity to those with adjacent
skill sets or supporting infrastructure are part of the concept of nursing
surveillance. Targeted visibility was also not significantly related to
mortality rates69 in a replication study of Leaf and colleagues’ 2010
Medical Intensive Care Unit (MICU) study. It appears that the targeted
visibility score may have been inflated due to the layout shape – long and
narrow – implying significant but unrealised, visibility gains. For example,
the targeted visibility metric includes areas of the nurse station that are
at 51 feet from the head of bed. This finding suggests a distance limitation
for visualisation-dependent interventions, such as surveillance.
In our replication study, we tested field of view, defined as the
maximum viewing angle from the patient head to the nurse station and
measured in degrees, and this predicted 33.5 per cent of the variance in
ICU mortality for very ill patients,70 confirming the importance of headof-bed visibility. The underlying premise is directionally correct, as nurses
and indeed other clinical staff sit and linger at team stations for
documentation and consultatory purposes. However, the field of view
metric also unintentionally captured the space before and beyond the
nurse station. Therefore, beyond some notion of head-of-bed importance,
the field-of-view interpretation is confounded. We cannot know the
influence of the corridor; fundamentally, the informational quality of the
visual polygon that extends from the patient head of bed remains
undescribed. Nevertheless, for those patients in this racetrack
arrangement of rooms and nurse station, a wider visual angle conferred
an advantage.

Conceptualising concurrent visibility
Thus far, we have discussed the dimensions and antecedents of clinical
surveillance and the relationship to clinical outcomes. We then reviewed
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the burgeoning evidence relating elements of layout and visibility
(however crudely measured) to clinically relevant outcomes, noting the
need for honed spatial metrics. After examining the initial set of more
finely tuned metrics seeking to capture the effect of layout and visibility
on behaviour and then clinical outcomes, we propose a new measure,
concurrent visibility, and its associated metric, Isovist Connectivity.71 Let
us review the assumptions and rationale behind measure and metric,
which are both logically and intuitively born.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ICU layouts organise patient visibility and staff co-visibility, but the
visibility distribution is latent and, as it cannot be easily perceived
or understood, is missing from conceptual models.
The distribution of patient visibility underpins surveillance (and
includes cognitive and behavioural components, visible means and
instruments).
The distribution of staff co-visibility underpins team performance
(situation monitoring, mutual support, leadership and
communication).72
Patient visibility and staff co-visibility are required concurrently for
patient safety – concurrent visibility – because visibility affects
surveillance and team performance.
Traditional syntactic structure (e.g., isovists, visual connectivity,
mean depth) does not explain or capture concurrent visibility.

Therefore, we develop a measure of ‘concurrent visibility’ and a
corresponding metric, isovist connectivity, and test isovist connectivity
against a set of data to explore its relevance.

Measuring concurrent visibility
Two primary organisational considerations drive the desired experience
in space for hospital settings: patient surveillance and organisational
awareness.73 Traditional syntactic methods capture each individually, for
example patient visibility in the isovist or field of view and staff co-visibility
in connectivity. Each are insufficient in isolation, however, to capture the
dual requirements of clinical care. The isovist speaks to patient visibility
by identifying all the places a clinician may locate and maintain direct
visualisation of the patient but does not capture visual access to
co-workers or patterns of movement because the isovist does not
differentiate spatial quality, for example, a space in front of the nurse
station versus a space behind a door. Connectivity reflects the degree to
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2.5a and 2.5b Concept diagram of the principle of isovist connectivity.
The purple area is visible from the patient head of bed, while the blue is
the area that can see some part of the purple. The larger the overall area,
the better the capacity of the nurse to keep the patient in view while
remaining visually connected to the rest of the unit. Diagram by Victor
Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
which co-workers are visually available to each other and suggests
patterns of local movement but does not account for a patient focus – all
points are wholly considered equally.
Isovist connectivity74 is defined for a single vantage point (vi)
although a set of directly adjacent vantage points may be chosen to
enlarge the vantage point, such as the head of bed. Notionally, the isovist
connectivity of a given vantage point, vi, is the area of the visual polygon
that is visible from anywhere within the isovist of vi. For the purposes of
nursing surveillance, there is an area of the patient care floor within
which the nurse may move and yet maintain line of sight with the patient
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head of bed. Isovist connectivity captures all the additional places the
nurse may also see while remaining in that patient-focused visual field. In
other words, isovist connectivity reflects the potential for simultaneous,
concurrent visibility to a patient of interest and the broader patient care
floor (see Figures 2.5a and 2.5b). This means, effectively, that the isovist
connectivity of a point is the average connectivity of all the points in the
isovist of the point.

Testing isovist connectivity
In developing a test for isovist connectivity, it is useful to return once
again to the extent to which the built environment reflects diﬀerences in
mortality, morbidity and other adverse events among institutions. Do
these diﬀerences disappear when clinical factors are accounted for
adequately? The most significant impediment to health environment
research is the frequent absence of a single set of variables: patient
characteristics and acuity by room, whether as a predictor or outcome.
Patient characteristics such as age and sex carry their own predictive
value. In addition to predictive value, patient acuity draws resources and
attention, and in terms of spatial affordances, may supersede programme
and probabilistic movement. For example, unless acuity is accounted for
in the statistical model, we cannot determine whether any differences in
patient outcomes (in this case mortality) are due simply to the likelihood
of survivability by diagnosis. But how to account for acuity in a medicalsurgical ICU, which by design admits myriad patient types with any
number of primary diagnoses?75 The task was to find a sufficiently large
and similar patient population where we could reliably and meaningfully
account for severity of illness. Such was the rationale for selecting patients
with a diagnosis of sepsis.76 Not only do accepted acuity scales exist to
quantify the severity of illness, but the medical and economic burdens
associated with sepsis are enormous.77
A similar issue exists with the practice setting, as differences in
intrinsic staff characteristics, staffing ratios, physician and ancillary
coverage, care protocols and other practice work environment differences
could create variation in outcomes. The single-centre cohort at Emory
University Health System alleviated much of this variability, providing
uniform medical and nursing staffing and credentialling requirements,
advance practice provider coverage, rounding frequency, admission
patterns and shift patterns.
The considerations for selecting the physical settings – or, more
tactically speaking, a set of study floorplans – took the opposite
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2.6 Visual connectivity graphs for four Emory intensive care units
(ICUs): Unit A (top left) B (top right) and C and D (bottom row). Image
by Michelle Ossmann, 2015.
approach.78 Rather than hoping for typologically similar ICUs, we were
fortunate that Emory University Health System79 had within its portfolio
three differentiated types of medical-surgical ICU: triangular (ICU A),
U-shape (ICUs B and C) and double-corridor (ICU D).80 Visual connectivity
analyses of these units is shown in Figure 2.6.
This divergent set allows us to test the effect of isovist connectivity
across layout type. The question of ideal inpatient layout type is frequently
raised in architectural design and research – what is the ideal patient care
unit configuration? In the United States, ICU design excellence has been
awarded since 1993 by a joint effort of the Society of Critical Care Medicine,
the American Academy of Critical Care Nurses and the American Institute
of Architects. But since at least 2003, the last year for which a systematic
assessment of the winning designs exists (as far as we are aware), no one
configuration is demonstrably superior. Rashid81 found seven different
nurse station configurations among four differing unit layout typologies;
the most common (12 of 19) was ‘racetrack’. In addition, there was
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variation in the number of patient rooms per unit, support service area
locations and unit entrances. By examining the patient-care unit according
to the desired syntactic experience in space82 – that is, by the way the
building empirically supports key clinical practices – we may begin to
compare designs by experience rather than by typology.
With these criteria in mind, we explored the relationship between
concurrent visibility and mortality. All adults with a sepsis discharge
diagnosis who were admitted to Emory University Health System’s ICUs
A, B, C and D between 1 September 2011 and 30 June 201483 were eligible
for study enrolment.84 We calculated the isovist connectivity score for
each patient room head of bed and used a hierarchical clustering method85
to create groups of concurrent visibility – low, medium and high86 (see
Figure 2.7). For the binary outcome variable ‘ICU mortality’, we
performed a multivariate logistic regression analysis to assess the
association between isovist connectivity group (low, medium and high)
and ICU mortality, adjusting for age, gender, ventilation days and severity

PTS

PTS

2.7 High (green), medium (gold) and low (red) isovist connectivity
values for patient rooms in four ICUs. Image by Victor Carrillo and Daniel
Rios, 2021.
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of illness,87 with a p value of less than 0.05 considered statistically
significant. The adjusted odds ratio with 95 per cent CI (confidence
interval) is reported. This study was approved by the Emory Institutional
Review Board.
In this study, patients exposed to a high isovist connectivity score
room experienced a 42 per cent (95 per cent CI, 0.33–0.99) lower odds of
death compared to patients exposed to a low isovist connectivity score
room, p = 0.048. Patients in medium visibility rooms trended similarly
but did not achieve statistical significance. In short, patients with a
diagnosis of sepsis admitted to rooms with a high isovist connectivity
score were less likely to die.88

Discussion: towards an integration of clinical and architectural
expertise
Surveillance is a core function for nursing and other clinical staff. But as
the healthcare industrial complex evolved, first from Hill-Burton
supplying the design and construction of hospitals across the United
States, and then from large to smaller patient wards and then double to
single occupancy patient rooms, the number of patients that a single
nurse could observe at one time decreased ten-fold. The resultant visual
and auditory privacy and environmental control of infectious agents, to
say nothing of the financial improvements associated with higher
occupancy rates of single rooms are significant. But these changes – walls,
doors, occupancy patterns – altered the distribution of patient visibility.
Team or nurse station design adjusted accordingly. While team
stations tucked in lengths of corridor functioned to serve patient bays
with multiple patients and paper-based documentation, clinicians and
architects recognised a change was needed to gather people, paperwork
and computers. But the patient did not centralise with the work.
Decentralised stations are at once lauded and maligned, for while the
nurse is anchored to the bedside, they are isolated from the learning
community of practice. Clinicians and architects must surely wonder, is it
always ‘or’, is it never ‘and’? Perhaps the first step is moving to sensorial
design, rather than by programme. Consider a design framework that
prioritises the underpinnings of nearly all clinical endeavours – to see, to
hear, to smell, to touch. And as with the isovist, these sensorial traits are
not clinician-only; patients also see and hear others, smell and touch.89
What novel solution might such an approach produce?
The concept of concurrent visibility was developed as the measure
of ‘isovist connectivity’ based on a deep understanding of both clinician
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work and spatial morphology. First, the isovist geometry accounts for the
visual antecedents of patient surveillance. Second, the connectivity
measure captures the antecedents of receiving and providing interprofessional and intra-professional support and general awareness of
others. However, this is only the first examination of the relationship
between concurrent visibility and its metric, isovist connectivity. Further
questions arise – for example, on external validity. Do similar results
occur with sepsis patients in other health systems, with different patient
populations or with floorplans that vary by size and typology?
We do have some indication of isovist connectivity’s construct
validity; fundamentally isovist connectivity is a measure of the
informational potential of the isovist around vi. Replicating my method, a
subsequent study by Joshi used isovist connectivity90 to measure the
degree of emergency physician (vi) visual exposure to the rest of the
department while seated in three different workstation enclosure types as
a predictor of interruptions during patient handoffs. Among other results,
the number of interruptions per hour were significantly higher in locations
with high isovist connectivity scores compared to locations with medium
(p = 0.0009) and low scores (p = 0.0015). This finding was consistent
with emergency physicians’ perception of interruption; more physicians
in high isovist connectivity workstations perceived they were interrupted
than those in low isovist connectivity workstations. Perceived privacy
followed similar patterns, as 88 per cent of the incoming and outgoing
physicians in the low isovist connectivity locations agreed that they had
privacy to document and discuss, whereas only 43 per cent in medium
and 8 per cent in high isovist connectivity locations felt the same.
Interesting statistical inferences aside, Joshi’s work was targeted at
a specific, long-standing architectural problem: our penchant for
conflating type and form. When one is simply seeking to describe, or
perhaps use as a general precedent, workstations classified as open, semiopen and closed may suffice. Once one wishes to generate a hypothesis
and expect an outcome, overlapping and flexible categories reduce the
strength of association. Moreover, the discursive gets firmly in the way; is
the workstation semi-open or semi-closed? If architecture and design
wish to cross into clinical literature, taught in nursing and medical schools
as critical practice factors affecting the outcomes of their patients, then
these finer-grained metrics must be used to articulate the differences
between designs. Isovist connectivity is but one of several movements in
this direction, and while a significant step towards answering Mitchell
and Shortell’s question has been achieved, much opportunity lies ahead.
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Response Essay: The evolution of
surveillance in ICU design

George Tingwald
The invention of the ICU had as its two most fundamental tenets the
cohorting of critically ill patients and specially trained staff and clinical
surveillance achieved by maximal visibility of the patient. Its impact on
morbidity and mortality was immediate and profound. And while the
principles of cohorting and surveillance have not changed, the
relationship of surveillance to visibility has changed fundamentally due
to advances in organisational structure, profound shifts in patient and
family advocacy, and the ever-increasing pace of technological
advancement. I have had the great privilege over the past year of seeing
the opening of the new ICUs at Stanford Hospital that I planned and
designed over a 10-year period together with the unexpected need to
spend a month there taking care of my critically ill wife. These professional
and personal events reached their extrema during a pandemic that tested
all the innovations built into the new design and will be the catalyst for
the most fundamental changes in healthcare since, possibly, the invention
of the ICU.
Our patient journey started at the ICU of the hospital closest to our
home, a facility that was planned more than 40 years ago and was truly
state of the art at that time. The unit was primarily open bays with direct
visibility to a central nursing station. While there was visible privacy
provided by curtains, there was no auditory privacy at all. My wife, an
emergency medicine physician, was certainly more familiar and
comfortable with this setting than the average patient. Due to COVID-19,
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no visitors were allowed. Alone in a curtained space, she could not
orientate herself to person, place or time of day. Her status deteriorated
quickly, she was diagnosed with septic shock and, most alarming to me,
she developed profound ICU psychosis. After five days, she was transferred
to Stanford, a move we both agree saved her life. While the expertise of
the medical staff and the outstanding nursing care were the most
important elements of her successful recovery, the physical environment
of care played a profound role. Stanford Hospital was designed with a
commitment to patients and families first, and while the hospital
increased restrictions, they never eliminated family visitation during the
pandemic. I am confident that this policy significantly decreased my
wife’s morbidity and shortened her length of stay in the ICU and
hospitalisation overall. I worked with the staff to reorientate my wife to
time and place during the 12 hours I was allowed to be there each day,
and through technology her sister, thousands of miles away, took the
night shift. At Stanford, the family is now part of the surveillance
proposition in the ICU, not just the nursing and medical staff. Recognising
the surveillance potential of family has changed the physical design of the
unit in many ways.
One of the first steps in designing the new ICUs was a series of visits
to recently completed units at comparable institutions. We were fortunate
to have two units of similar size and acuity, only miles apart in Los
Angeles, and they could not have been more different. Cedars Sinai’s new
Critical Care Tower had patient rooms that looked essentially like a
modified standard acute care room, with the ability to be used for noncritical care use if the census allowed. UCLA Ronald Reagan Medical
Center had patient rooms that looked more like operating rooms, with
glass everywhere providing maximum visibility, and overhead equipment
booms. We made two initial visits, the first with board members and
donors, many of whom had had personal or family experiences in the
ICU, including deaths. They uniformly preferred the Cedars Sinai model,
with significant negative reactions to the other model due to acoustics,
lack of patient privacy and limited space and accommodations for family
rooming-in. In short, they found the environment terrifying. The second
visit included physician and nursing leadership, who uniformly preferred
the UCLA Reagan model. The design team clearly had a predicament on
their hands, and the challenge was clear: how to create an environment
that met the clinical requirements identified by the staff, but in a way that
put the patient and families first.
The first major decision was to base the overall layout of the ICUs
and the acute care units on the same basic room module and configuration.
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2.8 Nurse sub-station and visibility to patient rooms. Courtesy of
Stanford Health Care.
This allowed for the creation of universal rooms (within code restrictions),
meaning the two types of unit could adapt to either increasing or
decreasing patient acuity with the minimum amount of reconfiguration.
This was obtainable due to new technologies in construction that meet
fire-rating requirements for glass doors and walls in the corridors of the
ICUs. Now, when you enter the ICU, it has the look, sound and feel of any
other unit in the hospital.
Both unit types have taken the traditional central nursing station
and divided it into four sub-stations at the four corners of the unit (see
Figure 2.8). While this is often called ‘decentralised nursing’, it is
important to understand that it is a modification, not an elimination, of
the traditional team-based model. Some nursing theorists have taken the
advent of bedside electronic charting as the catalyst for an ideal
surveillance scenario, where the nurse remains with the patient
continuously, eliminating the need for centralised stations altogether.
This concept is a theoretical fantasy, even in the most highly staffed units,
such as Stanford. One of the things that I learned through direct
observation is that one-to-one nursing care, meaning one nurse assigned
to only one patient, does not equate to continuous direct patient
observation, despite hearing this from countless nurses in planning
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sessions over the years. Furthermore, as a family member, I was glad that
the nursing staff were only in the room when necessary, rather than
continuously. While the Stanford design has bedside charting, it has also
increased the capacity of centralised charting, finally providing access for
all members of the care team. This design provides direct surveillance of
every patient room, capturing both patient and co-worker visibility
(conforming with Ossmann’s high isovist connectivity). It also minimises
travel distances to both charting and supplies.
Along with both bedside and central charting, the ICUs have a third
location for nurse work, directly outside each patient room (see Figure
2.9). These charting alcoves provide direct staff visibility into two adjacent
patient rooms without creating any visibility between rooms. Certain
room designs, responding to nursing requests, provided either windows
or sliding glass doors between adjacent rooms to increase visibility and
access between adjacent rooms: a fallback to the days of open bay ICUs.
Over time these have proven to be poorly, if ever, utilised, as well as acting
as significant obstacles to patient and family privacy. The alcove, however,
responds to this very real challenge of supporting surveillance of highacuity patients when continuous in-room observation is not practical. It
also meets the code requirements for direct observation from a nursing

2.9 Charting alcoves and visibility to patient rooms. Courtesy of
Stanford Health Care.
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station but, as stated earlier, should not be a substitute for centralised
charting.
To provide these charting alcoves, it is necessary to ‘mirror’ two
adjacent rooms. During the time of the design, there was a very active
movement towards designing ‘single-handed’ rooms, meaning that all
rooms should be identical in all aspects. This theory was based on
evidence from other fields that variations in design lead to safety risks. At
Stanford, we built full scale mock-ups of both single-handed and mirrored
rooms to test this theory. The actual area around each patient bed was
designed identically, but the overall room envelope was either identical
or mirrored. We found no significant difference when surveying our staff,
so we were confident in our ability to provide increased surveillance
without compromising safety. This is just one example of the value of
building mock-ups during the design process.
Almost all designs have unintended consequences, meaning that
they are used in ways not predicted during the design process (see Figure
2.10). The charting alcoves have proven to be invaluable during the
current COVID-19 pandemic. Nurses have moved their primary site of
activity from the patient room to minimise cross-contamination. The
ability to provide surveillance of the patient and have proximal
technological support without significant construction has proven to be
of enormous benefit. The engagement of the family has also been
profoundly compromised. The ‘no visitors’ policies have had an
immeasurable impact. Here is where recent advances in technology and
communications have played such a major role and will continue to
redefine how surveillance is provided. The bond between patients and
families, and between care providers and families must be met, and the
amazing advances in telecommunications over the past year may prove to
be among the greatest unintended beneficial consequences of this
horrible disease.
When designing an ICU from the patient and family-first perspective,
it is absolutely fundamental for them to have a say in the process, both
through direct engagement as experts on equal footing with the nurses,
physicians and other staff, and through the advocacy of the design team
to come up with solutions that work for both sides. Fundamentally,
patients and families do not want to be in ICUs, they are terrified and
want as much normality, dignity and privacy as possible. The acuity of
their illness should not be an excuse for ignoring their basic humanity.
They do not want to see or hear what is going on outside their room. They
want to know who is looking in or entering their room at all times. They
want to see outside, know what time of day it is and be able to
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2.10 The charting alcoves were particularly useful during pandemic
conditions. Courtesy of Stanford Health Care, image by Will Pryce.

2.11 Patient rooms with outside views and places for extended
community. Courtesy of Stanford Health Care, image by Will Pryce.
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communicate with their extended community (see Figure 2.11). While
surveillance is essential, it should not come at the expense of the patient
and family experience. When I ask my wife what the most important
differentiator of her Stanford experience was, she said it was that I was
there, that she had an advocate.
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Chapter 3 Table
Introduction

The chapter theme ‘table’ conveys a focus on design and the complex
formal and informal group functioning that is an essential but littleunderstood dimension of hospital-based care. The chapter, authored by
Rosica Pachilova and Kerstin Sailer, advocates for a view of nurses as
knowledge workers, with the implication that nurse travel on wards
should be understood in terms based on its capacity to support team
communication and collaboration, in sharp conceptual departure from a
focus on the shortness of travel distances. To this end, they describe the
development of the Spaces for Communication Index (SCI), which
assesses accumulated visibility, and therefore opportunity for encounter,
along high-use trajectories of inpatient wards. Pachilova and Sailer have
found that the SCI correlates with higher measures of healthcare quality,
indicating a potential link from layout to quality via design-based support
for team communication.
In her response essay, Upali Nanda picks up the theme of balancing
concern for efficiency, visibility to patients and what she calls ‘human
scripts’. In addition to describing practice-based field research on
inpatient wards, Nanda notes the potential value of a metric such as the
SCI in assessing the special status of the inpatient ward corridor as a hub
of communication, awareness and movement.
Together, the chapter and essay provide a fresh perspective on
teamwork in hospitals, especially in terms of recognising the value of
nurses talking.
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Working together in healthcare space

Rosica Pachilova and Kerstin Sailer
Healthcare work is increasingly complex and relies on a multitude of
different professionals – doctors, nurses, anaesthetists, phlebotomists,
physiotherapists, porters, cleaners, caterers and many others – all working
together to provide care and support for patients. During the course of a
four-day hospital stay, the care for one patient may involve as many as 50
different healthcare providers.
It may seem a truism to argue that working together is inherent to
today’s healthcare environment, yet what we mean by ‘working together’
is not a settled matter (see Figure 3.1). An editorial in the British Medical
Journal notes the difference between simply working side-by-side and
actually working together,1 noting that existing collaborative practices are
rudimentary and hindered by multiple barriers, including obstinate
medical traditions and rigid role identities such that ‘the tales that nurses
and doctors each tell about the other when they are outside work and
“among friends” suggest that there is still some way to go’.2
Different communities working together has been highlighted as a
key factor to organisational learning:
To foster working, learning, and innovating, an organization …
needs to reconceive of itself as a community-of-communities,
acknowledging in the process the many noncanonical communities
in its midst. It must see beyond its canonical abstractions of practice
to the rich, full-blooded activities themselves. And it must legitimize
and support the myriad enacting activities perpetrated by its
different members.3
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3.1 Working side-by-side or teamwork in a nurse station? Drawn by
Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
What Brown and Duguid argue here is that an organisation wanting to
develop and thrive must listen to its diverse communities and their
members. At the bottom of their argument lies the insight that learning
happens day to day and on the ground in everyday practices and builds
on sense-making, interpretations and adaptations of routines and actions.
Communities of practice form essential bottom-up building blocks within
organisations and the whole organisation is in essence a ‘communityof-communities’.
Considering communities in healthcare work is nothing new.
Writing from the perspective of research for design, Rashid proposes that
the different professionals working in healthcare are part of overlapping
communities: each community engages in its own particular knowledge
domain, their community of practice, as well as being part of communities
of interest, where individuals from different knowledge domains come
together to perform a specific task, such as in a multidisciplinary team
that forms around a critically ill patient.4
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The theory of overlapping communities of practice is all well and
good, but how does collaboration work in practice? How can we develop
a view of healthcare work that is rooted in its social, interactive nature?
And what role does the spatial layout of hospitals play in orchestrating
how people come together and communicate?
In this chapter, we interpret the history of hospital work in tandem
with that of analytical approaches to hospital design. Many narratives on
these themes amount to stories focusing on individual effort and
separated professions, and this atomistic view of hospital work has lent
itself to a focus on the individual worker (e.g., their efficiency and work
practices), rather than developing concepts and measures on teamwork
and collective processes and outcomes. We aim to extend these
approaches with a social perspective on care, arguing that communication
is a key component of healthcare and that health professionals are, in
many cases, knowledge workers that require healthcare layouts better
suited to the nature of their work in the twenty-first century.

Healthcare work and the division of labour: a brief history
Throughout most of history, nurses, doctors and other formal and
informal practitioners learned their art through oral traditions passed
from generation to generation, observing others caring for the sick and
often gaining insight through processes of trial and error. Care was
provided mostly in one’s own home, where family members and friends
acted as caregivers. Outside of the home, it was usually nuns and monks
who provided care for the sick in European hospitals, often sought only
by those who had no family members or by those whose work took them
away from their homes.5 Between 1100 and 1300, early modern medical
schools were founded in Europe in university cities such as Paris, Bologna
and Oxford. Medieval doctors analysed symptoms, made diagnoses and
either administered medications or prescribed a diet, rest, sleep, exercise
or baths. Surgeons could treat fractures and dislocations, repair hernias
and perform amputations and a handful of other operations. With the
advent of early modern medicine, formalisation and standardisation of
practice began to transform the medical profession into an institution.
Meanwhile, childbirth was left to midwives, as a care type that still relied
heavily on folklore and tradition.6 As a consequence of this differentiation
between the two professions, doctors and nurses worked in silos. Up until
the late nineteenth century when Florence Nightingale (see Figure 3.2)
began a movement to recognise nursing as a profession in its own right,
nurses were positioned as servants to doctors, and their contribution to
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3.2 Florence Nightingale. Image credit: Jess Sweeney through
Wikimedia Commons.
patient care was deemed a mere extension of the doctor’s knowledge and
competence. To that end, this view of the history of medicine is very much
conceived through the eyes of doctors as the dominant medical profession,
leaving little space for alternative readings, such as from nurses, those
providing care in communities, or even from the perspective of sufferers.7
Healthcare has long been characterised by an overt and significant
division of labour, similar to other domains of work. In The Wealth of
Nations, Adam Smith argues that increases in productive powers are due
to the division of labour.8 In their discussion of the history of the
organisation of work, Kranzberg and Hannan9 go even further, contending
that the division of labour was at the heart of human evolution and
development as our prehistoric ancestors began inventing tools.
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Individual proficiency or skill in specific tasks gave rise to early forms of
specialisation (e.g., hunting versus gathering) and from there to the
formation of professions (e.g., potters, textile makers, farmers, metal
workers and so on). The by-product of division of labour, a surplus of
goods, was responsible for the way in which human civilisations grew and
prospered, leading to even more sophisticated ways of dividing labour,
not just by proficiency, but by gender, class and age. It was the French
sociologist Emile Durkheim who pointed out that there is more to the
division of labour than pure efficiency. Specifically, the fundamental role
of the division of labour is a principle that creates societal bonds and
establishes social solidarities between people who rely on each other to
survive.10 This social function, Durkheim added, plays an ethical role and
ultimately makes society possible in the first place. When we think of
professional communities in healthcare settings, it is worth keeping both
elements of the division of labour in mind: how it creates efficiency and
how it acts as social ‘glue’.
It is not controversial to argue that the nursing profession
contributes to the social glue in healthcare environments, possibly more
than any other profession. Although extensive writing addresses the role
of nursing and the character of nurse work, we might say that the history
of nursing work is still being written and is very much in flux as we
continually reflect on the role of nurses and how that role evolves. The
nurse has been variously defined as the assistant who supports the powers
of the doctor, as the creator of the ideal conditions for patient healing,11
and as an extension of the patient who bridges gaps created by the
patient’s reduced capabilities.12 In focusing on teamwork and solidarity,
we would like to follow a recent redefinition of nurse work13 that sees
nurses as healthcare mediators. When evaluating the actual work
activities of nurses and defining bundles of nurse practices (e.g.,
managing the work of others, managing multiple agendas, maintaining
records, rounding), the role of the nurse emerges as an intermediary, as
the professional who moderates the relationship between healthcare
systems and different practitioners and thus constitutes contexts of care.
But before we follow this line of thought further, it is worth looking
back in history to two major developments in how healthcare workspace
was defined and shaped. First, the work of Florence Nightingale shaped
nursing as a profession, though it arguably also reduced nursing to
concerns with ventilation, sanitation and surveillance. Second, timemotion studies evaluated the number of movements and amount of time
that it took to achieve a certain task with the aim of task optimisation –
this approach become a popular way to bring work processes and ward
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layouts together into a single analytical framework. We will show how
these two developments of nurse work are intertwined inside a paradigm
of efficiency.

Florence Nightingale: the cure of open air
The history of nursing is often conflated with the story of Florence
Nightingale and her efforts to improve the care of the wounded during
the Crimean War. She established the principles under which women
could provide comfort and care in what had been a male-dominated
hospital environment under the role of ‘nurse’. Nightingale also
established nursing as a secular profession through her role in the
Nightingale School of Nursing at St Thomas’ Hospital in London, which
educated professional nurses in what was the first such secular institution,
opening in 1860. Student nurses received classes in theory coupled with
clinical experience on hospital wards.
The story of Florence Nightingale famously began when she learned
that the mortality rate of British troops during the Crimean War was 41
per cent. Soldiers were dying from disease rather than from their injuries
because of the poor conditions in field hospitals. Nightingale believed
that dirt was the cause of disease and embarked on a campaign to
thoroughly scrub the soldiers’ barracks and hospital wards and let in
sunshine and fresh air; and these tactics decreased the number of deaths
dramatically. Mary Seacole, a lesser-known female pioneer of nursing,
was a British-Jamaican contemporary of Nightingale who worked with
the same principles to fight a cholera epidemic in Panama in the 1850s.
She reported a similar set of tactics in her autobiography: ‘By my
directions, doors and shutters were open, fires were lighted, and every
effort was made to ventilate the place.’14
But it was Nightingale who left the much clearer mark in history. In
addition to her work in nursing as such, she also laid foundations for
modern evidence-based practice. Nightingale was a pioneer in the
graphical representation of data. At a time when research reports were
only beginning to include tables, Nightingale was using bar charts and pie
charts that were colour coded to highlight her points (see Figure 3.3). She
was keen not only to get the science right but to also make it
comprehensible to lay people. One recommendation that she made was
for the creation of a statistical department to track rates of disease and
mortality and to identify problems so that they could be dealt with
promptly.
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3.3 Florence Nightingale’s diagram of the causes of mortality in the
army, 1820–1910. Image credit: Wikimedia Commons.
Nightingale’s contributions to nursing were certainly groundbreaking.
Much of our practice in ventilation, sanitation and the importance of
handwashing and hygiene are owed to her. The open-plan ward typology
named after her (see Figure 3.4) was almost a by-product of allowing
light and air to penetrate wards, as otherwise cross-ventilation and
airflow (before the advent of mechanical ventilation) would not have
been possible. With Nightingale’s principles of open air came a high
degree of visibility between carers and patients, building on earlier
hospital layout examples.15
Critically reflecting on a Nightingalian approach from today’s
point of view, we cannot help but notice how much the cure of open air
radically reduces the definition of nurse work to tasks in maintaining
cleanliness. It set the scene for a scientific and rule-driven treatment of
patients that increased patient safety and gave newly trained nurses
clear guidelines to follow. Yet, it also roots nursing practice firmly in
efficient work organisation principles that, while important in an
industrialising society, have revealed their shortcomings in the twentyfirst century. The next section shows how Nightingale’s valuation of
efficiency became an explicit planning principle in the twentieth century
and assumed dominance over the discourse on how healthcare ought to
be organised.
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3.4 A Nightingale ward at St Thomas’s Hospital, 1900. Image credit:
Augustine Rischgitz via Wikimedia Commons.

Time-motion studies: the rule of efficiency
The early twentieth century witnessed the end of the second industrial
revolution, which gave rise to vast corporations in the United States. As
new entities, these organisations initially operated inefficiently, wasting
a lot of material resources. The way that jobs were done varied wildly
from person to person – some people were proficient, others less so.
Around this time, Frederick Taylor, a mechanical engineer in a steel
company, developed a special interest in the study of industrial processes
focused on the global issue of inefficiency.16 In Taylor’s view, the task of
factory management was to determine the best way for the worker to do
the job, to provide the proper tools and training and to supply incentives
for good performance. In his studies, Taylor undertook detailed
observations of workers using a stopwatch to determine the time required
to accomplish specific tasks. With unnecessary tasks eliminated, the
worker, following a machine-like routine and focusing on time, became
far more productive. On the first day using Taylor’s new method, the
number of products that the workers in a factory were able to transport
almost tripled. This method was later expanded by Taylor’s disciples,
Frank and Lilian Gilbreth, who focused on motion. The motion study
method sought to make processes more efficient by reducing the physical
movements involved. These two techniques, time studies and motion
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3.5a and 3.5b Studies in space required for nurses to make a bed (left)
and set up an intravenous transfusion (right).
studies, became integrated into a widely accepted method in scientific
management referred to as time-motion studies.
Since then, time-motion studies have been broadly adopted by
researchers in the field of healthcare management (see Figures 3.5a and
3.5b) and have become a focus of attention due to interest in clinical
workflow-related factors. Architecturally inspired research in this
tradition focused not only on efficiency but also on ward typologies,
aiming to establish general insights on how to best design wards.
After World War Two, the Nuffield Foundation undertook an
interdisciplinary approach to systematically investigate the design of
hospitals. The research team published the seminal report Studies in the
Functions and Design of Hospitals,17 where they discussed the configuration
of patient wards and the optimisation of nurses’ work areas based on
observations of healthcare worker movement, gluing a plan to a corkboard
and marking worker movements with strings wrapped around pins (see
Figure 3.6). The data gathered through these diagrams led to the
conclusion that the utility room should be close to the bed area. Optimal
room arrangements were inferred based on the underlying premises that
the less nurses walked the better and that reduced walking would convert
into increased time for patient care and improved patient safety and
outcomes.
This line of reasoning was advanced with more systematic accounts
of ward-based walking distances. Such an example is the Yale Traffic
Index, developed by Thompson and Goldin18 in the 1970s, which followed
a Taylorist approach. The aim of the index was to compare general
medical and nursing units for functional efficiency with the suggestion
that the best performing layout would minimise walking distances
between functional areas of a ward, such as patient beds and nurse
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3.6 Mapping student nurse travel, 1955. By kind permission of the
Trustees of University College London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.
stations. From such information, it could be inferred which areas of the
inpatient ward should be placed in close proximity to each other. After
following healthcare providers for six months in four nursing units in
Yale-New Haven Hospital, Thompson and Goldin identified 16 areas on a
typical nursing ward that were most frequently used, including patient
rooms, nurse stations, utility rooms, elevator lobbies, medication closets
and pantries. They recorded the number of trips between each pair of
areas, which they referred to as ‘links’, and identified the 14 most
frequently traversed links. They then multiplied key links by their
associated distance measures, then added together these products and
divided the sum by the number of patient beds on the ward (to account
for ward size). The resulting Yale Traffic Index combined constant values
for estimating trip frequency together with values for trip distances that
could be plugged in for different layouts. This index could thus be used to
make comparative evaluations of units with similar facilities (or
programmatic elements) but different floorplan configurations. The
smaller the index value, the shorter the estimated total travel distance
over a 24-hour period and thus the more efficient the layout. The method
was applied to 30 inpatient units and it was found that wards with
redundant circulation schemes, such as double-corridor units or circular
plans, were more efficient than double-loaded single-corridor plans.
This strict focus on ward efficiency by means of minimising walking
distances has remained dominant in the discourse on healthcare
architecture. It is worth noting how the quest for a generalisable simple
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answer on how best to spatially arrange a ward ended in recommendations
for layout typologies, specifically radial plans or double-corridor plans.
Such recommendations are easily actionable by architects, yet they rest
problematically on three overly simplified ideas about nurse work. First,
equating quality care practices with least time spent walking paints a
reductionist picture of healthcare work, very much in line with the
Taylorist notion that good work means maximum efficiency and minimal
waste. Second, efficiency is measured on a per-individual basis in this
case, as walking (or other locomotion for workers with mobility
impairments) is an activity that every healthcare worker engages in
separately. Third, there is a presumption of a single and apparently
correct way of performing duties, which is to follow the routines as
modelled, again closely aligned with the ethos of Taylor and his ‘scientific’
management.
However, one cannot streamline knowledge work in the same way
that one can automate car manufacturing or optimise tracking
requisitions. Knowledge work is ever-changing, dynamic and autonomous.
It centres on problem solving and requires both convergent and divergent
thinking to answer questions that arise in daily work.19 What often looks
like slacking at work, such as long conversations in the break room,
tearoom or café, are often activities that are conducive to building
professional and friendship relationships, to sharing ideas and knowledge
that can contribute to innovations, as is often expected of knowledge
workers. Building professional and friendly relations and collaboration
are often important aspects of knowledge work. However, recognising the
knowledge dimension of nurse work and establishing collaborative
practices between doctors and nurses has been a significant challenge
facing healthcare organisations since hospitals still operate through
hierarchies, silos and very strong professional cultures that can be an
obstacle to implementing a high-performing work environment.

Collaborative practice and communication: healthcare as
knowledge work
At the heart of any collaborative practice is the process of good
communication. For instance, in a study of an intensive care unit (ICU),
it was shown that verbal miscommunication between nurses and doctors
was responsible for 37 per cent of all errors.20 Failed communication
between poorly coordinated teams was identified as a major contributor
to errors.21 In addition, collaboration between doctors and nurses has
been found to increase team members’ awareness of each other’s
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knowledge and skills, leading to continued improvement in decision
making.22
Nevertheless, collaborative practices between doctors and nurses
are not so straightforward, given an entire history of separation between
the two professions characterised by long-held hierarchies and differences
in esteem placed on doctors and nurses, with doctors (historically men)
making the ‘important’ decisions, while nurses (historically women)
tending to the personal environment of the patient. Yet change is on the
horizon. With the growing sophistication of medical care, more educated
nurses have been prepared to care for and treat patients with increasingly
complex conditions and needs. Several important social changes have
further altered the doctor-nurse relationship in the past 50 years,
including an increase in the number of female doctors and the generally
improved status of women in society and the workplace.23
It is easy to think of doctors as knowledge workers, yet on mediating
the role of nurses and their role in sharing and distributing information,
it is clear that this is also knowledge work. Nurses are no longer mere
direct-care providers. They are problem solvers and decision makers,
working from high levels of expertise, education and experience. Nurse
work depends heavily on sharing knowledge and expertise, for which
communication is crucial. In this sense, we can read the division of labour
in healthcare as Durkheimian, as a means of creating social glue, over and
above improving efficiency.
A focus on collaborative practice makes healthcare work no different
from other forms of knowledge-intensive work. Vertical communication,
extensive collaboration across disciplinary boundaries, knowledge
sharing and networked forms of organisation are readily accepted as the
norm for white-collar, office-based, service-oriented and technologydriven work in the twenty-first century. The same is true for healthcare
environments.
How collaborative practices unfold in everyday healthcare activities
and, interestingly, where exactly they unfold, is our next concern. To
examine this, we draw on Goffman’s dramaturgical theory that uses the
metaphor of the backstage and the front stage, where actions are
performed for an audience.24 In contrast with the formal activities of the
front stage, backstage activities are more informal, allowing the individual
to relax the role played on the front stage and prepare to re-emerge onto
the front stage in role again.
Goffman’s theory was used by Lewin and Reeves25 to study teamwork
in a hospital ward. Lewin’s and Reeves’ observations led them to interpret
front stage activities as those when members of the care team were
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performing their roles in front of patients and families, such as during
rounding. Rounding is, of course, intended to facilitate and maintain
interprofessional teamwork, including via doctor-nurse communication.
However, both doctors and nurses noted that, with few exceptions, nurses
rarely joined the medical rounds, let alone communicated with doctors
during rounds. Their findings suggested that inter-professional work was
more ad hoc and opportunistic and was generally more feasible as a
backstage activity. Corridor conversations, in particular, were conducive
to overcoming the inhibition of cross-professional communication that
was observed on the front stage. The backstage interactions were short,
task-orientated and prone to interruption.
Spaces for knowledge-intensive collaborative healthcare work need
to accommodate but also support informal and unplanned encounters in
the same manner that office work relies on chance meetings, serendipity
and ‘water-cooler moments’.26

From designing for individual work to designing for teamwork
The previous section highlighted the importance of the knowledge worker
in healthcare settings, but it also identified the role of the physical
environment for communication and knowledge exchange between
different team members. The following section will dive into hospital
settings and how design influences the movement and interaction
patterns of healthcare workers.
Lewin and Reeves27 highlight the importance of the main ward
corridor as a ‘backstage’ space for supporting informal and unplanned
conversations between persons with different professional roles, with the
richness and rapid feedback of in-person communication helping to
reduce communication errors.28 The corridor has also been referred to as
a neutral zone that is not ‘owned’ by any particular discipline.29 In this
neutral zone, nurses, doctors, physical therapists and other healthcare
professionals interact spontaneously and opportunistically. In these
spaces, not only do higher-status professionals such as doctors, express
more uncertainty about diagnosis and treatment options, but they also
seek out, listen to and act on views and information from other
professional staff.
Formal communications in hospitals are often expressed with
certainty, while in corridor conversations there is greater room for
contingencies,30 breeches of decorum and suspension of the usual
professional hierarchies. It is the corridor that allows the occupational
therapist to interrupt the doctor or the peer support worker to interject
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with an emotional response that would never appear in a front-stage
setting. Corridors also tend to mix the various user types of a given
setting.31 Instead of considering corridors a waste of space,32 they should
be seen as constituting a greater circulatory system while affording
specific behaviours, in the same way that urban streets are part of a
hierarchy of connecting routes as well as loci of human activity. The
corridor can be designed for its multiple purposes, especially recognising
the important role that it plays in providing ample opportunities for
nurse-doctor communication.
The importance of the main corridor has also been demonstrated by
space syntax researchers looking into the importance of the whole spatial
configuration of the ward for communication, and in particular how
different spatial elements such as corridors and rooms are put together in
a spatial network that affects movement and encounter patterns. Existing
studies have investigated and demonstrated the effect of openness,
visibility and proximity of spaces on communication and thus provided a
detailed and accurate description of the layout. For example, Choudhary
and her colleagues33 developed a space syntax model to predict the effect
of different hospital ward layouts on the random and unplanned
movement generated by nurses, which was affected by the spatial and
visual properties of their assigned sub-areas. This study showed that subareas with larger viewsheds and shorter path lengths resulted in fewer
trips to patient rooms because of better visibility. Another study
investigated the effect of ward configuration on movement and developed
a measure called ‘targeted visibility’,34 which calculated the visibility
towards a number of pre-selected visual targets, in this case patient beds.
The study showed that more nurses could be expected in areas with
higher targeted visibility to patients; while doctors more often occupied
areas with higher overall visibility, often found in corridors and
intersections. A different study35 demonstrated that when assigned to a
low visibility room, the most acute patients had significantly higher ICU
mortality rates. Targeted visibility measures suggested as potential
mechanisms associated with these results include ‘field of view’ and
‘distance’, with outcomes such as time at the bedside, actual patient
observation and response times. Other studies found that patients were
seen sooner when placed in a room without doors and closer to the
physician workstations36 and nurses visited their patients more frequently
when their room assignments were more integrated.37 Still, other studies,
such as that by Nanda and colleagues,38 demonstrate how movement is
driven by use frequencies and distances between key programmatic
elements.
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These findings illustrate that the configuration of the ward layout is
important for communication. However, the measures described above
are based on the idea that individuals move around and position
themselves visually in relation either to the patient or the overall unit
layout. The measures do not specifically take into consideration the
interdisciplinary and team-based nature of inpatient work. Further, while
the aforementioned measures point to interesting aspects of the physical
environment that affect movement and communication, they remain
difficult to translate into design decisions or even discussions with design
teams.
The importance of visibility for communication in office-based
workplaces has been demonstrated by multiple studies.39 In healthcare
environments, studies have shown that bringing team workers closer
together and increasing openness among them increased communication
between them40 and made it easier to coordinate care and thus improve
patient experience.41 Separating staff facilities from patient areas also had
a positive effect on communication between staff members, as they could
discuss confidential information with other colleagues without being
overheard by patients.42
Given these research foundations, which suggested a social logic of
nurse work that is related to spatial visibility, we developed a new single
measure called the ‘Spaces for Communication Index’ (otherwise ‘SCI’),
which draws on ideas from both the Yale Traffic Index and Choudhary’s
model. We incorporated the aggregative concept from the Yale Traffic
Index. However, instead of embedding efficiency as a concept expressed
by distances walked by individuals, we aimed to focus on the work of the
healthcare team. Rather than measuring space efficiency in the form of
minimising distances, the SCI measures space effectiveness in the form of
maximising communication opportunities related to teamwork, a crucial
provision of good healthcare. We also aimed to develop a metric that
could be applied with ease to ward design. Details on our approach and
the development of the metric are reported elsewhere.43 In the next
section, we briefly describe the SCI and its basis in the recognition that
the provision of healthcare requires knowledge workers who operate in a
twenty-first-century organisation that functions as a network of
professionals communicating easily with each other.

Designing for teamwork: the SCI
People are not static, and are even less so in healthcare environments, so
it is unsurprising that doctors and nurses have quite dynamic movement
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patterns. They can go back and forth multiple times per hour from one
key location to another. Depending on the specific configuration of a
ward, those key functional areas can be positioned in spaces with higher
or lower visibility. Moreover, the corridors and spaces that connect them
also provide different levels of visibility. A healthcare worker can go
between two spaces with low visibility and on the way pass through a
space with high visibility. In terms of nurse visibility to one another, it is
not just the visibility levels of key locations that matter, but also how
much visibility gets ‘accumulated’ along their typical paths of travel. We
found that the higher the accumulated visibility along the work path of a
healthcare worker, the more they actually communicated with others.44
This statistically significant relationship showed that accumulated
visibility can be used as a valid proxy for actual communication behaviour.
The SCI indicated the potential for communication opportunities that
arise from the visibility properties of the layout and walking patterns of
healthcare providers. However, we focused SCI on capturing support for
teamwork rather than support for the work behaviour of individuals.
Movement pattern data from six inpatient units were used to
develop the SCI. Across all six cases, a total of 71 nursing staff were
followed by an observer for an average of 40 minutes each while they
went about their work. The information was used to identify the most
frequently traversed paths by nurses between key areas in a hospital ward
which included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

patient beds – nursing station;
patient beds – medicine room;
patient beds – patient beds; and
nursing station – medicine room.

These accounted for nearly 90 per cent of all movement paths of the
observed nurses in the six cases, which varied in type and size of the
ward, staffing patterns and bed capacity. The way that the SCI was
calculated was very similar to the Yale Traffic Index. However, instead of
the physical distances between key locations, we took the average
visibility of the paths that link key areas and multiplied this by the number
of times a path must be traversed derived from the observations in the six
case studies (see Figure 3.7). The resulting numbers were added together
and the total was divided by the number of patient beds to normalise for
the size of each ward.
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3.7 Concept diagram showing the principle of accumulated visual
exposure for a typical nurse task path. For the SCI, the sum of exposure
for task paths are multiplied by estimated task frequency. Concept
diagram by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
We calculated the SCI for a larger sample of 31 different wards in the
United Kingdom and found that the unit with the best quality of care45
was the one that provided healthcare workers with maximum
opportunities for communication as measured by accumulated visibility,
the underlying principle of the SCI. The larger in size the sum of the
viewsheds along the path that linked one key function to another, the
higher the chances of bumping into another healthcare worker and
having an informal, quick conversation, where important patient
information could be exchanged. Wards with a larger SCI value – typically
with larger viewsheds on key paths – were more likely to have outstanding
healthcare quality as rated by the UK Care Quality Commission than
wards with smaller SCI values. The findings of this research also make
sense intuitively: spaces with larger viewsheds allow for frequent and
easy exchanges among healthcare workers. Even social chit chat, such as
exchanging smiles or greetings, can contribute to a productive workplace
environment. We also calculated the Yale Traffic Index for these wards;
however, this efficiency-based measure seemed to have less of a direct
relationship to healthcare quality in our sample.

Towards a generalisation of SCI
After the SCI was developed, we conducted further explorations on how
designers could use the tool to evaluate their ward layouts. In particular,
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we were curious to see how generalisable the SCI is and if it can be
specifically applied to more enclosed environments, such as wards with
only single-patient rooms. Our initial database contained mostly wards
with four-bed to six-bed bays, but single-patient rooms are generally
preferred by patients and family members because they provide privacy
and quiet, which helps patients to heal more quickly.46 They also enable
family members to stay overnight. Single-patient rooms work better when
it comes to infection control and preventing the spread of infectious
diseases, which, post-COVID, is an even more important requirement for
hospitals. On the other hand, single-patient rooms are less preferred by
some nurses because they act as a barrier to surveillance, communication
and socialisation and, in the case of newer nurses, restrict their learning
opportunities.
To test the generalisability of the SCI, we selected four additional
case studies, drawing on inpatient wards in four US hospitals designed
and shared with us by HKS Architects. The wards varied in area from
a minimum of 1,130 m2 to a maximum of 2,000 m2 and in number of
patient rooms from 28 to 36. All units followed a consistent layout
format, with patient rooms located along the perimeter of the building
to provide views and natural daylight to patients, support facilities in
the core and corridors surrounding the support areas serving each
room. All cases have two or more team nursing stations in key locations
to create proximity and visibility to clusters of patient rooms (see
Figure 3.8).
In this sample of 100 per cent single-patient room wards, the ward
with the greatest SCI values is a racetrack unit with four corridors crossing
between the two longest corridors (case D, see Figure 3.8). The other
three units had lower, very similar SCI values. They had layouts with
more geometrically complex floorplates and multiple corridors. A spatial
analysis of the visual connectivity47 of these cases indicated the higher
visibility conditions in the highest SCI case was driven by generous views
wherever orthogonal corridors crossed. In the other three cases, only one
similarly high-visibility intersection between the two longest main
corridors was identified. Further, in these cases, the width of the corridor
was narrower compared to the high-SCI case, resulting in less visual
openness along key paths.
The four case studies had a lower SCI score compared to the initial
database of hospitals, which included multi-patient rooms and open
bays. This was anticipated because the average ward visibility levels in
the fully single-patient room environments are lower. That said, creating
larger viewsheds along critical nurse paths can be achieved by design in
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3.8 Visual connectivity graphs for 100 per cent single-room wards, with
SCI values listed. Image by Rosica Pachilova, 2019.
any ward typology. As for fully single-patient room wards, there were
four such cases in our initial database (see Figure 3.9). Two of these
wards had high SCI indices and good ratings of healthcare quality, while
two had lower SCI and were rated as requiring improvement. The ward
that had the highest SCI rating in the initial database, and was ranked
for outstanding quality of care, was a radial ward with 100 per cent
single-patient rooms. What likely made the SCI score higher than
expected for an enclosed environment was a large circular space in the
middle of the ward that connected all patient rooms. This space provided
high-visibility levels to nurses and doctors who had to pass through it on
their way from one key area to another. The SCI can provide insight on
layout and support for caregiver collaboration, but we are emphatically
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not advocating for any specific layout typology, radial or otherwise.
Creating larger viewsheds along key paths can be achieved by design in
any ward typology.

2370
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Care Quality Ratings of NHS Hospitals
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good
requires improvement

1993
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3.9 The SCI of UK inpatient wards, with National Health Service Care
Quality Ratings, and wards with 100 per cent single-patient rooms called
out. Image by Rosica Pachilova, 2019.
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The SCI enables designers and healthcare operators to run a speculative
model and, based on its results, begin to lead informed conversations
with designers and healthcare professionals about layout and teamwork.
In the following section, we suggest some general principles for layout
that are likely to raise the SCI in almost any ward layout. However, we
first wish to describe some limitations of our study to date.
The development of our method in UK hospitals involved empirical
observations of the wards in action, studies of communication patterns
and empirical work on the socio-spatial realities that shaped work
processes and the collaborative practices of doctors and nurses. The
extension of the method to US-based examples does not include a similar
baseline assessment of workflows, frequently traversed paths, staffing
ratios or patient satisfaction data, among other things. We look forward
to conducting continued empirical research in these areas.

Design interventions for more communication opportunities
Teamwork in healthcare requires communication opportunities, and we
have argued that these are built into the spatial fabric of wards. We
therefore conducted investigations to understand what layout attributes
affect the SCI and what interventions designers and healthcare planners
can make that could lead to more communication opportunities. Below, we
look closely at two wards from the initial database, both of which were
from the same hospital but had different healthcare quality ratings. The
first, an ICU ward, had better care quality and consisted mostly of four-bed
bays and some single-patient rooms; it had an SCI score of 821. The second,
a general nursing ward, had a worse care quality rating and a layout with
more single rooms and some bays. This ward had a lower SCI score of 432.
We tested three different interventions on the layout of the wards.
In the first option, we increased the width of the main corridor (the most
connected area) by 50 cm. In the second option, we created large, open
spaces at key locations to increase the levels of visibility at those locations.
In the final option, we changed the nurse station model and thus the
movement associated with nurse assignments. The ICU ward uses a
decentralised nurse station model where every two inpatient room or a
four-bed patient bay has a nurse station that allows the nurse to stay
closer to the patient. The general nursing ward has two centralised nurse
stations located symmetrically on both sides of the ward which allows
nurses to stay closer to each other. To study the effects of nursing model
difference, we flipped the nursing models in each case study. The ICU
ward had a centralised nursing station located in the corridor while the
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nursing ward layout had decentralised nursing stations in each patient
room or bay. An illustration of the three different changes in the nursing
ward is shown in Figure 3.10.
(1)

+50cm

+50cm
(2)

(3)

3.10 Layout strategies tested for effect on SCI. (1) Increased corridor
width by 50 cm; (2) Enlarged open space at corridor crossings with high
visual connectivity; and (3) Change nurse assignment from centralised
(bottom) to decentralised (top) nurse-station model and vice versa. Image
by Rosica Pachilova, 2019, redrawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
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By making the corridor wider in the first design alteration, the SCI
increased by 7 per cent in the ICU ward and by 19 per cent in the nursing
ward. Creating larger open spaces in key locations increased the SCI by
10 per cent in the ICU and by 43 per cent in the nursing ward. Finally,
changing the nurse assignment from a decentralised to a centralised
nursing station model in the ICU increased the SCI by 2 per cent while
implementing decentralised stations and associated travel patterns in the
nursing ward decreased the SCI by 23 per cent.
These experiments illustrate design principles that have been shown
to support communication through layout. Namely:
1.
2.
3.

Creating large, open spaces at key functional locations drives up
visual connectivity and thus spaces for communication.
Widening corridors, even to a moderate degree, has a similar effect,
although of a smaller magnitude in these particular examples.
In addition, centralised nursing station models tend to create more
movement and opportunities for interaction than the decentralised
nursing station models.

These design strategies – open spaces, wider hallways and team spaces
for nurses – are directly applicable when it comes to the design of hospital
wards, but still draw on some principles revealed though SCI analysis.
Our research suggests that to maximise communication opportunities,
wards should have at least one large open space at a key location in a way
that links increased visibility levels with ‘attractor’ functions, or key areas
that are frequently visited by nurses. The number of these large open
spaces and their size and function are driven by the specific project, client
and design goals. Intuitively, it makes sense for these spaces to
accommodate teamwork areas including the nursing station, but they
may also be enriched with facilities for doctors and other healthcare
professionals to promote cross-disciplinary teamwork.

Working together in healthcare space
This chapter briefly reviewed the history of the doctor and nursing
professions, following the move from siloed practices towards a culture of
working together, with a specific focus on how the concept of nurse work
has fed into principles for the design of hospital wards. Nurses were
initially viewed as servants to doctors until Florence Nightingale began a
movement to professionalise nurse work. More recently, nurses have
come to be seen as moderators of the relationship between healthcare
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systems and different practitioners, and the importance of collaborative
practices and communication for the delivery of safe and quality
healthcare is acknowledged. The first spatial element recognised as
important to the team was the corridor, the significance and design of
which is still too often neglected. In providing a neutral zone and a
backstage, in Goffman’s sense of the term, the unit corridor affords a
space for different healthcare professionals to communicate spontaneously
and opportunistically across hierarchies and professional silos.
As we regard nurses as knowledge workers who require a workplace
layout that supports communication and teamwork, we developed the
SCI to focus on supporting the healthcare team, not just the individual.
Using the SCI, we demonstrated that wards with larger accumulated
viewsheds on main paths between key functional areas were rated more
highly on measures of healthcare quality. Larger viewsheds appear to
allow for frequent and easy informal conversations among healthcare
workers. What the SCI enables designers and healthcare planners to do is
to run a speculative model and, based on its results, to begin a focused
and informed discussion about the layout design. Our measure can be
translated easily to design decisions, including strategies about strategic
open spaces, corridor widths and nurse station models. With increases in
the SCI, we anticipate increased opportunities for chance encounters.
Our aim is to help bridge the gap between academia and industry
and, with our knowledge and research tools, contribute to the design of
future hospital wards by engaging with architects and healthcare
planners. We advocate for a view of nurses as knowledge workers whose
day-to-day tasks, alongside others, involve problem solving, reasoning,
critical thinking, decision making, creativity and learning. Future hospital
designs should acknowledge that an effective hospital ward design
encourages teamwork and the provision of integrated care, supporting
communication and exchange between doctors and nurses.
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Response Essay: Spatial intelligence
to support a team-of-teams
ecosystem – relevance and need in
practice

Upali Nanda
‘Communities of practice form essential bottom-up building blocks
within organisations, and the whole organisation is in essence a
“community-of-communities”.’ With this statement, Pachilova and
Sailer capture the essence of modern-day healthcare in describing the
complex, overlapped and ultimately social entities that comprise
healthcare organisations. As average longevity increases at a population
level, so too does the complexity of providing healthcare. In the past few
years, team-based care has emerged as one of the key shifts necessary
to address this complexity. Nowhere is the team-based approach as
important as in the inpatient unit itself, where an ecosystem of care is
enacted every single day.
The design of the inpatient unit is arguably one of the most
important components of the design of any hospital. The care model of a
facility drives the unit design, and the key drivers usually call for care that
is patient-centred, team-based and value-driven. Unfortunately, the
team-based conversation, by and large, has been too focused on efficiency,
and has thus been reduced to over-simplified debates, such as between
decentralised versus centralised nurse stations. This false dichotomy can
be problematic.
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Centralised or decentralised: that is NOT the question
At M. D. Anderson Cancer Center, for example, the research and design
teams at HKS Architects found that a fully centralised model posed
challenges to efficiencies, while a fully decentralised model created
challenges to peer-to-peer communication. After studying both models at
M. D. Anderson, we developed a hybrid system with a range of spaces,
including a central team station, decentralised stations directly outside
the patient rooms and touch-down stations for teams on the move. M. D.
Anderson also invested in spaces by the patient bedside, where much of
the focused work and patient coordination happens.48
Our work with M. D. Anderson revealed a tiered concept for the
inpatient unit workplace focused on transfer of knowledge and
coordination of care. These included:
1.
2.

3.

4.

the patient bedside (tier 1);
the decentralised workstation right outside the patient room where
individual heads-down work and small consultations take place
(tier 2);
larger team stations, with a team room for focused interaction,
through activities such as teaching, safety huddles and the like, or a
conference room for scheduled meetings (tier 3); and
quick-stop or touchdown stations for teams on the move (tier 4).

This tiered approach with full digital integration (virtual work) is a hybrid
one, which is neither centralised nor decentralised, and navigates
between the digital and physical world to support a team-of-teams work
ecosystem, responsive to the dynamic work conditions in health.
Research suggests that compared with teams in other industries,
healthcare teams have more dynamic work conditions, frequent changes
in team membership, various specialised members and interprofessional
and multidisciplinary cultures.49 Our research looked at communication
data in the RN ecosystem, showing survey-based self-report from
oncology nurses on communication frequency with others. It supports
Pachilova and Sailer’s points about the role of the nurse as an intermediary,
as the professional who moderates the relationship between healthcare
systems and different practitioners and thus constitutes contexts of care.
A hybrid approach in a tiered model conceptualises the designed
environment for such a role.
In Promedica Medical Center (see Figure 3.11), the tiered approach
emphasised team-based care by increasing alcove spaces and prioritising
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3.11 Promedica inpatient tower design after using spatial analytics to
reduce hide-away spaces, increase peer-peer and patient-provider
visibility, and reduce wasted walking, 2020. Copyright HKS Architects.
mobile workstations. The corridor is used not as a travel space that
separates but rather as a collaboration conduit. A year into occupancy, a
post-occupancy diagnostic will be conducted to allow an objective
assessment of the efficacy of a hybrid approach to team-based care. The
Promedica post-occupancy study will also be a test of how the tiered
approach works.
In studying plan function, the focus has traditionally been on efficiency,
vis-à-vis a more holistic effectiveness. Further, plans are often studied without
focus on the essential behavioural layer that contributes to health outcomes.
While designing a new unit, old behavioural and operational patterns from
existing facilities can be inadvertently carried forward, an inheritance that
can pose challenges to the success of a new facility.

Design demands diagnostics that layer observed, reported and
spatial insights
In our work we deploy a tool called the ‘design diagnostic’, to study the
relationship between facility design, human experience and organisational
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efficiency; to understand the current state, and to provide inputs to the
design of the future state. All of this happens during the course of a
project. Typically, design diagnostics are used when a unit is moving to a

3.12 A layered mapping tool to link spatial and human analytics from
Soleimani, Nanda and Augustine, 2020. Copyright HKS Architects.
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new environment, whether renovated or greenfield, and they are akin to
a diagnostic that a physician would employ to understand a health issue
before prescribing a treatment.50 Design diagnostics are meant to provide
a layer of objective information to complement the subjective insights
from typical user group meetings and to bridge the disconnect between
what people say and what people do within a clearly defined physical
environment context. This design diagnostic is a composite tool (see
Figure 3.12) that has an on-site and an off-site component, with elements
that can be conducted either on-site or off-site, using three types of data:
1.

2.
3.

Observed – Insights about the space, and users’ interaction with the
space in its ‘natural’ or everyday condition. These are collected via
behaviour mapping, shadowing and photo-essays on site.
Reported – Insights from users about their space, processes and
experience. These are collected via survey or interviews.
Spatial – Insights from plans to assess key affordances of the space
and how they compare to other similar units. These are collected via
simple benchmarking (comparing sizes and areas) and parametric
analysis of proximity between key rooms, visibility between key
areas and walking distances between key areas. Walking distances
are simulated based on the observed data from field research.

Currently, our team is working on a prototype tool called ‘Onion’, which
layers spatial and behavioural insights to take a more nuanced approach
to correlating the spatial and the human to advance health and systemic
outcomes.51

Linking design to outcomes
In the field of applied design research, the ability to correlate health
outcomes to design affordances, including spatial parameters, is
paramount. A variable such as walking distance can be linked to both
human and organisational outcomes, as they are impacted by relatively
simple, straightforward dimensions of inpatient units.52
In a study of ICU plans, researchers found that nurse-rated visual
contact with peers could be explained by integration of key work zones,
while time at the patient bedside was correlated to the local shape
properties of the plan in terms of the link between patient rooms and
nurse stations.53 The analysis of key components like adjacencies, walking
distances, integration and visibility, are becoming mainstream, although
there remains a struggle with the lack of industry benchmarks on which
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measures are most important and what their thresholds for success are.
Regarding the former concern, Pachilova and Sailer are correct in
critiquing the focus on operational efficiency that is based on the legacy
of time-motion studies.
In previous work, we have argued that simple adjacencies and
proximities are not enough; the human scripts must be understood. In an
early study on Promedica Health System using the design diagnostic, we
found that core issues in the workspace related to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

waste and variability in walking;
limited point-of-use access to supplies;
large distances travelled for minor tasks; and
low visibility and connectivity.

We also found that the corridor was used as a workspace/communication
hub, which prompted our development of the tiered approach and the
articulation of the corridor discussed above.54 However, at the time, we
did not find a spatial metric that could help assess the value of the corridor
towards its intended function as a communication hub or spine in the
context of the human scripts of movement.

SCI: from intention to application
A key piece missing from the puzzle of relevant spatial analytics is the
ability to assess, objectively, healthcare plans for potential to promote
communication and camaraderie. The SCI fills this crucial gap in
literature. The concept of accumulated visibility along the work path of a
healthcare worker and its relationship to level of communication is a key
contribution of this work. Taking the average visibility of a space and
multiplying this by the number of times a path must be traversed allows
a nuanced, context-responsive approach that brings together human
scripts and spatial affordances. It also allows us to shift our current
understanding of hospitals as units of efficiency to dynamic knowledge
ecosystems.
The next step would be to use this measure extensively in a wide
range of projects and create a robust database that could provide that
elusive goal for our industry: a benchmark against which we can measure
success that has generalisability, as well as enough flexibility for
contextual application. Clients at architecture firms should be offered the
opportunity to donate plans and encouraged to share evaluations and
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outcomes. Internal tools such as the ones discussed here should be
infused with this metric as well, so that it can continue to be validated.
While staff-to-staff communication is an important factor in the
design of hospital units, there are at least two other established
parameters involved in the design: visibility in patient units; and walking
distances. The latter, in particular, has the potential to conflict with the
SCI measure, since the more a person walks in a unit and the more spaces
are traversed, the higher the total value. A future study can investigate the
conflict between these parameters and the ways in which a hospital can
be designed for all three of them. This is an interesting optimisation
question with implications for generative design.
Eventually, the architecture industry will need agile tools with
robust foundations that can meet the needs of the rapid pace of projects.
Given the complexity of our industry, a layered approach where the
interactions between spatial and human metrics are constantly assessed
and optimised will be vital. It is my hope that bringing industry and
academia together in tool development, tool testing and contribution to
non-proprietary databases will allow us to move the needle in the
profession and allow spaces to be a primary tool in creating the social glue
that Pachilova and Sailer so articulately describe.
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Chapter 4 Hallway
Introduction

In this chapter, Julie Zook and Sonit Bafna approach the design of the
hospital hallway system with an emphasis on the visitor. They identify
the central problem of hospital corridor design as the tension between the
complexity of hospital space and the simplicity that visitors seek in
navigating it. Visitors try to make sense of two questions as they use
corridor space: where they are; and how they are supposed to act.
When designers misunderstand the cognitive dimension of
wayfinding, even thoughtful layout concepts can end up creating
confusion under use conditions. Confusion in hospital corridors also
appears when corridors are designed to give the impression of being
hospitality environments or other non-institutional building types. Zook
and Bafna argue against this, challenging designers to find ways to convey
a constructive institutional character in hospital corridor design.
In his response essay, Carlo Giannasca describes the human centred
design process that he uses in developing environmental graphic design
for wayfinding in hospitals, emphasising methods that build empathy
with end users. Taken together, the chapter and essay provide two sets of
guidelines: Zook and Bafna on the perceptual and spatial aspects of
corridor system design; and Giannasca on a design process for creative
work that centres the user as touchstone.
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The visitor and hospital corridor
design

Julie Zook and Sonit Bafna
Corridor as place, corridor as linkage
At face value, the only real job of corridors is to enable transport by
connecting rooms without disturbing what goes on in them too much.
From this point of view, a good corridor system is like a good butler,
conveying visitors to locations in such a way as to minimise confusion,
fuss and effort, and the best corridor systems are the ones that fall away
from awareness, so minute are the demands that they place on attention.
This analogy does not hit quite right, though. We know that corridors are
something more.
In thinking about what that ‘something more’ is, we might start by
looking at the history of the corridor in institutions. Institutions, by
definition, structure social interactions,1 and institutional corridors can
therefore be expected to be about social functions above and beyond
transport. Hospitals – like prisons, workhouses and schools – are
institutional buildings whose norms lead to consistency in human activity.
The architecture of institutions provides the backdrop and conditions that
perpetuate institutional norms for behaviour and interaction.2
Thomas Markus has described how floorplan layouts perpetuate
institutional order by demarcating physical and social boundaries and
assigning different types of occupant different rights to space.3 In Markus’s
telling, corridors enable institutions to control entire groups of occupants,
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such as patients, prisoners and students. When patients are isolated in
cellular rooms, it is the corridor that enables institutional surveillance
and controls of the flow of knowledge, people and things. Yet while
corridors, on the one hand, clearly fortify hospital institutional practices,
they are on the other hand often the place in hospitals where norms fall
apart: a patient is guided to the wrong destination; a nurse corrects a
doctor; a visitor cries openly in public.
As an example of the indeterminacy of corridors, we can look to
descriptions from Clifford Whittingham Beers’ 1910 autobiography, A
Mind that Found Itself. 4 In it, Beers chronicles his stay in three hospitals
for mental illness in the northeast United States, mainly describing how
brutal institutional practices counteracted his recovery. When Beers talks
about corridors specifically, it is sometimes because he has conscripted
them into his attempts to subvert the institution, but more often he
portrays corridors as the places where cruel acts are de-robed of their
secrecy. Beers describes an attendant who, having knocked a patient to
the floor of the corridor, asks Beers, ‘Did you see that?’, to which Beers
replies, ‘Yes … and I’ll not forget it’. The attendant scoffs at Beers’ capacity
to act on what he has seen, though Beers’ witness is a form of solidarity.
In recent decades, and with exception for pandemic conditions,
hospitals in the United States have opened up to visitors. Restricted
visiting hours to inpatient wards have given way to policies and spaces
that encourage the continuous presence of patient companions. So-called
‘family zones’ in patient rooms aim to dedicate a place for the visitor,
typically a small area along the window wall that is surplus to and outside
of the patient care zone. However, and in spite of the shift towards patient
and family-centred care, patients and visitors in hospitals are in a
confusing position. They have some status or rights to space, but not such
that they are emancipated to act freely on their environment, which, in
the end, is still a specific kind of institution. This self-contradictory
position would seem to prime them to be on the lookout for cues regarding
where they are permitted to be and what they are permitted to do. The
family zone islands the visitor at a terminus of what is often a complex
and confusing sequence of spaces from the public entry of the hospital to
the patient room. This sequence is mostly made up of the public corridor
system of hospitals and it teems with problems of ambiguity.
The public corridor system of a hospital includes the hallways and
the various seating areas and lobbies that open to them. As a spatial
system, corridors ought to work to connect the functional units of a
hospital, be intelligible for use and imprint the visitor with the image of
the institution. In practice, however, hospital designers struggle to
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provide basic support for navigation, let alone a heartening experience of
the relationship between the hospital and the individuals who enter it.
Corridors are fundamentally in-between spaces that emanate mixed
signals about what activities are meant to happen in them. When corridors
are confusing, it is not just that the visitor is incapacitated in matters of
wayfinding and orientation, but that the visitor is confused about how to
be. When entering an institutional setting, a person usually gets pressed
into a role – patient, visitor, applicant for a driving licence – and they are
supposed to modulate their behaviour accordingly. (We are here following
Goffman’s description of the dramaturgical dimension of social life.5)
Hospital corridors are often the kind of spaces where there is a gap
between a person’s role in an institution and how the architectural
environment signals at them.
We need look no further than crowd-sourced reviews of hospitals on
a popular consumer review website6 to get a sense of the discomfort that
hospital corridor systems provoke in a variety of hospitals, these in the
southeast United States.
Some descriptions focus on knowing where one is:
I love the suited greeters spread throughout the hospital who greet
you with a friendly ‘good morning’ or ‘good afternoon’ and offer to
help you find your destination. Such a great touch. Like having a
concierge around every corner.
Ingrid, K., Stoneridge, Virginia
they have a lot of people directing patients around so you do not get
lost (it’s very nice).
Kristine C., Annapolis, Maryland
I am also not a fan of trying to find my way around such a huge place
with A LOT of people who aren’t paying attention.
Noelle S., Marietta, Georgia
Here to visit a friend & family … all employees there very helpful it
was a big hospital I don’t know where to go and they Took me all the
way to my friends room
Amar P., McDonough, Georgia
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But other descriptions allude to a more fundamental confusion about the
nature of the hospital corridor system and how one is meant to think, feel
and act:
the facilities, though new, are just as cramped and nonsensical as
the old buildings. [T]he waiting rooms are in the hallways – there’s
absolutely no privacy.
Licorice G., Arlington, Virginia
It is a very nice and clean hospital. The main lobby is beautiful …
They have several exhibits such as the aviary exhibit inside with live
birds and a garden/pond with fishes.
Phong, T., Smyrna, Georgia
So I had the safety officer question me about taking a selfie
LeAnn B., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
There were people here who looked like they were looking for a
place to hang out, people on laptops having full blown conversations,
walking around, tv was blasting, staff flirting with people walking
in, nurses picking up their pizza outside (hey they gotta eat), but
even worse there was a BBQ going on outside in the street serving
workers (this is not a joke …), it was a madhouse. Half the crowd
looked like they were just hanging out and the rest looked like they
actually had a medical emergency. I never saw something like this
in my life.
Eric M., Elizabeth, New Jersey
The reject case from any Zombie movie mill about outside and
inside.
Damien B., Atlanta, Georgia
These visitors are describing incongruities as they looked for cues about
how to feel and act: waiting rooms too much in the stream of foot traffic,
place imageability together with reflexive limits on photography and
party activities simultaneous and collocated with medical emergencies.7
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The visitor comments focus on two quite different things: how to find
places and how to feel, think and act. We will take up the issue of corridor
layout and wayfinding in the following section and the issue of how the
look and feel of corridors inform the visitor experience at the end of this
chapter.

Where to go: the layout of corridor systems
The inherent conflict in designing hospital corridor systems is between
the physical and organisational complexity of hospitals and the visitor’s
need for navigable, intelligible space. No one aims to design confusing
buildings, but, also, no one really knows how to ensure that perceiving,
moving visitors in a hospital will be able to understand where they are
and where they are going. Intelligible corridor design would seem to
depend on tacit qualities, rather than the explicit ones that are captured
in hospital design guidelines on corridor attributes such as minimum
widths and maximum egress distances.
Corridor systems function at a cognitive level, as systems to learn,
call to mind and navigate. If we are to understand how to design navigable
corridors, there is no getting around the need to understand some things
about human cognitive abilities. But when we turn to the research
literature on spatial cognition, we find insights that are generally
unfamiliar to architects, and these lead us to advocate a particular set of
design guidelines for hospital corridor systems.

The elusive map in the head
Our cognitive ability to learn, store and then retrieve environmental
knowledge seems to require some kind of a representation of environment
in the mind. And the existence of ‘cognitive maps’ is exactly what early
psychologists discovered when investigating spatial problem solving in
rats.8 Since then, the character of the cognitive map has been in question:
especially, how knowledge for cognitive maps is acquired and what form
it is stored in.
Conventionally, this knowledge is conceived as taking two very
distinct formats.9 One format consists of sequences of instructions that
allow us to go from one known location to another; this is known as ‘route
knowledge’. In the second format, ‘survey knowledge’, understanding of
a learned environment has a configurational and map-like character that
includes a sense of the geometrical relationships between different
features of the environment.10 The distinction seems natural enough to be
obvious because it conforms to everyday experiences of solving
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navigational problems. We have all had the experience of following stepby-step instructions when looking for a specific place and also of bringing
to the mind some map-like image of a place that we are navigating.
Survey knowledge is held to be superior to route knowledge, because its
map-likeness allows us a greater range of self-directed actions, such as
planning alternatives routes, correcting navigational errors and keeping
ourselves orientated with respect to the entire geography of an area.
Calling on survey knowledge, as an experience, can feel like
referring to a visual image of the layout, and it may be partly for this
reason that survey knowledge is often conceived literally: as a map in the
head with actual map- or image-like qualities. While there has long been
indication that the structure of knowledge in our head is probably not all
that map-like, researchers still occasionally slip back into the analogy:
‘Survey-level knowledge is often described as the ability to discern
elements in the environment “from a bird’s-eye view”’.11
The idealised ‘map in the head’ has shaped researchers’ conceptions
of the way that layout knowledge is acquired. In this account – which,
again, seems natural enough – acquisition of knowledge begins with
learning about specific landmarks or locations, which are then assembled
to create route knowledge. Then, as in-between areas become filled in,
the disparate knowledge of routes is integrated into a single map that acts
as a foundation for survey knowledge.12 The end result of this process is
conceived as a map that is densely filled in with all kinds of detail – not
only geometrical relations between elements, but also imagistic features
– until it is as complete as possible, limited mainly by the brain’s memory
storage capacities. The key learning operation characterising this
development is integration, the mechanism by which disparate routes and
landmark memories are assembled into a single, coherent map.
This model of knowledge acquisition has been questioned lately,
with some researchers positing that survey knowledge begins to emerge
quite early in our acquaintance with a new environment, in combination
with route and landmark knowledge, and that it is gradually enriched as
routes and landmarks are added and their relationships clarified.
Nevertheless, this slightly different approach tends to lead to the same
ends as prior approaches. Both conceptions distinguish route and survey
knowledge and both take the quality of survey knowledge as important to
an individual’s ability to navigate. Recent research shows the hold that
these two fundamental ideas still have on researchers’ conceptions of the
knowledge of layout.13
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Architectural wayfinding
The idea of a ‘map in the head as an image’ has been translated quite
directly into design guidelines on corridor layouts for complex buildings,
such as hospitals. For such guidelines, the central – and mistaken – thesis
is that good layouts are imageable layouts, with ‘good’ in this case meaning
that they have forms that are easy to learn, memorise and recall and
‘imageable’ meaning that they have a strong visual form in plan view.
Consider the following recommendations from a standard-setting text on
architectural wayfinding and corridor design:14
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Simplicity, characterised by the goodness of form (or gestalt) of the
figure of the floorplan, especially the form of the corridor system.
Clear articulation of the individual corridors through prominent
nodes and junctions, which is, again, argued on the basis of easily
recognisable graphic form.
Regular grid organisation, as long as the layouts also meet the two
criteria above.
Symmetry and repetition, both of which can be understood as
elaborations of the desired gestalt qualities.
Close match between volumetric organisation of the building and
shape of the corridor system in plan to support users in making
inferences about the shape of the plan when navigating it from
inside.
Shallow hierarchy within the corridor system, which is slightly
surprising, but it is argued on the grounds that hierarchy can
increase the visual complexity of the figure, and thus make it more
difficult to call it to mind.

Even the authors of these suggestions end up recognising that following
them does not necessarily lead to the desired results. The text above ends
with an instance of a building that embodies the desired characteristics,
but, as the authors acknowledge: ‘The symmetrical layout of Saint Mary’s
Hospital in Milwaukee must have disoriented more than an occasional
visitor.’15
Empirical studies of wayfinding are awash with results indicating
that people are just not that good at mentally constructing and using
image-like maps. In a study of layout knowledge among students at a
medical school, there was little similarity across the maps of a building
floor drawn from memory by third-year students. Idiosyncrasy persisted
where one might expect convergence and consistency after years of using
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a space. When compared with first-year students, the third-year students
were able to label more places on their maps, but they also made four
times as many errors.16 If exposure led to survey knowledge, which in turn
led to a map in the head, maps drawn from memory would neither vary
so widely nor become less accurate over repeated exposure. Even when
experiment participants are provided with map images for learning
layouts, they do not necessarily perform better than participants without
maps.17 When faced with complex three-dimensional environments, they
favour route-learning strategies over map-learning ones.18 Wayfinding
design strategies based on creating a readily imageable plan view of the
corridor system do not seem to work that well. If an imageable plan does
little to aid wayfinding, we are left to ask what does?

Cognitive maps
A development in the neurology of cognitive maps gives us insight into
another way of thinking about the problem. This development is the
discovery – due primarily to the work of John O’Keefe and colleagues – of
the mechanism by which a mapping of the environment occurs in the
brain, specifically in the hippocampus.19
What O’Keefe and others found was that when an animal20 finds
itself in a recognised location in an environment, the event is signalled by
the firing of specific cells in the hippocampus. Learning an environment
involves a process of training specific cells to fire in the context of a specific
location. The most common of these calls are called ‘place cells’. The place
cells recognise their location by responding to a particular configuration
of a discrete set of cues discerned in the environment and storing
information that codes for a vector originating at the centroid of the cues
and ending at the actual location of organism. There is much intricate
detail about hippocampal activity that this work has uncovered, and
much remains to be understood, but this brief description is enough for
us to draw two points of relevance.
First, this mode of coding locations frees the animal from a strictly
egocentric perspective, at least within limited regions of a layout. So long
as the set of cues describing an environment remains consistent, changes
of positions and orientations are simply registered as changes in the
length and direction of the vector, allowing the individual to keep
orientated even as their position changes with respect to the cues. The
implication is that the individual can develop knowledge of environmental
layout based on a frame of reference centred on the environment itself.21
(It is important to bear in mind, however, that O’Keefe and others’ work
has been conducted almost exclusively on animals in settings that are
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spatially constrained to a specific set of visual cues, often mazes or
laboratory rooms within which mazes are placed. These studies have not
yet shown a how a complex layout like a plan of a hospital can be entirely
captured in a single hippocampal map.22)
Second, the hippocampal model of spatial learning brings home an
unexpected but very significant point: that the hippocampal map is not
properly a speaking a map at all, but is instead a record of the features
that are salient to the animal learning it. Instead of thinking of the
hippocampal map as encoding the geometry of the layout in the same
way that geographic information system (GIS) maps are loaded into
navigational systems, we would do better to think of hippocampal maps
as being like a collection of sensors. Learning an environment, then,
consists of training dedicated and specific sets of sensors to activate
when in specific locations in a given environment.23 In this map-assensor model, all that is needed for learning a layout is the training of
sensors, a memory for the set of cues that define a location, and a memory
of cues that define adjoining locations. Having developed these, a
navigating animal can know where it is once placed in the environment
and can predict locations adjoining it. This information should be
sufficient to navigate even a complex layout.
There is no need for an individual to store a comprehensive map and
develop complex procedures for translating information from the map
into instructions for navigation. A person with a map-as-sensor knowledge
of the environment will behave exactly like the test subjects of the
navigational experiments we encountered above; they can find their way
around in environments with complex layouts without necessarily
possessing the ability to describe or draw the layout, or even to point
accurately to unseen locations.
It may be objected that we nevertheless bring map-like images to
mind for specific kinds of spatial or navigational problem. However, this
happens only when we address specific problems whose solutions require
information not available in our visible surroundings – for instance,
deciding whether one route is longer than another. We do produce maplike images in our minds in these situations, but these maps need only be
quite diagrammatic. Research on the psychology of spatial memory often
affirms that image-like maps of layouts that people bring to mind are not
only diagrammatic but are invariably distorted, simplified, lacking in
detail and fragmented.24 What is more, the distortions have a predictable
character: crooked lines are straightened, angles near 90 degrees are
rounded to make right-angled corners and minor mismatches are ignored.
The schematic character of these maps is often taken as evidence of
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partial or mistaken knowledge, but the deformations are more feature
than bug. The task of these maps is not to depict the environment, but to
support reasoning for specific problems. They are, in effect, mental
models.25
The main insight from this discussion is that a person navigating a
space confronts two kinds of problem that require distinct capabilities.
The first kind we solve when situated in a place without visualising in
advance the shape of a route that we intend to take. The cognitive system
that makes this possible – the centrepiece of which is the hippocampal
cognitive map – is always active and can run even when we are distracted
or not consciously attending to the navigational task.26 The second kind
of problem concerns strategies for environments from which we are
removed or that we are otherwise actively trying to learn. When faced
with these kinds of problem, we rely on a set of general spatial problemsolving abilities to create highly schematic map-like images to aid in
solving navigational problems.27 This construction of map-like mental
models of the environment is cognitively demanding and needs dedicated
attentional resources.
Much of the current guidance for architectural wayfinding mixes
the two kinds of cognitive task: the background learning that takes place
via hippocampal maps; and the active learning that takes place when we
try to construct mental maps of places. The result is recommendations
that, as reasonable as they are at face value, often miss their mark.

Design and navigational problems
People familiar with a building mostly navigate without calling to mind
mental maps of their environments. Visitors and short-term occupants,
on the other hand, abound in hospitals, and they might more often need
to construct mental maps as they try to plan routes or maintain
orientation. Typically, a partial map is all visitors need; they are not
navigating whole hospitals, but only trying to get to a specific destination.
The remainder of this section focuses on the kinds of problems faced by
visitors and other users new to a space.
Visitors resort to visualising mental maps for two main reasons: to
find quick solutions to navigational problems and to aid gradual learning
over repeat visits. A key requirement of the designed environment in both
cases is to provide cues that support visitors in constructing effective
mental models of specific wayfinding tasks.
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4.1 A well-designed hospital with a challenging corridor system. Tsoi
Kobus, used with permission, 2021.
Even good designers who are focused on navigational simplicity can
create conditions that hinder wayfinding. In the first plan (see Figure
4.1), the public circulation focuses on the main entrance lobby (marked
by a large arrow) and branches out from there radially, leading to different
sub-areas. As a scheme, the organisation of the hospital is exceptionally
easy to read in plan, with marked shifts in the orientation of corridors and
rooms demarcating sub-areas that correspond to distinct programmatic
units. The break in the geometry also calls out the entrance and disrupts
the rigidity of the otherwise orthogonal blocks. The organising grids of
the three main areas are reflected in the pattern of their major internal
corridors. The design literally makes the entire hospital visitor-centred in
the sense of minimising the distances to different sub-areas of the hospital
from the public entrance. The circulation structure also has a good gestalt,
in the sense that the overall shape of the major corridors is an imageable
geometric form. The diagrammatic redrawing of the plan makes these
points visually explicit (see Figure 4.2).
However, the diagrammatic redrawing also illustrates a
characteristic feature that increases wayfinding difficulty. The use of
triangular blocks results in some corridors that are turned 45 degrees
with respect to the others. While this creates memorable form as the
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4.2 Diagrammatic redrawing of hospital corridor plan.
image of the plan, on the ground it will likely be highly disorientating
because corridors with turns of about 45 degrees tend to create
navigational problems. 28 In both laboratory 29 and urban-based 30
experiments, path segments at or around 45 degrees from a reference
path resulted in poor performance on navigation tasks. People use
perceptual cues from the immediate environment – especially those
related to an overall directional framework – to make inferences about
orientation. For orientation in new environments, 45-degree lines of
movement are likely to increase the chance of making errors.
Graphic strategies for a good plan-view gestalt too often correspond
to in situ spatial conditions that confuse and undermine navigation,
especially for visitors unfamiliar with a place. Corridor designs that work
against basic navigational tendencies often end up loaded with
compensatory features and practices: colour-coded hospital zones, special
maps (app-based or on paper), lines on the floor leading to various
departments, complex and elaborate systems of signage and dedicated
greeters or concierge to direct building users. These strategies herald
failures in spatial design. Below, we discuss how approaches to the design
of corridor layouts might better aid visitors in their quest to both solve
immediate navigational tasks and learn a layout for future use.
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Layouts that lend themselves to being learned
A layout that lends itself to mental modelling is one that lets you distil a
framework of key corridors from among the large number of hallways
that constitute a complex building, like a hospital. Some guidelines to this
end follow:
1.

A good general strategy is to design layouts with an armature of
corridors that have a hierarchy that registers during use and to
design this armature to have good reach, in the sense of providing
access to various parts of the layout.

This could mean having few major corridors that reach more or less
straight across the extent of a building, connecting its main areas and
branching off into minor corridors. Working from a robustly navigable
spatial core, detailed design decisions can reinforce the hierarchy by
marking the transitions to the secondary corridors through changes in
size or visual character.
There are also several corridor conditions to avoid:
2.

3.

4.

Corridors that meet each other at angles near 45 degrees are
disorientating and should be avoided, although occasional small
turns in corridors (less than 15 degrees)31 can provide flexibility or
ease the severity of a plan without compromising its navigability.
(These small deflections seem to be ‘rounded’ to continuous straight
lines in the mind.)
Corridors that do not continue through, but are slightly offset,
creating T-junctions, increase the complexity and navigational
difficulty of a layout.
Major corridors that create loops with legs that cannot be
distinguished because they lack perceptual and cognitive hierarchy
and are therefore disorientating.

The fundamental recommendations, towards spatial and perceptual
order, become hard to achieve because complex corridors systems have
intrinsic hierarchies based on patterns of connection that are not
necessarily perceptible. When designers fail to recognise these underlying
spatial patterns, physical design or programming along corridors can be
mistmatched with patterns of actual use.
Approaches from space syntax enable insights about hierarchies in
corridor systems by representing and analysing the layout of corridors as
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a network of nodes (corridors) and links (intersections). Treating
corridors as elements of a graph allows us to uncover latent hierarchies
and differences in terms of their ‘syntactic’ properties.
A very early finding in space syntax studies was that the integration
values for hospital corridors32 were a clear predictor of the frequency of
use in open-ended exploratory navigation by visitors unfamiliar with the
layout.33 The study revealed common disconnects between design intent
and design performance. While the front-of-house corridor was intended
to act as a spine and reference for navigating subjects, it was the more
integrated corridor at the back of the plan that actually did so. The
integrated portions of the corridor system appeared to anchor cognitive
maps, as participants returned more frequently to them while they
aimed to get to know the layout (during exploratory search). Another
study of a large public hospital occupying an entire urban block
confirmed these findings.34 In addition, the researchers also found that
the visitors unfamiliar with the hospital, tended to learn very quickly –
within about 15 minutes – to move to the most integrated areas while
solving wayfinding tasks.
Typically, hospital layouts are structured in such a way that lobbies
and public areas end up with high integration values, and in this way the
hospital type can form a basis for roughly aligning well-integrated spaces
with the public corridor programme. However, ensuring hierarchy within
the corridor system is another task. One can run a syntax analysis of a
floorplan, but, in cases where that is not feasible one can follow the
guidelines below. These add details to strategies raised above and are
aimed at capturing basic layout strategies for a corridor system that gains
navigability from hierarchies:
5.
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The layout should be organised around a core of a few, relatively
straight-running primary corridors that are directly connected to
each other, and these primary corridors should span the layout as
much as possible. A long corridor that is weakly linked will not
function well as a primary corridor and will probably lead to
wayfinding problems.
Buildings can also maintain a simple set of primary corridors by
‘offloading’ some of the circulatory work into distinct and bounded
areas, such as hospital departments, that connect strategically to
the primary corridor systems and have their own internal circulatory
logic.
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4.3 The plan and corridor system at Rikshospitalet (right). Drawn by
Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
4.4

Diagrammatic redrawing of Rikshospitalet corridor plan (left).

The floorplan layout of the Rikshospitalet in Oslo provides an
example of several of these guidelines, including a corridor hierarchy that
is perceptible; a long corridor that spans the layout and connects its parts;
small deflections that break up the longest corridor without driving up
plan complexity and linkages to departments that act as districts unto
themselves (see Figures 4.3 and 4.4).
The key insight presented here is that designing to support
navigation in complex buildings should proceed from understanding the
actual kinds of problem that people are trying to solve, as well as the
kinds of cognitive capacity that they usually bring to them. Building
visitors can navigate without first – or ever – constructing extensive, rich,
unitary mental maps of entire layouts in their heads. The guidelines
above are aimed at supporting design based on these premises.
In addition to their function in constituting navigable systems of
spaces, an equally significant impact of hospital corridor systems comes
through the way that they look and feel. It is through their look and feel,
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aided to some extent by their organisation, that corridors help to construct
and maintain the hospital as an institution, and, moreover, to modulate
the subjectivity of individual visitors and staff.

How to be: the look and feel of corridor systems
The hospital as a building type is an institution characterised by somewhat
coercive norms for interaction and behaviour.35 This condition seems
linked to a belief that the architectural inscription of institutionality in
contemporary environments such as hospitals, leads to deleterious
effects.36 It is perhaps in reaction to the negative perception of institutional
norms that some typical approaches to shaping hospital corridor interiors
seem aimed at suppressing the identity of the hospital as an institution,
or at least toning it down to suggest a more relaxed and flexible kind of

4.5 A hospital corridor that downplays its institutional function. Drawn
by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
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institution. For example, the hospital corridor above (see Figure 4.5
adapted from a photograph) passes through terraced planters and is
framed by curving walls and areas enriched with seating, while features
of the wall and ceiling are elaborated in ways that break up orthogonality.
But such approaches seem ineffectual against the numbing sense that
coercive environments can create.
The problem is that designers cannot simply bolt a hospitality-style
corridor onto departments designed in a functionalist mode and hope
that the intimations of hotel or corporate lounges in public areas will
dispel a negative sense of institutional character. The ‘tale of two
aesthetics’ that this promotes reduces the perceived coherence of the
hospital as an institution. On one hand, it heightens the effect of the
impersonal structuring of the department areas, with their highly
partitioned spaces, rigidly classified activities and generic selection of
furnishings and finishes. On the other, it downplays the presentation of
the hospital in the public areas, for example by offering the image of a
corporate lobby or hotel instead of that of a hospital. Denying the hospital
a distinctive visual character in its own right acknowledges, in a
backhanded way, distrust in the hospital as an institution.
It is, in other words, futile to malign or suppress institutionality as
such, because hospitals are inevitably institutions. A hospital’s
institutionality is among its assets because the consistent nature of
institutions underlies the social trust that a hospital will reliably purvey
medical examination and treatment. The source of the perceived banality
and oppressiveness in so many hospitals may be less their institutionality
in general and more the appearance of a specific form of institutionality
that comes across as impersonal and unempathetic. When regulatory
social norms are perceived as being governed by strong classificatory
system, the system will appear to dominate individual volition, such as
the volition of patients and their caregivers.37
Hospital corridor design can counter the atmosphere or feel of
oppressive institutionality that emerges in hospitals. The public corridor
system of a hospital is the space that most closely approximates universal
inclusion and mixing of role types. Hospital corridor systems therefore
have the potential to act as liminal behaviour settings,38 where rules and
roles are not given as a natural outcome of an impersonal institution, but,
rather, are available as negotiable and malleable through individual
interaction. The effect of this can be to create an institutional setting in
which genuine human exchange is possible. Producing a positive
architectural sense of institutionality is both a matter of adjusting norms
and behaviour and of establishing the right look and feel in the spaces.
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Institutionality is not simply a matter of social practice but also of
projected image. The image matters because institutions need to exist as
a coherent collective thought – an image – in the minds of their members
in order to maintain themselves.39 Projection of a consistent image can be
a means not only of expressing the hospital’s instrumental values
(standardly, cleanliness, efficiency and reliability) but also of conveying
the social values of individual volition and personal negotiation over
systemic control.
Consider the Gregorio Marañón Maternity and Paediatric Hospital
in Madrid, designed by the office of Rafael Moneo and executed between
1997 and 2003 – a building recognised for its image as much for its
functionality.40 The overall conceptual form of the building is organised
as four aligned major courtyards that organise the wards, staff spaces and
a grid of corridors (see Figure 4.6). The result is a floorplan composed
entirely of rectilinear spaces, with no curves, rotations or even overlapped
rectangles appearing anywhere. The exterior is characterised by
horizontal metal panels, the protruding seams of which extend across the
fenestration and regulate window size and location. A multi-storey glazed
volume signals the public entrance.

4.6 A floorplan of the Gregorio Marañón Maternity and Paediatric
Hospital in Madrid. Drawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
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At first glance, these decisions have the effect of presenting the
hospital as an institution unambiguously organised around operational
demands and basic environmental requirements, such as adequate
daylight and visual exposure to natural elements. Features such as the
sense of purposefulness in the facades and the perceptible fit-to-function
nature of the circulatory system work together to project an institutional
character that emphasises efficiency, no-nonsense functioning and
rationality. At a basic perceptual level, the interior of the hospital
expresses well-understood and uncontroversial values associated with
modern medical practice (i.e., hygiene and efficiency).41
What makes this hospital a compelling example for us is the way
that it manages to convey a sense of the personal in how the design
appears. First, there is an unusual level of formal consistency throughout
all parts of the building. The visual character of the hospital is similar in
its offices, corridors, treatment rooms and patient rooms. These spaces,
which accommodate different roles and activities, share an aesthetic and
level of finish. There is no divided aesthetic, with the implication of a
foundation of solidarity among the building’s many occupant roles.

4.7 A corridor at the Gregorio Marañón Maternity and Paediatric
Hospital. Copyright Michael Moran/OTTO.
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Second, there is a constant effort made to acknowledge basic human
perceptual faculties and tendencies to seek out affordances. The strict
geometries of the spaces as they appear in plan are often softened by the
handling of their bounding surfaces, particularly the walls and windows.
From inside the corridors, for example, the long expanses of glazing are
buffered by the structural columns, the depth of which is inscribed in
slight changes of the floor and ceiling surfaces, with the window mullions
adding additional softness to the expression of planar surfaces (see Figure
4.7). In patient rooms, the exterior wall is broken up by a small interstitial
space corresponding to the depth of the wall that opens onto the
courtyards, and these openings are lined with pairs of folding louvered
doors (see Figure 4.8). Other features – for example, the custom-made,
consistent-quality finishes and furniture – obviate the feeling that the
building was shaped by generic institutional conventions.
Third, there are signs that consistent care is taken to favour human
experience and comfort over considerations of economy and systems
efficiency. Corridors are wider and more spacious than required
programmatically, so that the entire building appears to have a high ratio
of corridor to patient-room area. Even in photographs, it is easy to read
the insistence by which the relationship to courtyard is maintained
throughout the planning of the building. Many corridors are kept singleloaded, ensuring that they have exposure to light and views offered by the
courtyards. This is a typological deviation from the contemporary
inpatient ward block, whose forms often express permutations of, but not
deviation from, the more efficient double-loaded corridor type.
One interesting way in which the Marañon hospital seems to
counter a sense of institutionality is by its display of clear authorial intent.
(In the architecture of complex buildings, this is generally the authorial
work of a group, not an individual.) Over and above creating desired
perceptual qualities, the look and feel of the interior of the hospital
conveys the sense that an independent, specific and particular sensibility
has prevailed over systemic dictates, though not in an idiosyncratic or
whimsical manner. And it does so in at least three distinct ways –
consistency of visual character through the functional and public areas;
discernible attention to human scale and perceptual tendencies; and
explicit signs that human experience is favoured over systemic processes.
There are no formulae for ensuring the right kind of image to
counter the sense of impersonal institutionality and neither the Gregorio
Marañón Hospital in particular nor Moneo’s architecture more generally
provide definite exemplars to be followed. Instead, the idea here is in how
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4.8 A patient room at the Gregorio Marañón Maternity and Paediatric
Hospital overlooks the corridor. Copyright Michael Moran/OTTO.
the foregrounding of authorial intent is achieved. Our example, we think,
clarifies that means to achieve this involve at least:
1.
2.
3.

a broad awareness of conventional solutions so that unconventional
ones can be proposed;
originality in form-making – it need not be visually loud – so that a
sense of the personal is consistently discernible in the design; and
stylistic consistency to guard against whimsy.
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These can be best achieved through disciplined and self-reflective
practice.
A parallel distinction between pictorial representations (such as
paintings and photographs) and works of art comes into play in evaluating
common tendencies in the placement of art in hospital corridors. As work
in the philosophy of art has long recognised, an artwork is defined not by
classification of a given artefact as such, but by the contemplative
engagement with which it is approached and by the relational and
institutional contexts in which it is presented. A painting can be a simply
pleasing decoration in one context and a work of art in another.42 In
museums, art is often placed with respect to themes, sometimes to
advance a pedagogic aim, and museum space affords conditions that are
amenable to viewing and reflecting on the work in a fundamentally social
way.43

4.9 Corridor systems project mixed signals about how to be. Drawn by
Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
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In hospitals, artwork, often in the form of device-based multimedia
displays, is sometimes included in treatment areas based on studies
indicating that such interventions reduce perceived pain.44 These studies
address situations where the value of art, or art-like artefacts, lies in its
ability to distract during experiences of pain (usually physical). In terms
of corridors specifically, art is often argued to create a more pleasant
ambience, although artwork can act also to fine-tune wayfinding design,
as discussed in the essay by Carlo Giannasca that follows.
Problems emerge specifically when hospital artwork is placed
without regard for social context. (On walls behind banks of chairs seems
a favoured location; Figure 4.9 is drawn from a photo.) In such situations,
art is at cross purposes with the social groupings that the hospital space
is otherwise laid out to accommodate. When in an exam room, for
example, a picture that faces the patient, but not the doctor, undermines
the realisation in space of a shared interest – of a provisional joint
worldview – between doctor and patient.45 In such arrangements, hospital
art would seem to inadvertently reinforce the divide between socially
defined categories.
Corridor systems give architectural form to connections, which is to
say that corridors shape the terms of our access to each other. Hospital
corridor systems have generative potential, in spite of their history of
coercion. They can prompt us away from role-driven self-concepts and
behaviours and towards less rigidly arbitrated interactions. They can
engage our cognition and imagination. They can create an impression of
the specific institution with which we find ourselves engaged. A certain
sort of architectural functionalism might evaluate hospital corridor
systems purely in terms of minimising travel distances, travel times or
percent of total floor area, while a certain squeamishness about
institutions might lead a designer to aim to submerge the corridor in
decoration and amenity.
In this chapter, we develop two normative statements about
corridors. First, corridor systems should answer to the specific capacities
of the human cognitive system; and, second, they should be shaped to
construct a relation of the individual to the institution. These two
questions raised by corridor systems – where am I? how am I supposed to
be? – correspond to the status of corridors as both collections of networked
behaviour settings and as behaviour settings in their own right.
To know where one is, one needs to learn the layout of the system.
Where prior design guidelines have assumed the construction of a
detailed map-like mental representation, we advocate for an approach
that is more attuned to what is presently known about human cognition:
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specifically, that we do not need to carry within our head a detailed and
complete map-like representation of a layout. Instead, we often learn a
layout by creating a cognitive map that is activated only in situ and filling
in for gaps in knowledge by additional cognitive mapping of partial
layouts on an as-needed basis. Layouts, then, are freed from the
requirement of being imageable in total and can be shaped to answer the
navigational problems of particular kinds of occupant and visitor.
In corridor systems, an institutional morphology of form meets an
individual morphology of experience. Corridor system design that
suppresses the expression of the hospital as an institution does hospitals
and their users a disservice, as though the hospital and its occupants are
both somehow in the wrong from the outset. Corridor systems can convey
not only the rational and predictable dimensions of hospitals, but can also
create visual, spatial and imaginative conditions that add meaning to
daily life in institutional settings.
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Response Essay: Designing a human
-centred hospital wayfinding system

Carlo Giannasca
When we undertake the design of a wayfinding system for healthcare
facilities, we adopt a classic human-centred design (HCD) approach to
the process. The government in Sydney, Australia has shown foresight
that requires design firms to use a clearly prescribed HCD process in the
development of public-health infrastructure projects. This requires the
design to pass through various stages of rigorous user-testing to ensure
that the solutions we develop are validated. We must be far more thorough
in our design methodology throughout the whole process to ensure what
we create is optimised for success.
When we undertake wayfinding projects in our consultancy, we take
our clients through a particular process that is designed to extract as
much information as we need to maximise our ability to deliver the best
result possible. As such, we follow a five-step HCD process that was
originally devised by IDEO.
The first and most critically important step is to start by framing the
design challenge. This is done typically by framing the challenge with a
question, such as, ‘How might we enhance the visitor experience in a
hospital through the addition of a comprehensive and comprehendible
signage and wayfinding system?’ As American inventor Charles F.
Kettering once said, ‘A problem well stated is a problem half-solved’. Once
we have defined the problem, we can start to investigate the user
experience and how it can be enhanced.
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The second step of the HCD process is to build empathy with the
intended audience. The process reinforces that, ultimately, we are
designing for people and not just for design’s sake. Therefore, we must
better understand people and their relationships with their
environment, so that we know where that experience can be enhanced
or improved. Part of the empathy-building process involves conducting
interactive workshops with the various user group representatives and
co-creating the brief for the project. This usually includes people from
all levels of hospital administration, doctors, nurses, patient and
visitor advocacy groups, among others. We have had a lot of success
actively involving users in the process because we can directly capture
responses and take them on the creative journey from the beginning.
To do this effectively, we need to build a profile and create personas of
who we are designing for.
To design a truly effective wayfinding system, we must understand:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

user needs (e.g., finding the main entrance into a building);
frustrations (e.g., not knowing how long the wait will be);
personal experiences (e.g., keeping children happy in the
waiting room);
particular characteristics (e.g., whether there are any cultural or
language barriers);
motivations (e.g., key reason for visiting);
behaviours (e.g., stress because users are visiting a sick or dying
family member);
user profile; and
user goals.

This information is typically gathered through face-to-face ‘in the field’
intercept interviews. These ‘intercepts’ are carried out at the various steps
along the user journey. The output is often a chart that captures the data
in a digestible and applicable form that can then inform the design
process (see Figure 4.10). From the data that we gather, we create a
number of different user profiles, which can vary depending on the
complexity of the project. Once we have established the various persona
types, we begin to map their journey and establish what we want them to
think, feel and do along each step of the way. This is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 4.10.
We consider what happens before, during and after their visit. By
mapping the experience, we can define opportunities and identify where
the journey can be enhanced through the use of wayfinding. We further
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4.10 A chart for building profiles of building users. Image courtesy of
Frost Collective.
map for persona types, creating a detailed experience map for every
visitor type that we profile. This provides a rich source of data on all that
will interact with the building.
In addition to the more conceptual approach to mapping the user
journey, we also look at it from a more practical angle. We look at the
whole journey sequence from the viewpoint of what signs we specifically
need at critical decision points to ensure that the user understands clearly
the correct path to take.
The third step in the HCD process is where we start to ideate. For a
designer, this is the fun part. This is where we synthesise what we have
learned in the empathy-building phase and exercise our creativity.
However, designing a great wayfinding system is as much a scientific
endeavour as it is an artistic one. We need to appreciate how people
understand their environments and what tools we can equip them with to
help them on their way.
In his seminal book The Image of the City,46 Kevin Lynch argued
that people who are unfamiliar with environments tend to orientate
themselves by means of mental maps. People understand spaces through
recognisable elements that provide legibility and emotional security of
being in familiar territory. As a wayfinding designer, my aim is to
provide users with that security. A good experience makes people feel
supported and satisfied and engenders trust in that organisation. The
result is a type of ‘emotional wellness’. Conversely, a bad experience
results in stress, discomfort and anxiety, resulting in frustration and
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erosion of trust in that institution. Establishing a clear mental map is a
powerful aid in counteracting disorientation. Lynch proposed that these
mental maps are formed by five key elements: paths, edges, districts,
nodes and landmarks. So how does this apply to designing wayfinding
systems?
When designing wayfinding systems, particularly for hospitals, we
always ensure that paths you want people to travel along are clearly and
easily understood. The analogy of a good butler with respect to corridors
as described by Sonit Bafna and Julie Zook can be applied to a signage
and wayfinding system that assists both visitors and staff in getting
around a hospital. If the corridors are the butler, the signage is the butler’s
voice. The end goal of a wayfinding system is to get a person from location
A to location B in the least disruptive and most stress-free method
possible. In the context of a hospital, some visitors may be in a heightened
state of stress, as such, the user-experience must be taken into
consideration.
In the example below for the Northern Beaches Hospital in Sydney,
we developed a wayfinding system that strongly signalled the key paths
that people need to follow. We worked with photographer Tim Jones to
create distinctly coloured wall graphics that functioned as intuitive
wayfinding elements and that harmonised with the colours used in the
interiors and furnishings.
It is also important to signal the edges of various zones as they play
an organising role in defining the perimeter of an area. Creating distinct
districts that have recognisable identifying characteristics is a powerful
tool in orientation. It is also critical to develop the wayfinding system such
that it reads as a uniform and hierarchical family of forms that are
consistent in layout, typography, iconography and colour.
Nodal points in an environment are the best places to deliver
information because these are where people pause to make decisions.
The example in Figure 4.11 shows how we located both level and
entire hospital directories at a key nodal point at the entry to a set of
elevators. Access to various departments was accessible only through
certain lift lobbies. Visitors therefore needed to be directed to the
correct lobby.
The final key element touted by Lynch was creating landmark
expressions in an environment to create points of reference that people
can use to orientate themselves. On the Northern Beaches Hospital
project, we collaborated with local artists and schools to develop the
major graphic expression in the atrium space. It spans the balustrade of
all seven floors in the atrium and is immediately visible when entering the
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4.11 Northern Beaches Hospital level directories located at key nodal
points. Copyright: Toby Peet.
front door of the hospital. This is shown below in Figure 4.12. We also
employed environmental graphics at key destination points in the hospital
to provide an intuitive layer to the wayfinding.
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4.12 Northern Beaches Hospital atrium graphic. Copyright: Toby Peet.
When designing wayfinding systems, we need to understand how
we can employ all these five key elements to develop more effective
solutions. They all work together to create a more complete picture of the
environment that visitors are navigating. In addition to Lynch’s approach
to developing wayfinding models, we often reference David Gibson’s The
Wayfinding Handbook.47 In it, Gibson describes the four typical models
that are seen in great cities around the world. These various models are
employed to make the cities more comprehensible to users. The first is the
‘connector model’, exemplified by The Forbidden City in Beijing. This city
is characterised by a strong central axis and a concentric system of
gateways that clearly lead the way. The second is the ‘districts model’,
after Cambridge. This is a city that has evolved organically over many
centuries and has adopted individual precincts with distinct names, coats
of arms and specific gateways. The third is the ‘landmarks model’, after
Rome. This ancient city has axial roads and landmark focal points located
at the centre point of each intersection and are major civic landmarks.
Finally, the ‘streets model’, found in New York City, employs a simple
wayfinding mechanism of a sequentially numbered grid of streets.
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We often adopt one of these four models when planning signage
and wayfinding systems for complex public buildings, depending on
which is most relevant to the structure and layout of the architecture.
Sometimes, we use a combination of models if we believe it will make the
comprehension of the space more digestible.
In my view, one of the most important aspects of the creative process
is to seek to uncover what is truly unique about a project. On the Northern
Beaches Hospital, we developed a solution that was original and drew
inspiration from the surrounding environment. The Hospital is located in
Sydney’s northern suburbs and is nestled between the beach and the
bush. The surrounding natural environment provided rich sources of
inspiration to the architects and interior designers.
We wanted to capture the essence of the place in our work as well,
so we set off one weekend into the nearby national park in search of
inspiration and returned with a few bags full of leaves, seed pods and
various other items. Photographer Tim Jones captured them all in minute
detail. The result of this is seen in the images in Figure 4.13.
We then coloured them to harmonise with the interior design
scheme and applied them as environmental graphics throughout the
building to assist with intuitive wayfinding. The graphics were intended

4.13 Original photography created for the environmental graphics.
Copyright: Tim Jones.
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to not only soothe the patients and visitors, but to activate the spaces,
particularly long corridors and department check-ins.
The final two stages of the HCD process are prototyping our designs
and then testing them to see whether they work. Prototyping can take
many forms. We initially produce what we call ‘lo-fi’ prototypes and test
them on-site to ensure that they work. This is a critical part of the HCD
process, which enables us to iterate and improve the design where
required. We also use 3D rendering software to prototype and test our
designs. This allows us to produce very realistic renders of complex
designs making it easy to see what the end-product will look like. It also
makes it easy for the client to imagine what they are going to get, resulting
in shorter approval times. The advent of 3D printing is making it easier to
prototype scale models of our work. Complex designs can be created
quickly and inexpensively. We also regularly produce ‘hi-fi’ prototypes.
These are full size samples made of the actual materials that we have
specified. We test these with users and modify the design if required.

Three takeaways
There are three key takeaways from adopting our creative design process
to design wayfinding systems. First, seek to truly understand the audience
that will engage with your work. Second, strive to uncover what is unique
about your project and make that what drives the design outcome. And
finally, prototype and test your work with your audience and learn from
them. Following this prescribed approach maximises the opportunity to
develop a solution that is more finely tuned to users’ needs. I trust that
this has given you some insight into our design methodology and how you
can apply HCD to create more effective wayfinding systems.

Notes
1 Geoffrey M. Hodgson, ‘What are institutions?’, Journal of Economic Issues, 40, no. 1 (2006),
1–25.
2 Mary Douglas, How Institutions Think (New York: Syracuse University Press, 1986).
3 Thomas A. Markus, Buildings and Power: Freedom and Control in the Origins of the Modern
Building Type (London: Routledge, 1993).
4 Clifford Whittingham Beers, A Mind that Found Itself: An Autobiography (Project Gutenberg
Press, 1908/2004).
5 Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (1st edition) (New York NY: Anchor,
1959).
6 Yelp: https://www.yelp.com/.
7 The history of European hospitals is full of examples of everyday life and medical care
overlapping in intense ways, such as in Thompson and Goldin’s account of the medieval
hospital in Bruges. The sense of scandal about co-located activities, indicated by the Yelp
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reviewers, can be traced back to Florence Nightingale. Not only did separation support the
cleanliness that she aimed to embed architecturally, but she also sought to rescue nursing, as a
profession, from association with prostitution. Eric M. ‘never saw something like’ flirtatious
nurses or simultaneous suffering and partying in his life because hospital arrangements that
allowed such things were largely phased out in the Victorian era. John D. Thompson and Grace
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University Press, 1975).
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Maggie’s Centres aim to connect life and health through compelling architectural design, they
generally house social spaces, not medical ones.
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This distinction emerged quite early. An influential reference is R. A. Hart and G. T. Moore, ‘The
development of spatial cognition: a review’, in Roger M. Downs and David Stea (eds), Image
and Environment: Cognitive Mapping and Spatial Behavior (Chicago IL: Aldine Pub Co, 1973),
246–88.
We say ‘type of geometrical knowledge’, to acknowledge that the geometrical relationships
need not be entirely Euclidean, but could be just topological, such as knowing that some
landmark is within a district, or that a room is to the right of a corridor.
Reginald G. Golledge, Valerie Dougherty and Scott Bell, ‘Acquiring spatial knowledge: survey
versus route-based knowledge in unfamiliar environments’, Annals of the Association of
American Geographers, 85, no. 1 (1995), 136. Note, Golledge and his colleagues speak of an
ability of treating survey knowledge as if it is a map, and do not claim the existence of an actual
map being represented in our head. But the description is still suggestive enough to wash out
any subtle distinction that may be maintained between the two positions. The warning against
taking cognitive map as a literal mental map is made quite explicitly in Alexander W. Siegel and
Sheldon H. White, ‘The development of spatial representations of large-scale environments’, in
Hayne W. Reese (ed.), Advances in Child Development and Behavior, vol. 10 (JAI, 1975), 9–55,
a paper that is cited in Golledge et al.
Hart and Moore, ‘Development of spatial cognition’, and Siegel and White, ‘Development of
spatial representations’ (both cited above) are both influential accounts of this view. The pointline-plane order that informs this view was widespread at the time; it also guided Kevin Lynch’s
framework for the mental organisation of the city’s image: The Image of the City (Cambridge
MA: MIT Press, 1960). Montello, in ‘A new framework’ (cited below) provides a useful
contextualisation of the emergence of this idea.
For instance, Christoph Hölscher et al. (‘Up the down staircase: wayfinding strategies in multilevel buildings’, Journal of Environmental Psychology, 26, no. 4 (1 December 2006), 284–99),
saw fit to cast their study as a comparison between their subjects’ survey and route knowledge
and judged the quality of survey knowledge through a pointing test, treating this kind of
knowledge, in effect, as an act of visualising a mental map.
Paul Arthur and Romedi Passini, Wayfinding: People, Signs, and Architecture (Ontario, Canada:
Focus Strategic Communications, 2002), 108–10. Originally published in 1992 by McGraw
Hill, the book introduced the term ‘wayfinding’ as an integrated design problem.
Arthur and Passini, Wayfinding, 109–10.
Shannon Dawn Moeser, ‘Cognitive mapping in a complex building’, Environment and Behavior,
20, no. 1 (1 January 1988), 21–49.
Unless they have been trained to work with maps. Golledge et al., ‘Acquiring spatial knowledge’.
Hölscher et al., ‘Up the down staircase’.
The core site of this mapping is the hippocampus – a distinctively shaped sub-cortical formation
of neural tissue that sits just under the temporal cortex of the brain. The hippocampus receives
connections from various cortical regions and has neural projections to a few specific areas of
the temporal cortex. This work has been reported by a large number of papers, but the following
two publications provide a nicely contextualised and comprehensive description of the research
work and its findings: John O’Keefe and Lynn Nadel, The Hippocampus as a Cognitive Map
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1978); and, John O’Keefe, ‘Kant and the SeaHorse: an essay in the neurophilosophy of space’, in Naomi Eilan, Rosaleen McCarthy and Bill
Brewer (eds), Spatial Representation (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1993).
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20 The work of O’Keefe and his colleagues is concerned with the vertebrate brain in general; much
of the basic research has been done on mice, but it has also been extended to humans.
21 Coding information in this way is not sufficient for the animal to develop a completely
allocentric knowledge of the environment. O’Keefe (‘Kant and the Sea Horse’, 58–9) discusses
a set of criteria that would need to be satisfied by a spatial navigational system before an
entirely allocentric knowledge of the environment could be said to have been achieved, but the
mechanism by which these criteria could be met remain to be explicated.
22 O’Keefe and his colleagues have conducted a few studies to understand the role of the
hippocampus in the learned knowledge of building layouts among human subjects: see, for
example, Eleanor A. Maguire et al., ‘Knowing where and getting there: a human navigation
network’, Science, 280, no. 5365 (1998), 921–4. But, while these studies have confirmed the
role of the hippocampus in the creation and maintenance of spatial memory, they have not
added further to our understanding of the way knowledge of entire layouts is stored in the
mind.
23 This point explains the finding (discussed above) of people being able to navigate successfully
within an environment, but not being able to draw a map of it or to locate various places of
interest on a given map. Also, because the use of the map-as-sensor depends on the mostly
visual recognition of cues from within a setting, a person may learn an environment through
cues encountered in one orientation (as visitors moving through a new building often do) but
may fail to recognise the same set of cues when viewing them from a different direction (as in
a return trip) and so may become lost. This point also explains how long-time residents of a city,
who can navigate it successfully as they go about their day-to-day lives, may nevertheless fail
to recognise settings when shown photographs of them – a point that Kevin Lynch reports in
his study of what makes cities memorable (cf. Image of the City, cited above).
24 The work of Barbara Tversky is particularly cogent on this point. Useful summaries can be
found in Barbara Tversky, ‘Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models’, in
Andrew U. Frank and Irene Campari (eds), Spatial Information Theory: A Theoretical Basis for
GIS: Lecture Notes in Computer Science (Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer, 1993), 14–24; and in,
Barbara Tversky, ‘Structures of mental spaces: how people think about space’, Environment and
Behavior, 35, no. 1 (1 January 2003), 66–80.
25 We use the term ‘mental model’ circumspectly in the narrow sense advocated by Lance Rips (in
‘Mental muddles’, in Myles Brand and Robert M. Harnish (eds), The Representation of Knowledge
and Belief, Arizona Colloquium in Cognition (Tucson AZ: University of Arizona Press, 1986),
258–86), that is, without committing to the larger idea that mental models provide the
framework for our cognitive ability as a whole. This latter idea has been advocated classically
by P. N. Johnson-Laird, Mental Models: Towards a Cognitive Science of Language, Inference and
Consciousness (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983). We should also
acknowledge that the conception of cognitive maps as mental models is not a new one (see our
citations of Tversky’s work above).
26 It is a feature of this system that it allows us to navigate autonomously without being aware of
what we are doing, as when we sometimes find that we have arrived at a place with almost no
memory of journey.
27 We use the term ‘system’ somewhat loosely to speak about the range of spatial problem-solving
abilities that support navigation as a collective, but without meaning to suggest that a dedicated
single system exists for this purpose.
28 Steffen Werner, Bernd Krieg-Brückner and Theo Herrmann, ‘Modelling navigational knowledge
by route graphs’, Lecture Notes in Computer Science: Spatial Cognition II – Integrating Abstract
Theories, Empirical Studies, Formal Methods, and Practical Applications (2000), 295.
29 Edward K. Sadalla and Daniel R. Montello, ‘Remembering changes in direction’, Environment
and Behavior, 21, no. 3 (1989), 346–63.
30 Daniel R. Montello, ‘Spatial orientation and the angularity of urban routes: a field-study’,
Environment and Behavior, 23, no. 1 (1991), 47–69.
31 Sadalla and Montello, ‘Remembering changes in direction’.
32 Integration can be roughly indexed by the average turns that separate any given corridor from
all other corridors.
33 John Peponis, Craig Zimring and Yoon Kyung Choi, ‘Finding the building in wayfinding’,
Environment and Behavior, 22, no. 5 (1 September 1990), 555–90. The drawings show the plan
of the building studied and a diagram that represents the network of corridors as a set of
straight-line segments. The study found that the degree of integration of the corridors was
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highly correlated (r=0.757, p<0.1). The researchers also found that corridor crossings on
higher integrated corridors were visited far more than those on less integrated corridors by
subjects during the directed search (r=0.778, p<0.1).
Saif Haq, ‘Investigating the syntax line: configurational properties and cognitive correlates’,
Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design, 30, no. 6 (1 December 2003): 841–63; also
reported in Saif Haq and Craig Zimring, ‘Just down the road a piece: the development of
topological knowledge of building layouts’, Environment and Behavior, 35 (1 January 2003),
132–60.
We use the term ‘institution’ broadly to refer to settled and relatively permanent forms of
collective behaviour that have been established through social norms. For the classical
definition, see Everett C. Hughes, ‘The ecological aspect of institutions’, American Sociological
Review, 1, no. 2 (1936), 180–9. Building types are institutions because they are shaped around
established patterns of behaviour governed by social norms; in hospitals such behavioural
norms are quite strong and even coercive, at least in their core programmatic areas.
For a focused description of institutional types in architecture, see Julia Robinson, Institution
and Home: Architecture as Cultural Medium (Delft: Techne Press, 2006), 204.
An institutional form that is best described in Mary Douglas’s useful formulation as high grid,
given that hospital settings are by definition also a strong group type. The original account of
the ideas is in Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology (London: Random
House, 1970).
Roger G. Barker and Phil Schoggen, Qualities of Community Life: Methods of Measuring
Environment and Behavior Applied to an American and an English Town (San Francisco CA:
Jossey-Bass, 1973).
See Mary Douglas, How Institutions Think: The Frank W. Abrams Lectures (Syracuse NY:
Syracuse University Press, 1986). Douglas makes a forceful case for the necessity of collective
thought to maintain institutions, arguing that such thought creates classificatory schemes on
which institutional practice is based, and that classificatory schemes are based on naturalised
analogies understood by all participants of the institutions.
David Cohn, ‘Maternity and pediatric hospital, Architectural Record (1 October 2004), 156–61.
The short description can be found on the journal website at https://www.architecturalrecord.
com/articles/12143-maternity-and-pediatric-hospital.
And this is by deliberate design, as we learn from the architect’s own text: ‘This project is
another good example of the role the floor plan has played in architectural practice, for it is the
layout of this floor plan that influences the complex program of a hospital in which each ward
is a building block. The concatenation of wards gives way to courtyards that can and must be
considered characteristic elements of this project, as providing the patients with a comfortable
environment was one of the architect’s goals. Such comfort is also achieved through the choice
of materials both inside and out, which seek to be perceived as indicative of a technological
culture to which a hospital is no stranger. Clarity, cleanliness, and brightness are attributes of
hygiene and also of this architecture, which we would like to describe as rational and
optimistic.’ Rafael Moneo, ‘Hospital Materno-Infantil Gregorio Marañón. En Colaboración Con
José María de La Mata Madrid, España’, Rafael Moneo Arquitecto, n.d., https://rafaelmoneo.
com/en/projects/maternity-and-pediatrics-hospital-of-gregorio-maranon-hospital (accessed
13 August 2021).
A well-known argument in favour of this point is in Nelson Goodman, ‘When is art?’, in David
Perkins and Barbara Leondar (eds), The Arts and Cognition (Baltimore MD: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1977). However, the most sustained defence of the idea that an interaction
with a clear contextual history is all that is needed to separate a work of art from its physically
indistinguishable counterpart is found in the work of Arthur Danto. The standard reference for
this idea is Arthur C. Danto, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace: A Philosophy of Art
(reprint edition) (Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1983).
This perspective on museums draws on Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the Shaping of
Knowledge (London: Routledge, 1992).
This study has a very small sample size but is a good example of an early video-based
intervention aimed at pain reduction: A. C. Miller, L. C. Hickman and G. K. Lemasters, ‘A
distraction technique for control of burn pain’, The Journal of Burn Care and Rehabilitation, 13
(1992), 576–80. The most influential study of the role of aesthetics of views on health outcomes
remains Roger Ulrich, ‘View through a window may influence recovery from surgery’, Science,
224 (1984), 420–1. A summary on evidence-based design research on hospital art appears in
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Kathy Hathorn and Upali Nanda, ‘A guide to evidence-based art’ (Center for Health Design,
2008). More recent studies have larger sample sizes, and some have replaced pain-related
outcome variables with measurements of satisfaction.
45 Ben Lerner’s nameless protagonist describes just this situation in the short story ‘The Golden
Vanity’. Ben Lerner, ‘The Golden Vanity’, New Yorker (18 July 2012), https://www.newyorker.
com/magazine/2012/06/18/the-golden-vanity.
46 Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City (Boston MA: The MIT Press, 1960).
47 David Gibson, The Wayfinding Handbook (Princeton NJ: Princeton Architectural Press, 2009).
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Chapter 5: Outlook
The social logic of spaces for health:
The relational hospital as a response
to COVID-19

Kerstin Sailer
As I am writing this in spring 2021, more than a year after the new
Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 (COVID) was detected and looking back to the
different healthcare design responses to COVID with the advantages of
today’s knowledge and insight,1 a story of variability and opportunity
structures emerges. In this chapter I will argue that pandemic architecture
can be read as a reflection of resources and possibilities available to
different healthcare systems and governance structures around the world
and highlight how that interpretation underlines the relevance of
considering hospitals in their social logic and thus as relational structures.
Adapting spaces to emerging needs is of course a normal process,
yet the urgency, immediacy and scale of what COVID required hospitals
to do, was aptly described as a ‘reinvention’ by UK medical doctor Rachel
Clarke during the first wave in spring 2020:
The pandemic is the first nationwide major incident in NHS history
… with no end in sight. Local teams across the country are working
with urgency and passion to do whatever is needed to save as many
lives as they can. Hospitals are reinventing themselves with
astonishing alacrity. All non-urgent surgery is suspended, just as it
would be in a local major incident. Operating theatres, recovery
areas, normal wards and even conference rooms are transformed
into ersatz ICUs.2
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Normal protocols developed for major incidents seemed insufficient
according to Clarke. Those usually include alerting staff, preparing
emergency and intensive care departments, shifting mobile patients to
other hospitals further afield and cancelling all elective operations for a
few days in order to create surge capacity. Yet what turns out to be an
efficient machinery for an isolated incident (such as a terrorist attack)
does not necessarily cope in the same way with the challenges of a highly
infectious new disease, spreading rapidly and continuously for many
months.
The way in which buildings and their usage changed during the
pandemic can be described as a continuation and acceleration of existing
trends.3 For example, the importance of infection control and the problem
of hospital-acquired (nosocomial) infections was already on the agenda
due to – among other factors – an increasing concern regarding
antimicrobial resistance. COVID accelerated this issue, rendering the
close monitoring of pathogen spread as highest priority.
In the following I will discuss the change in perspectives that the
pandemic has enforced on us as a continuation and acceleration of
previous trends and developments, as well as an opportunity to reflect on
hospital design and what we can learn for the future. This means taking
up Clarke’s theme of reinvention, asking how we might want to reinvent
hospital spaces for a post-pandemic era. In doing so, I aim to look forward
by looking back, weaving in aspects discussed in the earlier chapters of
this book, ranging from the way in which specialised building types
emerge (Zook in Chapter 1), to concurrent aspects of patient oversight
(Ossmann in Chapter 2), care team communication (Pachilova and Sailer
in Chapter 3) and cognition and visitor wayfinding (Bafna and Zook in
Chapter 4). I will also refer explicitly to the contributions made by the
practitioner essays of this book.
Essentially, I want to argue that design is always a response to
priorities, and as priorities shift and change – from an individual to a
collective view of health, from local expertise to shared knowledge, from
a technological approach to a primacy of social exchange and human
touch – design must follow suit. But before we reflect on emerging
priorities, let us delve more deeply into the pandemic and what we can
learn from how we have coped with COVID.

Healthcare spaces in times of COVID
It might seem glaringly obvious to argue that health has become crucially
important in times of a global pandemic; yet a very particular shift in
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perception and lived reality has occurred around the globe and that is the
newly found focus on the importance of public health for economic, social
and individual prosperity and wellbeing. Public health in this sense does
not only include the idea of the healthiness of the overall population; for
instance, in pre-pandemic times public health concerns focused, among
other things, on sugar intake, access to nutritious food and levels of
obesity across a nation or levels of exercise and fitness. What the pandemic
has added is the idea of mutual influence. My health is also your health,
if we share a common space, and, likewise, my precautionary behaviour
during a pandemic (distancing, contact reduction, wearing a mask) not
only protects me from harm, but also others around me. This
understanding of the interdependence of public health moves the focus
of attention away from the individual or certain groups of individuals
(e.g., by demographics) onto relationships and connections.4
Alongside the renaissance of public health, interior healthcare
spaces also received more attention than usual from architects and
planners. Hospitals around the world underwent a whole range of
extensions, transformations and spatial as well as organisational
reinventions. Researchers have identified four different strategies for how
the physical fabric of hospitals was altered or extended due to COVID:
1.
2.

3.
4.

transforming non-healthcare spaces (e.g., sports facilities,
exhibition centres and car parks);
transforming hospital spaces, including benign changes such as
coloured markings on floors to demarcate areas, using new signage,
installing Plexiglas walls or using multiple entrances to hospitals
where possible, as well as all the way to larger interventions, such
as installing triage spaces at the entrance, sealing off doors to
change navigation and movement flow patterns, repurposing
operating theatres and turning them into ICU wards;
creating plug-in spaces to existing hospitals; and
implementing insights into ongoing architectural design projects.5

It cannot be denied how starkly responses differed across countries,
also depending on how hard and how early they were hit by COVID. A
more detailed and contextualised account of two countries reacting to the
pandemic challenges in very different ways can shine a spotlight on
further architectural or spatial strategies and, as such, will be presented
in the next two sections, focusing on China and the United Kingdom.
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Chinese hospital spaces in context
By the end of December 2019,6 doctors in China had become alarmed by
a cluster of atypical pneumonia cases in the Wuhan region. It was reported
to the World Health Organization, identified as a novel coronavirus on 9
January 2020 and in the following weeks human-to-human transmission
was confirmed. On 23 January 2020, during the Chinese Spring Festival
celebrations, travel and movement restrictions were issued in several
Chinese cities – at that time, China had reported 571 cases and 17 deaths.
As of late March 2021, more than 15 months after its discovery,
fewer than 5,000 total deaths7 have been associated with COVID in China,
a remarkably low figure given what we know today of the viral spread of
the disease.
Experts argued that China’s rapid response, its rigorous testing
regime, surveillance mechanisms (e.g., temperature checks), a hard and
swift lockdown, as well as high compliance in the population (e.g.,
wearing masks or staying at home) allowed segregating COVID cases
from the healthy population, thus keeping the overall case count and
mortality figures relatively low.8
In addition, the way in which hospital spaces were configured, built
and used in China also contributed to this success story. Three
architectural strategies are worth pointing out.
First, hospitals in a city or a region worked together, allowing some
hospitals to quickly specialise in the care for COVID patients, while
transferring non-respiratory medical cases to other hospitals in the same
municipality. With this simple move, nosocomial infections were kept to
a minimum.
Second, in the epicentre of the outbreak – the region of Wuhan, but
also in other provinces with an early clustering of cases – additional
standalone makeshift hospitals were purpose-built. Most prominently,
the Huoshenshan (Fire God Mountain) hospital (1,000 beds) and the
Leishenshan (Thunder God Mountain) hospital (1,500 beds) were
constructed in Wuhan in the very short period of just 10 days. Planners
were able to draw on insights derived from the construction of the
Xiaotangshan hospital in Beijing, erected during the SARS outbreak in
2003, where none of its 1,383 medical workers became infected.9 The
hospitals consisted of a series of prefabricated containers installed on site.
Their spatial logic (see Figure 5.1) is intrinsically characterised by strict
infection control, separation of flows and modularity: patients are
accommodated in double-bed rooms with en-suite bathrooms, enclosed
on all sides. Fifty beds form one medical unit (in a wing, see Figures 5.2
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and 5.3) and four medical units work together as a medical zone. Nursing
staff enter the unit through a central double-loaded corridor and can
enter patient rooms from there via an anteroom, servicing two rooms to
either side. A separate and unconnected corridor loops around the
outside of a wing, available to patients. This is also accessible from the
outside to bring patients in or out. Nurses leave the unit through a series
of separate rooms, where they can peel out of their layers of protective
personal equipment (PPE). Therefore, the configuration strictly separates
areas considered clean in the central spine; areas considered semicontaminated (i.e., the double-loaded corridors in each unit available to
nursing staff); and contaminated areas (i.e., the patient rooms and
U-shaped corridor looping around the unit).

5.1 Floorplan of the Huoshenshan mobile hospital in Wuhan, erected in
2020. Plan redrawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
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5.2 The ward with separate circulation loops for nurses and patients at
the Huoshenshan hospital. Plan redrawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel
Rios, 2021.

5.3 Suspected cases are isolated, while confirmed cases are cohorted.
Plan redrawn by Victor Carrillo and Daniel Rios, 2021.
Third, a different type of hospital was provided, repurposing existing
infrastructures such as large sports halls or conference centres to
accommodate patients who tested positive for COVID, yet only displayed
mild symptoms – the so-called ‘Fangcang shelter hospitals’ (see Figure 5.4).
These hospitals provided a network of 16 buildings in the Wuhan region
offering 13,000 beds10 and allowing a temporary separation of infected
people from their families, friends and neighbours to limit cross-infections
and the psychological stress involved for all. In addition to enabling
strategic isolation and triaging of patients according to the severity of
symptoms, the Fangcang shelters also provided basic medical care,
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5.4 A Fangcang shelter hospital erected in the Wuhan Sports Centre.
Copyright: Wang Jing.
mental-health counselling and a quick referral system for patients with
worsening conditions.11 Accommodating mostly fit and mobile adults, the
spatial structure was designed with a focus on community, socialisation
and recuperation. Beds were tightly packed in the large open halls of the
shelters, allowing 1.5 metres between beds and curtains on two sides,
which were drawn back most of the time (Figure 5.4). Female and male
wards were separated, and activity spaces were provided either side for
eating, exercise, group reading, dancing, etc. While patients perceived
some deprivation of their privacy, they also felt solidarity, equality and a
sense of camaraderie, according to interviews undertaken alongside a
detailed space syntax analysis of the spatial structure, provided by Li et al.12
In summary, a sophisticated and nuanced architectural and spatial
strategy based on high-level triaging and tailored makeshift designs
contributed to China’s effective management of COVID.

UK hospital spaces in context
The first confirmed case of a COVID-19 infection was reported in the
United Kingdom on 1 February 2020.13 As of late March 2021, a bit more
than a year later, an excess of 125,000 people have died from COVID in
the United Kingdom, constituting one of the highest death rates per
inhabitant in the world.14
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Despite having witnessed the strict and early lockdown in China, as
well as overwhelmed healthcare systems in Northern Italy where COVID
first took hold in Europe, the UK government initially reacted reservedly,
not recognising the dangers fully and communicating mixed messages,15
while also allowing large-scale events such as the horse racing at the
Cheltenham Festival to go ahead in early March 2020.
This led to a quick rise in cases (although the majority in the first
wave of March and April 2020 remained untested), followed by increasing
hospitalisations and deaths and, in turn, an enormous pressure on the
National Health Service (NHS), as well as individual hospitals faced with
making decisions locally at speed and scale. The degree to which hospitals
adapted to the surge of patients remains undocumented, but it can be
safely assumed that every single hospital underwent at least benign
changes and adaptations, such as shifting functionalities and creating
extra capacity, as outlined by Rachel Clarke in her book Breath Taking and
highlighted at the beginning of the chapter.
An audio diary from one NHS hospital, the Bradford Royal Infirmary,
provides another first-hand account of how the situation evolved in the
early days of the pandemic:
Since my visit four days ago, the ward has moved quickly from
having a few cases isolated in side-rooms to the whole ward being
full of COVID-positive cases.
(Bradford Royal Infirmary, 8 April 2020)16
The hospital has metamorphosed from a complex galaxy of
specialities to a single planet of COVID-19. We are coping well with
the surge, but there is so much we still don’t know about this new
and deadly virus.
(Bradford Royal Infirmary, 22 April 2020)17
[It’s the] 5th of May. The Head of the NHS has written to all hospitals
in the UK setting out his ambition to return to normal by six weeks’
time. It’s a goal we all support, but it feels a little disconnected from
what is happening at the COVID coal face. Patients continue to
knock at our hospital door in steady and relentless numbers.
(Bradford Royal Infirmary, 13 May 2020)18
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The three quotes by medical doctor and professor John Wright paint a
similar picture to the one described by Rachel Clarke of increasing
numbers of COVID patients coming in and first taking over side rooms,
then whole wards, before engulfing the majority of the hospital. Contrary
to the examples presented from China, a strict separation of regular
patients and confirmed COVID cases did not succeed, also due to the
unavailability of tests. Instead, attempts to triage were made inside
hospitals as best as possible, for instance by floor markings, visually
separating respiratory (COVID) and non-respiratory emergency
department spaces. Turning whole hospitals into dedicated places for
COVID care as seen in China was only taken up in the second UK wave of
COVID in December 2020.19 In addition, there was no place for patients
with a mild course of disease, or in fact COVID positive patients well
enough to leave hospital, which meant they were sent back home
including to care homes, therefore seeding COVID among the most
vulnerable populations.20 A lack of resources, including PPE, led to a high
rate of nosocomial infections among healthcare workers.21
Similar to responses in other countries, the spatial strategy of
refurbishing existing infrastructure was also employed in the United
Kingdom, creating spare capacity by erecting standalone new hospital
structures (i.e., the NHS Nightingale hospitals, named after nursing
pioneer Florence Nightingale). Large conference or exhibition centres
such as the London ExCel or the Glasgow SEC were transformed into
open-plan wards in the Nightingale tradition, designed by architecture
practice BDP (see Figure 5.5).22

5.5 NHS Nightingale hospital designed by BDP. Image courtesy of BDP.
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Within a short time, thousands of extra beds, mostly in intensive care were
created across the country, marking an unprecedented effort of the UK
construction industry, supported by the military. The design principles
were presented in a manual, highlighting instructions for layout (see Figure
5.6) but also fitout, necessary kits, power, gas provision and ventilation. All
patient beds were open plan with partitions at the head of the bed for
servicing and the allocation of medical equipment. A typical ward
arrangement saw nursing stations at either side of a long row of beds with
a two-metre corridor between bed rows. Perpendicular to those corridors a
clean route and a dirty route were arranged, separated only by distance, not
by walls. With no actual partitions and all air exchanges centrally organised
in the large halls, ventilation strategies relied on air flowing from clean to
dirty areas. In effect, the clean and dirty separations were therefore less
rigorously conceived than in the Chinese Wuhan COVID-hospitals.
Reflections by BDP Principal Ged Couser highlight the speed and
scale of procurement, the collaborative practices in the process and the
fact that this seemed like the right thing to do at the time, not knowing
enough about COVID as a disease, or how harshly the healthcare system
would actually be hit.23 Systematic evaluations of the performance of the
NHS Nightingale London were published by a team of medical
practitioners having run the hospital. They reported that 54 patients in
total were cared for and comparable outcomes to other NHS sites were
confirmed, for instance regarding death rates, despite unforeseen
challenges with the multi-faceted nature of COVID symptoms including
multi-organ failure, which the Nightingales as critical emergency-care
models were not well enough equipped to deal with effectively.24

5.6 Layout, kit out and ventilation principles from the NHS Nightingale
manual. Image courtesy of BDP.
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In summary, the spatial and architectural strategies employed in the
United Kingdom to manage the COVID pandemic included local decision
making, small changes on the ground undertaken in relative separation
in each hospital and the provision of emergency critical care in the NHS
Nightingale structures. The NHS Nightingale hospitals, however, were
used only for a very small number of patients, and therefore had little
influence on the overall disease management.

Design as a response to (changing) priorities
It might seem commonplace to state this explicitly, but how hospitals are
structured both organisationally and spatially, and therefore in turn how
architects might make choices in their healthcare design projects, can be
seen as a direct response to priorities.
Design responses to the pandemic mirrored underlying assumptions
of what COVID-appropriate care looks like. In China, for instance, the
experience with earlier coronaviruses and other infectious diseases
created a strong blueprint and common understanding for necessary
spatial elements such as triaging or the strict separation of movement
flows in the interest of absolute infection prevention and control. Closed
patient rooms were therefore a natural response. In the same vein, the
strong Nightingale open-plan tradition in the United Kingdom meant that
ideas of effective care automatically included the view of nurses in
maintaining patient oversight, which led to an accommodation of patients
in larger open-plan bays or halls.
What is more, the Huoshenshan emergency hospital had a single
focused priority: preventing COVID deaths in both patients and healthcare
workers. The system functioned so well, exactly because it worked
alongside existing hospitals covering ongoing standard care as well as
shelter hospitals caring for those with a mild course of disease. This is
very different from the United Kingdom, where existing hospitals were
adapted in the main and had to cover all of the above functions
simultaneously (emergency intensive care, ongoing care and looking
after patients with mild symptoms) and were thus torn. A combination of
specialised building types providing nuanced and highly tailored care
seemed the more successful strategy.25
There is another point worth making in our attempts to learn from
COVID for hospital design in general, and that is how every design choice
has an impact on the levels of social solidarities enfolding. The
Huoshenshan model delivers an almost non-existent sociality. In fact, the
experience of healthcare workers26 seems to be one of gruelling isolation.
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As a temporary approach and in the light of the primacy of avoiding
nosocomial infection of healthcare workers, this appears like a price
worth paying. On the contrary, a strong programme of social exchange
was built into the design of the Fangcang shelter hospitals, showing how
important solidarities and shared activities are for recovery. What can be
learned here is possibly this: solidarities among people, among healthcare
workers, between hospital staff and patients, between hospital staff and
family are a crucial element of care. What has often been taken for
granted, has suddenly been at stake due to the impact of the pandemic.

Solidarities and co-presence as a crucial need
Those of us living through COVID in countries with less of a grip on
containing the spread of the virus will intuitively know what it means to
be deprived of copresence. With repeated lockdowns, stay-at-home
orders and contact limitations in place, our COVID-stricken lives have
shrunk considerably, both in terms of everyday geographic reach and the
diversity of people we meet, since we are reduced to spaces of the interior,
as architectural historian Annmarie Adams eloquently argued.27 Contacts
have become diminished to the closest of close ties – family, good friends,
direct work colleagues – and often maintained via online tools. With this
polarisation of spatial and social experiences, casual friendly encounters
with those not quite called friends – the barista normally making your
coffee, the co-worker from a different department, the other football fans
in the pub – disappear, as argued in an astute article in The Atlantic.28
Different intensities of solidarity, both strong and weak ties29 and
everything in-between, are so important to humans, as they relate directly
to how we have evolved as a species30 and have continued to thrive, not as
individuals and not just in small kinship related groups, but as ‘social
animals’ in larger congregations and societies, connected to others in an
intricate tangle of relations.31
In the same way in which solidarities matter in everyday life and
similarly to how encounter structures have been uprooted by COVID,
hospital life has changed dramatically. This transformation can be
described by referring back to early space syntax theorising in Hillier and
Hanson’s The Social Logic of Space.32 In this seminal book, the authors
argue that human relations are grounded in two different principles:
spatial solidarities arising from physical closeness, and so-called
‘transpatial’33 solidarities emerging from conceptual closeness. In the
most immediate sense, two people occupying the same physical space,
able to perceive one another, can be considered co-present34 and thus
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engaged in a spatial form of solidarity, since awareness of other people
forms the raw material of what Hillier calls ‘virtual community’.35 In
contrast, physical distance can be overcome if people have things in
common and therefore a motivation to invest in a relationship. Applying
those two dimensions to hospitals – spatial and transpatial – we can easily
see that communities are structured both around spatial co-presence and
working together (communities of interest, e.g., all healthcare workers
populating a ward and looking after the welfare of patients), but also
around transpatial professions and roles (communities of practice, e.g.,
all nurses, porters or cleaners following particular codes of conduct). In
times of COVID, I would argue, hospitals were forced to tone down spatial
solidarities and have thus become more transpatially organised. For
instance, visitors were no longer allowed on wards by default and were
invited only under special circumstances, so that the majority of exchange
between patients and family had to take place via videocalls. It has already
been argued that the segregating layout of Chinese emergency makeshift
hospitals took away opportunities for healthcare worker solidarities for
the sake of infection control. Likewise, staff fully geared up with several
layers of PPE can often no longer recognise their own colleagues, as faces
and bodies are hidden. With administrative staff and hospital planners
working from home where possible, it is easy to see how spatial solidarities
were reduced.
Yet another relationship between spatial and transpatial solidarities
can be brought to bear in this discussion and that is the differentiation
between systems of correspondence or non-correspondence, again
following Hillier and Hanson’s argument. A correspondent system, one in
which spatial and transpatial solidarities correspond to a high degree, can
be described as locally strong, exclusive and hierarchical with pronounced
boundaries. Correspondent systems often form segregated islands, within
which people are both brought together by spatial proximity but also by
conceptual closeness yet reaching across those silos can become difficult.
In contrast, a non-correspondent system allows spatial proximity to
overcome conceptual difference or vice versa, leading to a system
characterised by openness, equality, inclusivity and global strength.36
Under normal operations, hospitals could be argued to oscillate between
correspondence and non-correspondence, for example a tearoom
exclusively used by nurses presents a place of correspondence. In the
same vein, doctors, cleaners or porters might have their own break rooms
or spaces to congregate. These spaces nurture within group solidarities
and allow strong ties to form. Other places in the hospital, notably
corridors, are a shared space for non-correspondence. Different groups
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come together, thus allowing weaker ties to emerge and for the whole
system to be pulled together. The nursing station in a ward, despite
suggesting a gathering of nurses is also often a place where different
groups of professionals congregate.37 In the same way that COVID
diminished spatial relations in hospitals, solidarities were also shifted to
a higher degree of correspondence. Corridors for example became
potential vectors of infection and were avoided where possible.
Congregations between different groups of people were reduced to a bare
minimum. And maybe most painfully, spaces much needed for comfort
and respite for staff to cope with increased pressures at work (e.g,
tearooms) were traced as a root cause of nosocomial infections in staff.38
One of the many dilemmas of the pandemic is therefore that it
forces us apart in times when we dearly require human connection;
human connections are best made in physical space, yet that physical
space becomes dangerous:

Of all COVID’s cruelties, surely the greatest is this? That it cleaves
us from each other at precisely those times when we need human
contact the most. That it spreads through speech and touch – the
very means through which we share our love, tenderness and basic
humanity. That it transforms us unwittingly into vectors of fatality.
And that those we love most – and with whom we are most intimate
– are the ones we endanger above all others.39
In summary, solidarities in hospitals can be expressed under distinct
conditions of correspondence or non-correspondence, thus bringing
together single or different groups of people. Solidarities help to humanise
healthcare by supporting team efforts, but also giving people access to
comfort and empathy, as well as sharing the burden of responsibilities. All
these functions are enabled by physical space providing co-presence, but
with pandemic-related precautions and changes in routines, spatial
closeness as well as non-correspondence have become compromised and
reduced. For this very reason and reflecting on the deprivations caused
by COVID, Klinenberg calls for gathering places for people to come
together across all divides to strengthen solidarities for the post-pandemic
future we need to rebuild.40
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Designing the future hospital: user-centric healthcare design
It is finally time to raise the question of how the insights generated from
the research presented in this chapter and the wider book can be turned
into a set of coherent design principles. This involves bridging between
academic circles and design practitioners. Much has been said about this
topic over the decades – from the reflective practitioner41 to reconciling
intellect and intuition42; from evidence-based design43 to pre and post
studies44 and randomised controlled trials45 featuring hospital design.
A recent reflection by Michael Batty on the relationship between
science and design brings the challenge to the point:

Science and design require different perspectives on the world, and
although in theory, most believe that good science and good design
go hand-in-hand, the differences in viewpoint are significant
enough to make the question continually challenging. It is almost a
rite of passage to argue that science and design both require
intuition and discipline … but to ensure that [meeting goals] is
possible, it remains forever problematic.46
We can therefore accept that translating scientific evidence and metrics
back to the level of decision making of designers is not straightforward.
Bafna and Zook have already outlined in Chapter 4 of this book how even
explicit design guidelines on corridors can result in layouts that are
contrary to the desired outcomes of easy wayfinding, if the space –
designed with the best of intentions – is evaluated after completion.
This could be thought of as a problem of unintended consequences,
defined by sociologist Robert Merton as a series of factors limiting the
correct anticipation of consequences of action. Merton identified five such
factors, including simpler explanations such as ignorance (1) and error
(2), but also misjudgements due to an immediacy of diverging interests
(3) or fundamental values (4), or in fact that consequences do not occur
because of an interference from public predictions (5) (i.e., an outcome
is anticipated and announced but does not happen since people actively
changed the course of events in between).47
If we apply this scheme to healthcare and hospital design, factors 4
and 5 are arguably less relevant in design practice. On the contrary,
ignorance and error might account for a reasonable number of unintended
consequences. This is not meant in an antagonistic way – surely errors of
this kind do not occur out of bad will, but due to the nature of design as a
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‘wicked problem’, one that evades easy solving through scientific
rationales.48 We should also keep in mind how young and unestablished
evidence-based design still is as a discipline.49 As a result, errors may
come into play through uncertainty, simply not knowing or wishful
thinking. In addition, as a field we do not test our assumptions regularly
enough. Every building could be conceived as an untested hypothesis,
since designers and clients implement ideas of how an organisation might
behave by means of spatial design. This is fine by itself, but the issue is
that we too rarely test in a thorough way whether predictions that the
building makes were actually realised. The third factor that Merton
identified – an immediacy of interests – could also come into play, as
design is project-based and aimed at solving problems of a particular
client. Once a problem is solved and a project is delivered, teams are
mostly disbanded and move on. Successful learning, for example through
post-occupancy evaluations (or ‘POE’) often remains underfunded and
undervalued,50 but can still play a crucial part if implemented (e.g., as
described by Nanda in her essay in this book).
Apart from unintended consequences, research in this domain of
analytical design is predominantly looking backwards, at completed
buildings and how they performed post hoc. While we can build on a rich
tradition of research investigating the syntactical properties of viewsheds,
strategic visibility and network structures in existing floorplans of
hospitals, we hardly ever conduct research on how to design for various
spatial outcomes. Exceptions to this norm are few and far between.
Pachilova and Sailer offer a view in Chapter 3 of how particular and very
concrete design decisions (e.g., to widen a corridor) result in larger
strategic viewsheds, thus leading to a higher Spaces for Communication
Index, which in turn was associated with better care quality. Another
example outside of the hospital realm comes from the interdisciplinary
work of Ruth Conroy Dalton in supporting game designers in the creation
of different levels of difficulty of navigability in the game SeaHeroQuest,
which was then used to study orientation skills of healthy populations for
the benefit of dementia research. The task that Conroy Dalton faced was
how to design environments with a pre-defined controllable difficulty in
wayfinding.51 The space syntax metric of intelligibility could be employed,
as it was associated with ease of wayfinding, as evidenced in retrospective
studies. However, turning retrospective insights on intelligibility levels of
existing plans into prospective design principles was still a tricky process
and something that is not often done in research.
Intelligibility as a composite metric52 provides another pointer to
further difficulties in translating research into practice. Scientists have
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developed increasingly complex ways of measuring spatial properties in
floorplans in relation to behavioural outcomes. An example from hospital
design is Lu’s metric of targeted visibility, which describes not what
someone can see from anywhere in the plan, but how visible certain
targets (in this case patient beds) are. Lu found that targeted visibility
predicted the location of nurses in a hospital ward better than generic
visibility measures.53 Another example from a different domain, office
environments, shows how the locations of moving and interacting people
in workplaces can be predicted well with aggregate metrics, for example
floor by floor,54 yet these aggregations are meaningless to designers,
because no designer ever thinks about aggregate qualities of a building
floor when making design decisions. While certainly of interest from a
research point of view, complex, composite or aggregate metrics give
little guidance to designers regarding how to design. The discrepancy
between what designers design (e.g., walls, sizes of rooms, openings) and
what scientists typically measure, exacerbates the problem of bridging
academic research and practice.
It is argued here that building these bridges is not simply a matter
of practitioners overcoming barriers, as a recent journal paper suggested,55
but arguably at the same time we need to reflect on our contribution
coming out of academic research as scientists, not just in terms of
communication and accessible science, but also regarding the applicability
of metrics.
With both practitioners and scientists doing their best to make
research actionable, we can begin to address what to design for. At its
most basic level, hospitals, it could be argued, battle with competing
priorities. The example of China’s COVID response shows how new,
specialised building types were invented to cope with rapidly changing
demands, thus intelligently evading the issue of competing priorities.
Where this did not happen (e.g., in the United Kingdom), hospitals
struggled with the need to balance different sets of priorities within a
single building type – keeping staff safe, caring for unprecedented
numbers of intensive care patients simultaneously, staying in touch with
family and friends of patients while simultaneously trying to retain
standard care procedures that could not be completely cancelled or
postponed for extended periods. Arguably, COVID has taken these
dilemmas to the extremes. Still, competing and at times contradictory
priorities have been part of healthcare design for the longest time.
Engaging with practitioners therefore forces scientists out of the
rabbit warrens (or ivory towers, whichever metaphor you prefer), that is,
out of their deep subject knowledge, to appreciate the bigger picture.
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Possibly, this is one of the contributions of this book, juxtaposing original
research with practitioners’ responses throughout.
So, let us ask: How should we design hospital corridors? With a
focus on the whole hospital as a readable system, as highlighted by Bafna
and Zook, thus bringing visitors, their cognitive capabilities and
orientation issues as irregular building users to the forefront? Or with a
focus on the movement of staff and stuff, thus supporting regular and
routinised building functions? Where do the public-corridor system for
patients and the ward-corridor system inhabited by professionals meet
and how can inpatient unit corridors make visitors feel welcome, but at
the same time also play a role for inter-professional communication,
where boundaries between people in different roles are relaxed, as argued
by Pachilova and Sailer?
How should beds be arranged? In single-patient rooms, as
represented in the research of Ossmann or the contributions of Tingwald
and Nanda, common in the United States? Or in open-plan wards,
featured predominantly in the research of Pachilova and Sailer and
representative of the UK tradition?
Who should be given priority as a user group when we design? The
preferences of nurses, as signalled in the work of Ossmann? Or family and
patients as a separate user group, as maintained by Tingwald? Or different
user personas as proposed by Giannasca?
This brings us to our last section, reflecting on the question
regarding which of the many users a design should serve first and
foremost, and how user needs can be balanced.

Balancing user needs: which user anyway?
Reflecting on user needs, and who it is that is considered a ‘user’, bring to
light once more how complex the hospital is as a building type. In their
early work, Hillier and Hanson56 distinguished inhabitants, those whose
social knowledge is inscribed into the building and therefore control it,
and visitors, who only have temporary rights to the building. It is easy to
recognise these two categories as doctors and patients, and this is also
how the authors proceed in their discussion. According to Hillier and
Hanson the complexity of the hospital arises from the different types of
interface that the modern hospital provides – how and where doctors
meet patients, and who is in control of which spaces. Access to the hospital
at large is only weakly controlled. Once inside, visitors can roam freely at
first, also meeting each other. Outpatients accessing particular clinics
move towards doctors, who are accommodated deep in the building,
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whereas inpatients in wards are in the deepest parts with the doctors
circulating. Thus, Hillier and Hanson summarise:
The hospital is, in effect, a nexus of potentially conflicting and
contradictory socio-spatial forces, each in itself well defined but
each as likely as another to gain a temporary ascendency in the
evolution of designs. The hospital is characterised not so much by a
single genotype, but by a genotypical conflict, perhaps one whose
resolution is largely illusory.57
If we add to that analysis the problem that of course not all inhabitants
(i.e., hospital staff) are doctors (but also nurses, porters, cleaners,
anaesthetists, physiotherapists and medical students, to name just a few),
and not all visitors are patients (but also family and friends), and
recognise that each group comes with its own set of purposes, preferences
and requirements, therefore both inhabitant and visitor categories
multiply with differential levels of access, mobility, power and control.
Mapping those patterns to building structures could of course be
undertaken as a research project but would not bring us any closer to the
question of resolving what Hillier and Hanson called ‘largely illusory’.
There is yet another angle that can be usefully added to the
discussion of which users should be considered. The majority of
the literature on evidence-based or user-centric design conceptualises the
user through individual-level responses – for example, how someone
reacts to daylight, views of nature or the display of art. All these responses
are of course important and should not be disregarded. It is also easy to
explain how we have arrived at that point with a close involvement of
environmental psychologists at the heart of the evidence-based design
movement, as evident in the leading role of international associations
such as the Environmental Design Research Association and the
International Association of People-Environment Studies.58 However,
there is also a collective user to consider rather than just focusing on the
hospital as an aggregation of individuals, each with their own preferences
and predicaments.
This shift in perspective is fundamental since it conceptualises users
not just as demographic groups but takes the interactions and relationships
between those groups into account in a systematic way. A parallel can be
drawn to the shift in the perception of public health that COVID has
brought about, as argued earlier in this chapter. Where public health
evaluations were traditionally applied to aggregated groups of people
based on demographic characteristics, it is high time we rethink health as
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an interconnected system of opportunities and risks, not just deriving
from someone’s individual profile but also from their exposure to and
relations with others.
Examples of this shift in perspective can be seen all throughout this
book. Bafna and Zook bring individual cognitive processes of users
together with the impact that the presence of others has, for example, in
considering perceived usage conflicts in corridors. Reviews of buildings
showcased profoundly how use is not a singular process in the absence of
others but rather a layering of experiences and processes going on
simultaneously (a safety officer questioning a visitor taking a selfie, a
visitor irritated about a staff barbecue); or following Bafna and Zook,
corridor systems are social in ways that convey institutional character and
expectations. As such, corridors are considered as ‘networked behaviour
settings’.
Ossmann takes up the idea of the relational user by systematically
considering nurses in direct relation to patients. With an interest in
surveillance as a construct, the developed metric of concurrent visibility
expresses not just the visual field from the head of a patient bed as a
preferred location for nurses, but also the quality of spaces and visibility
from within it, thereby taking into account how easily nurses can interact
with each other while keeping an eye on the patient. Thus, Ossmann
conceptualises users through the patient-nurse and the nurse-to-nurse
relationship at the same time.
Pachilova and Sailer interpret relational users by including the
whole team of healthcare workers on wards, as any person might become
a crucial communication partner to a nurse on their everyday paths. The
developed Spaces for Communication Index therefore operationalises
aggregate viewshed sizes as nurses move through the ward as a proxy for
communication opportunities. This approach is possibly taking the
concept of a relational user furthest by applying a truly collective lens and
considering a ‘herd’ user.
Therefore, in this book we show how we can rise to the challenge
laid out by Hillier and Hanson decades ago and investigate the spatial
conditions underlying multiple and complex interfaces, while
simultaneously shifting from an individual user-centric approach to a
collective and relational viewpoint.
A last point needs making, and that is how to finally balance
competing user requirements. Before we can balance, however, user
needs must be articulated and understood. Giannasca offers an approach
in his response essay based on personas, as does Tingwald in highlighting
how different groups might assess a potential building differently. Nanda
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proposes a layered design diagnostics approach, bringing different
viewpoints together. By making perspectives explicit, design research,
whether in academia or in practice, allows issues to surface. Discussing
them openly within and across the design team, including the different
stakeholder groups is a first step towards achieving balance. We also need
to acknowledge that resolution of conflicting interests might differ from
case to case. This localised stance has the advantage of avoiding
unsolvable ethical dilemmas, as described in the classic trolley problem,
for example. Design decisions of this nature can never be automated, as
they require human empathy. Where an AI59 requires generic, hard and
fast rules of who to prioritise, judgements can be made one case at a time
and become grounded in local preferences, situations and cultures.60
Therefore, the act of balancing competing priorities can be
understood as a practice, where the process matters and not just the
outcome. Practices have an everyday nature and are constituted by
recursive human actions.61 If we continuously work on putting users at
the heart of hospital design, the following questions can accompany us:
How can we better understand the (unintended) consequences of design
decisions? How can we appreciate collective, overlapping and
contradictory uses? How can we calibrate or balance competing
requirements? Both academia and design practice have answers to
contribute to this debate. The social and relational stance I have sketched
here, I would argue, can make hospital architecture of the twenty-first
century more likely to succeed, whether or not we are indeed facing a new
‘age of pandemics’.
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The Covert Life of Hospital Architecture addresses hospital architecture as a set of interlocked,
overlapping spatial and social conditions. It identifies ways that planned-for and latent
functions of hospital spaces work jointly to produce desired outcomes such as greater patient
safety, increased scope for care provider communication and more intelligible corridors.
By advancing space syntax theory and methods, the volume brings together emerging research
on hospital environments. Opening with a description of hospital architecture that emphasizes
everyday relations, the sequence of chapters takes an unusually comprehensive view that pairs
spaces and occupants in hospitals: the patient room and its intervisibility with adjacent spaces,
care teams and on-ward support for their work, and the intelligibility of public circulation
spaces for visitors. The final chapter moves outside the hospital to describe the current
healthcare crisis of the global pandemic as it reveals how healthcare institutions must evolve
to be adaptable in entirely new ways. Reflective essays by practicing designers follow each
chapter, bringing perspectives from professional practice into the discussion.
The Covert Life of Hospital Architecture makes the case that latent dimensions of space as
experienced have a surprisingly strong link to measurable outcomes, providing new insights
into how to better design hospitals through principles that have been tested empirically. It will
become a reference for healthcare planners, designers, architects and administrators, as well
as for readers from sociology, psychology and other areas of the social sciences.
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